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dominated by incumbents. 
Murdo McDonald, the returning officer for the, 
municipal elections, ays only Molly Natress and Lily 
'JUST LIKE A HORSE RACE' 
Contestants please to the starting gate 
By EDYUDIN Jack Talsira, or Alan Soutar has declared their the last minute, they always like to see who else is 
Herald Staff WHtor candidacy to this point. However, it appears that going to run. It's really like a horse race." 
The deadline for declaring candidacy for the Talstra and ~lesbrecht will seek re.election, with 
numerous Terrace district council and regional Soutar still undecided. There have been no Monday is also the deadline for Regional District of 
district board seats is fast appreaehing. Tothis point it nominations for the mayorality, though it is believed Kitimat-Stikine directorships. There are five regional 
is still a mystery who will run for the Council, and the Dave Maroney will seek re-election. Other 
nominations f'fled with the regional district office i s  possibilities include Vie Jolliffe and Gerry Duffus. 
Nielsen have f'fled nomination papers to this point. 
None of the three incumbents, Helmut Giosbrecht, 
The deadline for filing papers is Monday, Oct. 29 at 
11:50 p.m. Returning Officer Murdo McDonald ex- 
pects a last minute rush. 
seats up for grabs, with most incumbents already 
filing papers. Percy TaR of Area A or the Nasa, Marty 
Allen for Area B or the Hazeltons, Alice Chen Wing for 
Area C which ineludes Lakelse Lake and the Remos, 
and Les Watmough in Area E including Thornhill and 
"A lot of people wait until Monday and show up at Queensway will be running. So far there is no declared 
the Municipal Hall," he said. "The rush is always at opposition. In Area D which includes Telegraph Creek 
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and lskut, two newcomers Gordon Franke and Ernst 
Klassen will be contesting the seat currently held by 
Bobby Ball. Ball has not made a decision to this date. 
With Chairman Joe Banyay's decision to withdraw 
from regional district polities, the new board will 
appoint a director to replace him. 
There are also two bylaws going to referendum on 
Nov. 17. Thornhill and Copperside state voters will 
cast their ballots on a dog control proposal. Area E 
and a specified portion of District C will vote on a 
proposal to fund the Terrace Public Library. 
14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4536 kazalleAve. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open ~0a.m.-6 p.m. dallyexcept St~ndsy 
Frl.tlll9 pJn. 
Ops offer" ..... - WON'T FL INCH 
T..orie's vow 
• ,~,.i~ i  . 
to re turn  
I I  _ .ghe r rate , , j ~ .  
~ .~;~ , __ ,BrByCwAROLr~Cd)AR,~egov John Crusbla, refusal to "Ourintsrcetra, roward 
. appear before a Commons thsee who have and punish 
,."" ~"  ..' '¢ ' ~ . .~ . . ' .  ~k  ernment declared a firm in- committee to defend his thee who don't," he said. 
disciplinary charges ngalnet strike by almont 1,200 radio 
them, operators at 142 air and 
A spokesman for the marine stations. The 
Public Service AlliAnce o~ operators so far have left 16 
Canada said today that stations unmanned. 
Socreds walk 
out o f  House ,,,,m 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  The five recognized after the Liberals 
memberooftheSoclalCredit and NDP. 
party walked out o~ the Com- "And we'll keep doing it 
muns today after failing to until they realize that we 
be recognized during have rights here. We'll keep 
question period, interrupting the questioning ' 
aht.m . , . .  t - -a~. . ,a  . -  and use all the means 
• Fa . . . .  .~,~, ...~,.. ,,~ . ,m aV. t t .~.s_  . _  . . _  , 
arot~ that has been f~h~g ~%'?.~Y_~" .._ ; 
..... . . . .  • . . . .  .., ,,, -ttolt~elenaea.uw.git0uFlt, ....... ~ ,,,.,..~ ~amuc~eufu l  ~t[le for" . . . . .  . . . 
recngnltion as a party in the acuone, saying it must ne 
222-mt Communs, led a recognized becanse it is the I 
only effective opposition walkout down the full length from Quebec. 
ef the Commons chamber as 
Prime Minister Clark was The walkout was not 
answering a Liberal 
question, 
Roy and Adrian Lambert 
had repeatedly sanght o be 
recognized to ask a questien 
and when they falled~ began 
.s~nding and talking every 
ume Clark ro~e to respond to 
a quesilen. 
Roy said outside the Com.  
mona the five ~ will 
return Monday and walk out 
again ff they do not get 
planned, But it was done in a 
lasldon that guar~toed goad 
television exposur~ 
As Clarlk spoke, tim n~inl. 
contingent chatlZd among 
themselves and then, on the 
signal from Roy and Lam- 
bert stood up andmarebed in 
frunt of Clark and out the 
door beside the Speaker. 
The television cameras 
could not miss them, 
although Speaker Jerome 
has made clear In the past 
the cameras hould unly be 
directed at the members 
specking, 
When Roy attempted to 
speak on a point ol  order, 
Jerome said a Social Credit 
questioner would be 
reeogulzed at a time of the 
Speaker's chouslng, 
Then Jerome recoghised 
Pierro de Bane (L -- Mats. 
pedla-Malane), who asked 
his question. 
The Commons greeted the 
walkout With silence. A 
couple of Liberals ap. 
plauded, but Clark continued 
with his answer as though 
nothing was happening, 
All parties have oppoeed 
giving Social Credit party 
status, which would make it 
equal to the ~-member NDP 
caucus In some respects, 
Pipeline 
• . 
promises  
Pr°0t0eet o n 
Trans Mountain Pipe Line 
Co, said Thursday it will not 
proceed with ila proponad 
MOO mllllen plan to trsmport 
Alaskan oll to the U,S. 
midwest ff it cunnot meet 
environment¢l 
requirements, 
" I f  there were items 
Error 
said 
at .fault 
NEW YOI~ (AP) --  The 
United States Federal 
ReMorse says it made a huge 
ror in calculating the 
money supply for the first 
two weeks ef October, an 
error that apparently played 
a large role in the rapid rm 
of interest rates this month. 
The Increased interest 
rates in the U,S, resulted in 
similar increases in Canda. 
The admission came 
Thursday, as the Federal 
Reserve released figures 
chewing the previous week's 
report of the basic money 
skupply was ~3 billion too 
|u lp | . .  
"The  substantlal cause of 
the revlalon was reporting 
errors by a large money 
centre bank," a Federal 
Reserve spokesman said, He 
declined to give details. 
In lls efforts to control in. 
fl"flen, the Federal Raserve 
closely foilowa the money 
supply. Last week It reported 
thebealc money supply rose 
~.S bllllo~ in the week ended 
Oct.10. TIw same day, the 
Federal Ressl'~ tightened 
credit, driving up ,!nterest 
rates, 
But on Thursday, the regarding the environment 
Federal Reserve said the that could not be overcome, 
gain was actually only a we'd stop and not go 
medeat 1800 million for that ahnad,"the company told a 
week. It said the basic National Energy Board 
Hearing. 
Trana Mountain wants a 
conditional permit o bufl~l a
pipeline from the U.S. border 
to Edmonton. 
Concurrently, it hu ap- 
plied to U.S, regulatory 
autheritles to build an oil 
port at Low Point, Wnch., on 
the U,S. side of Juan de Fuca 
Strait, to receive oil front 
tankers arriving front 
Valdez, Alaska, 
i/ 
money supply for the weak 
ended Oct. 17 declined STOO 
million, completely offset- 
ting the previous week's 
gains. 
Interest rates on U.S. bend 
markets dropped late 
Thursday after the report, 
altbeugh trading was brief. 
The New York Stock Ex- 
change had closed before the 
money supply figures were 
released. 
i I[ I1 . . . . .  " 
Writers reading 
Jan Gould (left) and Beth Hill peruse Hill's new book, "The Remarkable 
world of Frances Barkley." The two will be speaking tonight at the Terrace 
PubH~ Library, at 8 p.m. See stery page 3, photo by Don Schsffer 
Attack made on Bishop 
TEHRAN (Reutsr) -- The stormed into their bedroom, by court officials demanding 
head of the Anglican Church She was hit in the hand by a 
in lran, Bishop Hassan bullet but not wounded 
DehganiTafti, esoaped an severely. Other shots pep. 
ssussinatina attempt early pared the pillow where the 
today when gunmen broke bishop had lain. 
into his home and fired five 
shots into his bed. The Iranisn.l~rn bishop 
has been at the centre of a 
"It Is an absolute miracle I row over Christian hospitals 
payment of funds they said 
belonged to the expropriated 
Shiraz hospital, 
Immunizat ion  
i s  underway 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
annual campaign to i s .  wMn!t hit," Bishop Dehgani. In Isfahan and the southern monlze against influenza ll 
Tafti said in a telephone call town of Shiraz which were persons with chronic 
from his home in the central taken over by sellappointed iseases and those older than 
city of lsfahan, "They lslamlccommittessafterthe e5 is under way throughout 
me,defil)itely" wanted to kill February revolution, the province. The health 
He said his wife Margaret, His home was raided two ministry said persons in 
the daughter ot British mis. months ago and his files de. long.term care facilities are 
sionarles, threw herself stroyed and last Oct, 8 he , being given priority because 
across him as the gunmen was detained for five hours of their age 
KITIMA T HOSPITAL HEA D 
tention Thursday not to 
flinch from pushing interest 
rates o high consumers are 
wrenched out'of their in- 
flationary buyingsprce, but 
Prime Minister Clark 
promised to consider 
measures toease the burden 
on the poor. 
Parliament hovered near 
the brink of pandemunium 
several thnea as outraged 
politicians charged the 
government with Imposing 
intolerable costs on the 
public and of pushing the 
economy into a deep 
recession. 
• The uproar, followed a 
decinion by the Bank of  
'. Cards: Wednesday to rain 
tts p~ee~setting~ending ~rate',. 
to a record t4 per vent, It was 
the fourth -- and most 
criticized - -  bank rate in- 
crease since the Con- 
servatives became the 
government May 22. 
Clark admitted that low- 
income families and pen. 
stoners will find it more 
difficult to make ends meet 
as a result of the govern. 
ment's conviction high in. 
terest rates, reduced 
gowrnment spending and  
few giveaways are the only 
way to break the grip ot 
inflatioo. 
He told Liberal MP Aidaen 
Nicholssn (Toronto Trinity) 
the government is looking at 
relief measures for this 
hard-hit group. 
As MPs and senators 
grilled Clark, his cabinet 
ministers and bank governor 
Gerald Boney, lending in. 
stltutiona cross the country 
fell into line with the central 
hank, raising the cent c~ 
loans to consumers, small 
buslneeamen and tanners. 
Mortgage rates were ex- 
pected to go up soon. 
The chartered banks 
boosted their prime rate -- 
the floor on which all other 
interest rates are based-- to 
14.75 and in some cases, 15 
per cent. 
The prime rate is available 
only to the banks' blue chip 
borrowers, usually large 
corporation. A consumer 
with a good credit rating 
would probably pay 15.5 per 
cent, a small bueinemunun or 
farmer 15.75 or 18 per cent. 
Both the New Democratic 
Party and the Liberals de. 
manded an emergency 
debate on interest rates in 
the IfouM, but their appeals 
were/~lml out of ordm'. 
Undeteffnd, they called 
for adjournment o the day's 
strains u an expreealun at 
anger over Finance Mlnlstor 
0 
.economic policy. That The NDP will fight the 
motionwas defeated ina 117. government's interest rate 
to-96 vote. strategy with every 
The same committee, 
meanwhile, was busy cross. 
examining ,Bouey on his 
latest interest rate increase. 
Outside the Commons,, 
NDP finance critic Bob Rae 
said hla party would not be 
satlsifed until Crosbie 
resigned. 
parliamentary tool at its 
dispaml, be said. 
The Liberals took a more 
concil iatory approach, 
partly because they found It 
difficult to explain away the 
seven similar bank rate 
increases they imposed in 
their last year in power. 
Prov inces to 
get resources  
OTTAWA (CP) ' - -  The dlatoi gush eonirol might 
• faderar..:~mzer~ment= de~--haw~to.be-phHed.fn? ,~ . • 
turning more resource Referring to Pelro. 
control over to the provinces Canada, Clark propounded a 
because they can do a better similar theme, asserting 
Job developing resources such a national all enterprloe 
than Ottawa can, Prime is better when It is closer to 
Minister Clark said today, the people. 
Rep ly ingto  questions 
about his promise to 
recognize full provincial 
ownership 'of energyrich 
effshore areas, Clark said at 
his weekly news conference 
that regional governments 
are closer to the people and 
know better how to speed 
development.. 
"They're often better 
trusted," he added. 
Agreeing that loss of 
potential resource revenue 
would be felt by deficit. 
burdened Ottawa, Clark said 
it would be meaningless to
give the provinces 
something that in valueless, 
Canada, he said, is 
trenger when the provinces 
ve the means to set and 
achieve same o~ their own 
major goals. The 
"renaissance" of the West 
thus had increased benefits 
for the nation because 
western provincial govern. 
moats are strong. 
The prime minister, 
however, said transfer ef 
resource control to the 
Yukon when it becmnes a 
zrovince may not be lame. 
CLOCKS 
GO BACK 
Remember to set your 
clocks back one hour 
Saturday evening, as the 
Pacific Northwest goes 
back from daylight 
saving time to standard 
time, 
You'll gain one hour's 
sleep, and if you're early 
to rise you may notice it's 
slightly brighter outside. 
i I 
The government would 
reach a decision after two to 
four weeks on recom. 
mendations that Petro. 
Canada's shares be dis- 
tributed among , all 
Canadians: "My hunch is 
that moat Pcoifle don't feel 
they own a Crown cor- 
poratlen because it's too dls. 
tent from them." 
It's fresh 
The athletic departments 
at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary and Thornhlll 
Junior Secondary Schools in 
Terrace will be selling 
Florida oranges and 
grapefruit next week. 
The fruit will be fresh, as it 
won't be picked until the 
order is placed. It will be 
packed and shipped im- 
mediately after picking, 
thereby makingit as fresh as 
it can be, according to Bob 
Cooper, athletic director at 
Caledonia. 
The students will be going 
door to door selling the fruit 
every night next week, ex- 
oept for Halloween ight. If 
people are not at home when 
the students come, pam- 
phlets will be left giving the 
occtqoant information about 
the fruit and how they can 
make a purchase. 
If for some reason your 
home is missed, contact 
Cooper or Clayton Lloyd- 
Jones at Caledonia, 635-6531. 
Prices for the fruit will be: 
small box, $10 (approx. 48 
cents per pound); large box, 
$18 (approx. 42 cents per 
pound), 
No need for an inquiry here 
By ED YUDIN inquiry into the health care in the Terrace.Kitimat Green says any investigation of Mills Memorial 
Herald 8taft Writer 
Jack Green, the administrator f the Kitimat 
General Hospital,says MLA Frank Howard's request 
for a inquiry into health care for both the Terrace and 
Kltlmat area, was "a  very stuvid thinf to do." 
°'I am very resentful of this buklne~] that we should 
be investigated, "he  said, adding that "just because 
. they (Mills Memorial) louse things up there doesn't 
mean we have any problems here." 
Howard has requested that Bob McCleiland, the 
provincial minister of Health, launch a full scale 
area. His request comes in the light of a number of 
department head resignations at Mills Memorial and 
criminal charges laid against the former ad- 
ministrator of Mills Memorial Hospital. 
When asked by the Herdld to define the area en- 
compassed by such an inquiry, Howard replied," the 
general area, there is an interconnection between the 
Kitlmat Hospital and Mills Memorial depending on 
what sDecialie! .qervicpn nr~ ,,.-:' " 
should not include the Kitimat institution. 
"The KiUmat General Hospital has had only one 
department resignation in the past year caused by a 
person moving back to his home country," he ex- 
plainecl. "It's operations have reduced the small 
surplus in the annual financial statement being set- 
tiffed without reservation after audit by indepondant 
firm of chartered accountants." 
Hospital staff resent the allegations against this 
hospital in the article." He was referring to the article 
I. 1V~yI. n~.dn~'c Wm,~la 
Page 2, The Herald, Friday, October 26, 1979 
World +aid. f ree  of smallpox no,w NEWS B ,EFS l' 
AIROBI, Kenya (AP) -- yellow fever and typhus -- Nairobl this week and cer- cultural barriers has routine smallpox vac- a y c p the ' 
The World Health have still not been tiffed the four countries free brought to eradication a cinatioas be terminated und recommendations, which 
Organization today declared 
:the world free of smallpox 
and said the epidemic 
disease that once killed and 
scarred millions will not 
return. 
"Smallpox has finally been 
• crushed," said Halfdan 
Mahler, director general of 
the health organization, 
proclaiming victory over 
"one of the meat reacherous 
diseases ever known." 
According to WHO records, 
the last known smallpox case 
outside a laboratory was 
diagnosed exactly two years 
ago today, when a cook took 
Ill in a town in Somalia. 
Since then, 6,000 local 
health workers have con- 
ducted an intensive vac- 
cination and surveillance 
campaign in Somalia and 
three neighboring East 
African countries that share 
the same nomadic 
population -- Kenya, 
Ethiopia and Djlbouti, No 
new victims were 
discovered. 
Smallpox was known aa 
one of the five great killer 
diseases that have plagued 
man throughout history. The 
eradicated, of the disease, They were the disease present for thou. 
last four countries lacking sands of years," Kostr- that nations no longer 
Dr. Jan Kostrzewski ofPo- certification, he said. sewaki said. "This Is a require vaccination cer- 
land told a gathering of "For the first time in historic moment for Africa tificates from foreign 
health specialists here that human history, co-operatiou and the world." travellers. 
health survey teams met in that crossed political and He recommended that Many countries have 
Leave children to the pros 
By BRUCE LEVETT 
LONDON (CP) -- Douglas 
Sutherland, speared at an 
early age by .a mother 
wielding a diaper pin, is 
firmly of the opinion that he 
upbringing of young gen- 
tlemen is "far better left to 
the professionals." 
Such professionals range 
from nannies, through 
masters at boarding school, 
to the dons at university. 
In his new book "The 
English Gentleman's Child," 
Sutherland says a gentleman 
seldom, if ever, chastises his 
children. 
"He is far too busy dis. 
ciplining his dogs." 
If the gentleman seems 
preoccupied with his 
Bediington terriers rather 
than his children, Sutherlend 
says, he is not the sort of 
son receives ix of the best 
for picking his nose in class. 
"At  the average public 
(private) school, not only 
can an offender be caned by 
a master but also by those 
among his fellows who have 
risen to the eminence of 
prefects." 
There. is greater prestige 
in being caned by a master, 
he says, and it is more likely 
to be less painful than being 
beaten by the captain of 
games. 
Daughters, however, are 
not accorded this privilege. 
Instead, they are "sent to 
Coventry," which means 
being given the silent 
treatment by their peers. 
This, says Sutberlund, is 
the kind of nasty, girlish 
device employed during 
trade union disputes. 
third from the upper-crust 
pen of Sutherland to be 
published by Debrett's 
Peerage un the matter of 
manners and morals among 
the high.born. 
The good old English 
nanny, in ruling the nursery, 
relies on a truth recognized 
since Adam and Eve in-' 
vented children: 
"If you don't get your foot 
on the little darlings' necks 
from the first moment yon 
clap eyes on them, and keep 
it there, you are not in with 
any chance at all." 
Sutherland reports that 
some nannies go on insisting, 
long after their charges have 
left home and are about o 
Imve children of their own, 
that babies are found under 
gooseberry bushes.. 
"'Fortunately, the sexual 
activities of the horses, dogs ' 
and other animals with 
which a gentleman's. 
children are normally" 
surrounded, are considered 
fair game as topics for 
cofiversation. 
"Otherwise, many young 
scions of noble houses wold 
be in for a considerable 
shock after they had been 
dragged to the altar of St. 
Margaret's, Westminster." 
Phillip knows limits 
CALGARY (CP) - -  Prince 11 days interviewing persons 
Philip" said Thursday he in each province and 
would like to contribute as territory before reporting to others -- plague, cholera, chap to kick up a row if his This slim volume is the 
SATURDAY 
lithe as possible to the Duke 
of Edlnhargh's Fifth Com- 
monwealth Study Con- 
ference in Canada next y~r. 
"I've got to open it, I think, 
and close it," said Philip, 
known for his seif-effacing 
wit. "I'm very good at 
opening and closing things." 
Thebulk of the work would 
be done by other conference 
members, he told reporters. 
The conference isone of a 
series held every six years. 
It will bring together 300 
delegates from around the 
CommOnwealth  for 
discussions on relationships 
between industry, unions 
and the average citizen. 
The conference is to begin 
May 17 In Kingston, Ont. 
Delegates will be divided in 
study groups that will spe~d 
OI)T. 27, 1 
u.=.,il ..... OU 
SAVE 27% 
the closing session in 
Quebec. 
Philip said industrial 
societies are still relatively 
new. 
"We're still really learning 
what are the best lnslitutiona 
to make life tolerable in an 
urbanindustrial sitt~ation 
and this is what we're trying 
to dig up." 
A conference brochure 
says the delegates, to be 
'chosen from corporations, 
trade unions and other 
groups, will all be 25-40 years 
old and will be persons "who 
seem likely to be, within the 
next decade, in positions 
where they will be required 
to make major decisions 
affecting people in an in. 
dustrisl society." 
WHO estimates could save 
more than $1 billion a year in 
public health costs. 
WHO doctors ay there is 
no chance smallpox will 
reappear. The only 
remaining chance of in- 
fection would be from virus 
stocks toredin laboratories. 
U.S. Surgeon.General 
Julius Richmond described 
the success against smallpox 
as a "medical milestone" 
that illustrates how In- 
ternational co.operation can 
contribute to a rational 
health future for the world. 
"The example of what has 
been achieved in smallpox 
ez;adld stimulate ~ to a 
similar commitment to re. 
dune' the suffering still 
caused by childhood 
diseases," he said. 
WHO and its member 
states have committed 
themselves to providing 
immunization services for 
every child in the world by 
1990. 
Vaccination had virtually 
eliminated smallpox from 
Europe and North America 
when WHO began its cam. 
paign in 1967. At the time, 
smallpox still was a major 
problem in parts of South 
America, Africa and Asia.• 
As recently as 1966, smallpox 
was endemic in 30 countries 
and afflicted about 2.5 
million persona. 
The disease is a virus for 
which there is no cure, but 
vaccination can prevent 
infection. Smallpox has an 
incubation period of 14 to 21 
days. It manifests itself by 
high fever, headache and a 
rash of painful, pusfllled 
blisters which are some. 
times succeeded by per- 
manent, disfiguring pock 
marks. 
Two cases of laboratory- 
acquired smallpox occurred 
in Birmingham, England, in 
1978. But because of their 
origin, WHO does not count 
these in its figures. 
SAN SALVADOR tAP) -- 
Supporters and opponents of 
El Salvador's new Junta 
battled with fists and rocks, 
sending mobs looting as the 
government stood by and 
' continued, talks for the 
release of 300 hostages held 
by 1,000 leftists in the labor 
and economics ministries. , 
The brawl broke out in a 
downtown plaza Thursday 
night after Christian 
Democratic leader Jose 
Napoleun Dusrte, a Junta 
supporter, returned from 
seven years' exile in 
Venezuela nd urged more 
than 50,000 followers to "take 
to the streets before 
terrorists dominate them." 
About I00 leftists arrived 
~DI~ motorcycles, Jeered 
rte, then set fire to the 
platform he was speaking 
from• Duarte fled, fist and 
rock fights Lrcke out, 'and 
backfire from the leftists' 
Botorcycles, mistakenly 
thought to be gunfire, sent 
other groups fleeing in panic. 
NEILSON'S 
16 BAR PAOK 
Perfect for 
Hallowe'en treats 
K mart Reg. Price 1.97 
SATURDAY ONLY 
SAVE 32% 
B.B, BATS 
Bag consists of 
70 Peanut Butter Chews 
.+ 
SATURDAY ONLY 
I 
1 77 
Per Bag 
KLEENEX 
BOUTIQUE 
2 rolls per pack 
2 ply sheets per roll 
Reg, Low 
K mart Price 1.29 
+A.,-. 88 rJ ONLY 
VINYL 
RUNNER 
Seml-c:lear Herringbone 
design. 27" by 6 ft. 
K mart Reg, 
Low Price 4.19 
ONLY 
i 
MEN'S WOOL 
WORK PANTS 
pockets. 80 percent woo 
Pioneer brand 
Reg. Low K mart. 
Price 36,99 
o . ,¥LU 
de Cotret under fire 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Senate question period, once 
considered a big yawn, has 
come to life with the 
presence of three govern- 
ment ministers. But it also 
has prompted some veteran 
senators to question the 
decorum of their colleagues 
and Warn of pending chase. 
Economic Development 
Minister Robert de Cotret 
has virtually become a one- 
man show, resembling a 
jack.in.the-box ashe hops up 
and down to answer a 
barrage of questions from 
Liberal senators obviously 
enjoying their opposition 
• role. 
the 
enColonel 
HOSTESS 
POTATO CHIPS 
14 Individual bags 
Plain chips 
K mart Reg. Price 1,77 
SATURDAY ONLY 
1 44 
Per Box 
120 PK, 
BOX SUCKERS 
Individually wrapped 
Assorted flavors. 
K mart Reg. Price t.W 
SATURDAY ONLY 
1 49 
Per Box 
.... $KEENA MALL 4761 LAK I :LSE  AVE TERRACE 
OPEN: o.. WFD• IIHJI+ ~, &FRI  109  ]~: "~ 
He gets hie only real relief 
when his fellow senators he. 
come embroiled in 
procedural debates uch as 
Thursday when Liberal 
House Leader Ray Perrault 
(British Columbia) was 
accused of giving a speech 
instead of asking a question. 
As Conservative senators 
yelled "question, question," 
Perrault took several 
minutes to attack the 
Progressive Conservative 
government for reversing its 
previous tand on interest 
rates and endorsing a series 
of Bank of Canada rate in. 
creases, including Wed- 
ncsday's increase to 14 per 
cent from 13 per cent. 
Bankruptcy treaty coming 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  A treaty negotiation since 1978 and 
being negotiated between may be ratified next year, he 
Canada and the United said in an interview That. 
States may help unravel sday. 
what one senior federal Such an agreement with 
official called the nightmare the U.S. has been suggested 
of trying to sort out inter- several times but no 
national bankruptcy cases, previous federal government 
Jacques Brazeau, director has negotiated one. 
of the consumer and nor- The basic concept of the 
porate affairs brankruptcy ~eaty is that "there shall be 
branch, spends the.weekend a single administration of 
~e • estate of a debtor." in Washington discussing 
possible amundmehtS~, to:a Ju'risdiclion.!s given to the 
draft of tile.treaty with U,S. co(mtry in WhiCh meet of a 
state :departmeM oefflelals.; debtor'8 p~operty, is located. 
. Tl~,,trea~lms been,~ihd~! "T~is"~7.~s~,~reditors wfl.l 
.......... •,~-" : '~  be able ~:~kik~tdate, throogn 
• a local court, the foreign 
assets of a debtor wheae 
major assets are in the 
creditors' country without 
having to sue for them in a 
foreign court. 
• .~, ~...: . ' ,  ~L~t . r  . , '~, ,  ~,z';~..~ "  ,~.~ ~. ~.~&L~ , 'w~ :+'~.,,,T~.~ 
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Hot buttered corn on the cob from the • Colonel. 
Here's a great way  to liven up  a meal,. .  
hot but tered Corn On The Cob  from Kentucky 
Fried Chicken, We select only the best corn, 
cook it to perfection, and  then smother each  cob  
with fresh creamery butter. 
Try our hot buttered Corn On the Cob. 
It's another  delicious addit ion to our menu, 
Back-t0-work 
laws coming 
MONTREAL (CP) - - '  
etF b~oadly ThUrsaay"v 
that his government is ready 
to resort to back.towork 
legislation in the two meat 
aggravating disputes among 
• growing wave of walkouts 
by Quebec public sector 
employees. 
HIS targets were the S,600 
Montreal transit workers 
who have paralysed public 
~aaspert i~ the city for 15 
@ys~l~ 37,.000-~emher 
l~/'oVq'fi~iil c vil servants 
union, which has been 
staging rotating walkouts in 
selected government 
departments ince the 
beginning of the summer. 8 
By contrast, the govern- 
ment hardly paused to take 
notice of more than 50,000 
junior college teachers and 
non-professional heapital 
workers -- all of them 
bargaining Jointly in a so. 
called common front -- who 
walked off the Job for 24 
hours Thursday. 
Chrysler gets 
a break 
HIGHLAND PARK, Mich. 
tAP) -- The United Auto 
Workers union has •given 
financially sick Chrysler 
Corp. a break at the 
bargaining table 'and its 
president is headed for the 
company's beard room in 
return, 
The UAW, in an unprece. 
dented contract agreement, 
will defer raises and cor- 
porate pension payments 
and give up paid holidays to 
aid the company with a 
package of concessions 
worth 1403 million, the union 
said Thursday. 
In return, Chrysler said it 
will nominate UAW 
president Douglas Fraser for 
a seat on the board of 
directors and give the union 
a voice in penalanfund 
decisions. 
"We did break with 42 
years of tradition and 
history," Fraser said in 
announcing the pact with the 
No. 3 U.S. auto.maker. 
Bargaining lasted more than 
25 hours and more than three 
hours past a noon deadline, 
set up to speed negotiations. 
The company's chief 
negotiator, William O'Brlen, 
said he is "very pleased" 
with the contract. 
A LOT OF WATER 
Each day 338 billion 
gallons of water are pumped 
from the ground or' with- 
drawn from streams and 
reservoirs in the United 
States. 
f 
There's a novel here 
say the two authors 
By DON 8CHAFFER certsin mount, o( would.,It shows the effect of 
Herald 8taft Writer " read flcti~ now." society 'and culture on the 
Two British Columbian 
authors, Jan Gould and Beth 
Hill, will be speaking at.the 
Terrace library tanl~ht ;,t. 8 
p.m. The two have recently 
lmblt,hed books with Gray 
Books in Sidney, B.C. and 
are here not only to promote 
thoee books but. the whole 
spectrum of local writinli.in 
B,C, 
Both authors have worked 
and published in northern 
B.C., and 8re familiar with 
the area. They have 
published artlcles, books and 
have wocked for newspapers 
and, ulthou~h' they have 
branched into different 
areas of writing, they share 
a concern for the history and 
literature of northern B.C. 
Gould has written an 
edition of short stories, • 
which is unique in Itself. 
Most publishen, espe~y 
smaller houses , t~md to shy 
away from fiction because, 
as Could says, "It's a closed 
market.." 
"There aren't that many 
people who road fiction, 
really," she said. "It's an 
importan.t field, but only a 
Hag book, "The BoMbome 
QgoaUon", is a book of short 
stories that is not  for 
children, another' oddity in 
the book kuineus. Many 
children's books are 
Cksl  fls~dfor each Y ear, but few 
ed i t ,  
Gould's book deals with 
the area around the Gulf 
bdands, near the southern 
'tip of Vancouver bland. The 
stories have interrelated 
characters, aecordins to 
Gould, and have ~ in 
common with each other, 
while be~j  separate stories. 
Gould is concerned with 
theiack of fiction ~ out 
o~ the north, espucinlly inthe 
Torraea-KiUmat.Hal~ton 
area .  
"It's a un/que area, and 
there are several good 
noveis ~ I'm sure, ff they 
could only he written," 8he 
said. "The Tafmahian 
culture, which is a 
matrlacharal culture, is 
very interesting and could 
Irovide good matierinl for a 
novel." 
Fiction sheds a different 
]JSht en the Idstory of  an arcs 
thpn a scholarly study 
Mine meets  host i l i ty  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- hier iehmd would not ad- 
Mining p/'omoter Le~ vor~y affect the island's 
Zraic failed to convince a environment. 
people who live there, and 
thb is  why Gould is con- 
cemed. 
She also said that it. isn't 
always necessary to leave 
home to become awriter. "I 
have travelled extmsivcly, 
and I lived on an Indian 
reservation for part of the 
last summer, widch was 
very interesting, but by 
at, home for stories 
you ca~ of Urn find good 
material." 
Hill, who lived in Prince 
e and Dawson Creek 
mo~g to s~t s..~,s. 
Island, shares Gould s 
concerns about he history of 
the north country. She is the 
author of two books on In- 
rock carvings, knows as 
potrogiyl/m, which appear 
at various places around the 
West Coast. Her most recent 
book is called "The 
Remarkable World of 
Frands Barkley", and is 
about he wife of explorer 
Captain Charles Barkley, for 
whom Barkley Sound is 
~ed.  
Barkley wrote no account 
of his voyages, nccording to 
Hill, and the only record of 
the journeys, aside from the 
charts, wan the journal of 
Francee. 
"She was a remarkable 
woman, who kept her family 
together while her hmband 
hostile but poliM crowd An oveHIow cz~vni of move was struggling," Hill said. 
Thursday that an open p/t than 100 attended the "He was no businessman, 
minebeisg siudisdforGam, meet,aS called by the and had a lot of trouble 
• lglonde Trust, which Is desiin8 with the merchani8 
and otben who ran the sea 
A new appointment has been announced for CBC 
Radlo in the Pacific N ecthwest. Doug Kelk has Joined 
the news team at CFPR In Prince Rupert. A graduate 
of the University of Western Ontario In London, Dong 
has worked for CBC Radio news in Toronto and Goose 
Bay, Labrador. Dug fills a vacancy created when 
lesl ie Yates left for a position as editor with the 
Victorla Times Newspaper. 
$1~) i aiafnst he mine propoui. ne care  After pranentaUen, by trade. 
Gambler t~ l tea  EIspeth "Frances was the force 
ta lk  h Armatro~uadZmk, oulya that  kept the family 
~r~ de~ people ,toad up , .  ~ ,~.  
favor of the mine in a straw .~e was also the first 
The Prince "Rupert vote, while everyone eke woman to travel around the 
Chiropractors wish to invite world. She travelled with her W as o~ppesed. 
chiropracUc patients in TnmtcheirmanJohnRkh, usband on his voyages, 
Terrace to a spinal care who spoke atr~l ly  in op- which were extensive." 
lecture in Prince Rulpert p0siti~in thaml~, refused Hill went to England to 
Monday, O~t. 29,.1979, at.8 to a l lows  formal motion reaoaroh the story after 
p.m. in the Elk~ Hall.. because the meating wu an finding the Journal in Vie. 
Bob Harrington from New ldermati~ m__eMhM, torta's arehlvea. She, 
Or ie l 'w i l l  he sharing his travelled through London, struck him in the cheat. 
views on spinal care from a Zrnlc mild he would have eesrchinl for the streets Testlmony showed the in. 
layman's point of view. called an i~ormatlon Backisy lived and worked ,~a,,,t . , , , , , , , ,~ r . . . .  
th is  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .If you wish to attend, mesti~ ldmN_~ an_cap ea, andtrisdto ldentify with argument earlier in the 
p/eanc call the Chlroprec- company, =ore century Berldeysamunhasnossthle. ,,,mi,~ mshdd~ *k,~ *hanh.~ 
tors'(gflceat624425Santhat Ensrlff. C.orp. ofVancou~r, The'book is "written lJ~whi''~'G~'b"lew'cl~-are~h~ 
seat reservations can be I~not  y.et~Lre~cLqPec~c eesemtlaily by both Hill aud smoke in Laill'| face. 
arranged, plans for .pro~... ~ .  Berldey, withpueaaes hrom The altercation moldered 
Tickets are tom- "I have lmum mat ~pr ~e lournal fled together with ,,,,,~.~, ,.~ .~..-.-.,.- .# ,~  
MdliY - - - " -  +--  ,~ , ,~ , ,~  ,,.,..,,+,mmm~ v . . ,m plimentary, and family and Ol~.m...tien will ~ be.. Y .  c o m m • n t 8 r y a n d film and reached its con- 
friends are.welcome, vblhle," be sam. beck4P'oond by Hill. cl~-~dea with the shoot,m[ of 
o o o o o o= o o o 
8ESTSELLERS II 
i Blondle Styx Eat to the Beat Cornerstone 
Capitol 6.49 ~ 6,4|. 
SAU&l~rtram p . Breakfast in Amor. - 6.41 
Foreigner - Head Games - WEA 7.19 ~ Joe Jackson - Look Sharp'- A&M |.4~ Police - O~tlandos D.Amour - A&M 0.49 
Suzl Quarto 
Suzl and Other... Minute By Minute I I  
Polygram 6.49 WEA 8.49 II 
Prism. Armageddon. GRT 6.4911 
Trooper - Flying Colours. MCA 7.19t~ 
The Who. The Kids are Airlgh t . MCA 11,Hf i  
More American Graffittl. MCA 11'MU 
Jethro TuII - Stermwatch. Capitol 6.490 
The Records. The ReCords. Polygram 6,4911 
Dire Straits. Communique. Polygram 9,49J 
Donna Summer. Bad Girls. Polygram ! ,Ng  
KIss- Dynasty. Polygram 7.19 0 
i Jerry Doucette. The Douce Is. A&M 9.~ 
The Kinks - Low Budget- Capitol 9.49 
The Allan Parsons P ro jec t -  Eve-  6.49 
Capitol 
Pointer Sisters - Priority - WEA 7.19 
LIHle River Band . First Under.  9,49 
Capitol 
Cheap Trick- Dream Police. CBS 6.49 'Robin Williams - Reality. Polygram S.49N 
The Knack Get The Knack Capitol 1.4~ 
• " Robert Palmer. Secrets. RCA 6,49 M 
Eddie Money - Life For The Taking. |.49 _ _ _ a ~;9  
CBS . ._ Ins ~ars. ~;andy O -WEA e ,u [ I  
Earth, Wind & Fire. I Am.  CBS § .U  _ I I  
E.U.O. - Discovery. CBS . 1.41 Jimmy Buffeff - Volcano - MCA 7.19ll 
"Cheap Trick- C.T. at Budokan - CBS 6 .4~ ~UHi l  . Live Killer. WEA 1|,99u~Ii 
I ' O. REO Speedwagon. Nine Lives . CBS 6,49 Nell Young. Rust Never Sleeps. WEA 9,49 0 
Ii-- Kansas. Monolith • CBS 6.49 Rlckle Lee Jones- Rlckle Lee J- WEA |.||fl" 
5"" Wings. Back to the Egg- CSS 1.49 Van Halen II - WEA 6.49, 0 ~ 
[ I  Bob Oylan - Live at B.dokan- CBS 11.19 Abba- Voulez Vous- WEA 6.69Jl 
l ind 
l i  
I I Patrick Hernandez. Born To Be. CBS 1.41 chic. Risque- WEA 6.uii l i  
I I  Chicago 13- CBS 6140 "~'eJkJng Heads- Fear of Music. WEA 6.49 U 
Bob Oylan- Slow Train Coming- CSS 6.t" ' " "  
~ Long ~John BaJdry - Beldry's Out 6.4 
i liili!!iiill "O t  
0¢ o, -o 0 
Smouldering hate 
leads to jailing 
VANCOUVER. (CPI - -  A Gill, after he and his friend 
~0-year.old Vancouver man emerged from the theatre. 
was sentenced Thursday to There was testimony that 
two concurrent lS-month Jail Gill and his friends were 
terms four shooting a man armed with sticks and 
outside an East end theatre swords, but Provincial Court 
Aug. 19. Judge Kerry Smith couldn't 
Jaswinder Loll, was resolve that point. 
'charged with three charges Judge Smith found Lslli 
related to the wounding ot guilty of causing bodily 
C~paf Singh Gill, 27, Delta, harmbycrimlnalne~lgence 
B.C., after he had emergnd and poaseesion of a weapon 
from the Yerk Theatre. - -  a .303-calibre rifle -- 
Gillsuffered a fragmented ~ dangerous to the public 
sternum after a bullet rico- 
cheted off the ground and 
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First teachers' contract 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Fort Nelson school dish'lct 
became the first in the 
pcovinea Thursday' to reach 
a contract settlement with 
its teachers, a spokesman 
for the B.C. Teachers' 
Federation said. 
The two-year contract 
gives the 68 teachers in the 
northeastern B.C. school 
district an average salary 
~resee of0,e ~ cent in the 
Contract 
of fered 
VANCOUVER (Ci)) - -  
Brttbh Columbia's 3,000 full 
and parttime ambulance 
drivers have bean prmeotsd 
with a new contract offer 
from the provincial 
government, 
The driven, members of 
the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees, have been 
without a c~trnct since 
April 1. 
first year and nine per cent 
in the second year. A cest-of- 
living clause wlll also take 
effect in the second year. 
Jurd Kirby, federation 
director of economic 
welfare, said the first con- 
Iract is usually a trendsetter 
for negotistions with other 
districts, moat of which will 
agree on wage increases 
between 8.8 and I0.8 per 
cent. 
The federation said last 
month before negotiations 
began that they would llke 
salary increases of close to 
12 per cent, which it says is 
the average agreement in 
the private sector. 
FALL CHECK.UP 
.,to Includes 
$24.89 pl,s tax OILAND FILTER ,- ?,%..o#,;~:~.,?,, 
k J  lnslatl new NIoIof ¢ rafl bile r 
Inspect Eahausl System 
Shock Absofi~er s 
F,onl and Real Suspens,on 
RaVeler and Heater Hnses ~ ~ "  " ~ 
Bailer y Cables and ~ ~ 8/ - ,,',. 
All Bells 
All FIm(f Levels 
All Cleaner Fdtet 
Wlndshlel(~ WJper Blades 
J,~ Lubr,cale Hoodtalchandh,n0es 
Door Hinges, 
Oeck Lgd H,nges * 
Test C . . . .  ,,wTer~p ... . . .  Ter race  Totem Ford  Sa les  L td .  Prolectlon 
aatlery Spec,f,c Gray,l!'4631 A,,,0h~san~S.g.a,s . Kelth Ave. 63S-4964 
PassengeF Cats and LtOht Trucks , 
Terraoe Parks & Reoreation 
•i.•i• is hosting the PUMPKIN CARVING - COSTUME PARTY 
Sunday, Oct. 28 - 2 PM to 4 PM 
in the 
Terraoe Arena Banquet Room 
Your pumpkins, material to make costumes & treats will be 
supplied free of charge. 
KIDS! I Come on out to design an original costume & carve your 
Halloween pumpkin. 
Children under 6 years must be accompanied by a family member. 
The day is long past when the world can count 
on unlimited energy resources for future generations. 
Yet in British Columbia, and the rest of Canada, 
we waste far too much energy. . 
You know how to save energy- f rom insulating your home 
to cutting back on the use of your car 
or reducing your consumption of energy intensive products. 
So do it. This  month. Every month. 
The kids are counting on you. 
Every month is 
energy conservauon month. 
( ~  Province of 
Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of 
Energy Mines and 
Pettoleuni Resources 
I 
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EDITORIAL 
This alcohol awareness week. 
We are not going •to run a long tedious 
ed i to r ia l  expound ing  of the ev i ls  of 
a lcoho l .  I t  is not the a lcohol  that  is the 
prob lem.  
L ike  anyth ing  else alcohol  can be a 
useful  tool.  It can also be abused. In a 
soc ia l  set t ing i t  can l ighten everyone up 
lust enough to loosen the Inh ib i t ions .  A" 
dr ink  can also help unwind  af ter  a hard  
day  or  even lust be a p leasant  ex- 
per ience  in i tsel f .  
The  quest ion you sould ask is how 
much do you dr ink?  
If e i ther  the amount  you consume 
causes you concern. ,  and  be honest 
about  the quant i ty - .o r  if  your  act ions 
wh i le  you are dr ink ing  causes you 
concern ,  you have a prob lem.  
It is someth ing  to cons ider .  
By ED YUDIN 
It stapled with a bang and ended with a whimper. 
The coatroversial Skeena Journal entitled 'Apache 
Pass' aired Wednesday evening on CFTK television, 
hut unfortunately the production didn't live up to its 
advance billing. 
 TIONS 
Techno logy  and  c=h ge+ 
page. " : . .  
The  test will ha run as a 16th installment hi Ibs :. 
"Cunnceilons" series, and  has been dosl lnsd aa . 
a reader involvement feature. It will alinw.' all i. : 
readers to participate in a national olP/nkm rpol! 
and have fun at borne'with the questions. " "!. 
The "Connections" erles is being run in tM; ' 
Daily Herald in conjunction with the televlainn 
series of the same name broadcast on Channel II~ 
(cable) in Terrace and Kitimat Sunday evoninls i
at 8p.m. and Fridays and Saturdays at noon. The 
broadcasts feature James Burke's view of the. 
progression of technology, and offer an ac- 
cessible and entertaining look at ho~ow society i 
"  --lJ +'+ ' Further details of the upcoming test will ap  ' i' • pear in The Herald as they become available. 
Between + 
. .  - .  
nature  .'''.J" ~ 
and 
techno logy?  
Cul ture  I t  IS the  l +-  : lnK + 
This Is the fifth of a weekly, fifteen-part general America, and Afr ica-  especially south of the Sahara . In an .1.gth cen!.ury e..xam~e; farmers, kiU...ed b.b~! " 
interest, .non credit, edueational series on teehnulogy .~ without recognizing that fire, now as in the past, is eecause mey ace me rout m men" orenarcls; t~y  i1~ 
and change, called Connectloes, offered by the Open an agent of significant environmental change. People regretted oing so beoause insects quickly mul~,  
Learning Institute. living in a culture like our own, dependent on ad- 'It is this concept that makes possible it daepa' Ul~ 
Each week, an article win appear in this paper. On vanced technologies hased on applications of derstandin8 of the effects of peUutants, plant a~ 
Sunday, at 8 p.m. on Channel 9 (Cable TV), you can theoretical science, either overlook these fundamental animal extinctions, deforestation, the use of fire, I~  
watch the weekly PBS television series, Counentions, facts or are unaware of them. 
part of this multi-media continuing education Thus, there has been a tendency to think that oresion, and other massive tranMormattons of l~het  The.m.ooaic pattern of the earth with Its phyde~, 
program. As well, yon can purchase a Viewer's Guide technology is a modern phenomenon comin~ from the biologic*,, and human elements and the dlstrihuM~ 
from the OpenLearning Institute. basic inventions, like the steam engine, of the In- of simple .and complex technologies, ancient 
,.. la thismu't/cle~ Cts~eaee J .  Gtscken, Emerita dustrial Revolution in the latter part of the 18th con- m od..ern, have made culture ~e crucial p~ Int]~ 
Professor:"W Geugn!.phy i t  the Uulversity of .tm'y, andthatboforethon, humnnltyreliedprimarfly remuonshlp..And hmuan culttcesngW, i i~+,<llt~ 
c~llt~ais, Berkel~y,ezplores ourchanging attltudes on its own and on animal power, evidence of becoming bomog~mu.'; 
towards nature. On the contrary, people wish to keep their e~. ,  
' This belief i~nores the role of water and wind inthe traditions, relillons, languages, arts and llteraturi. 
By CLARENCE J. GLACKEN history of tochnolo~y. Water manqoment by Many of these are intimately concerned with t l~  
We live in a period in which technology is complex aqueducts, canals, stream diversion, and'draining is attitudes toward their natural surroundinp 
and rapldly chauging and are inclined to thinkofit in ancient. Drainage has been one of the ftmdamental toward their tools, whether they'arec0m.lm~ .tenaM 
The management of CFTK received a considerable terms of computers, machine and precision tools, and activities of the human race in many parts +of the 
amount of flack for the documentary which portrayed electronics. However, even in prehistoric times, earth, and its cumulative ffects have been to make 
the seedy lower Third Avenue district of Prince humans used simple but powerful technologies, such the earth drier. . . 
Rupert. On Tuesday, agroup of people protesting the fire m . . . .  , ,o  ~ ,~, , , i .  i~,,,~,~, ~,, , ,  a . . . . .  , , , , , . ,  ,,,.,~i,~ as:  , ~ .. od.if.y .nature. . . . Have such inventions and toolmologlen been 
~=,,,'~,-~.,.~-.~.,'~, '.~, ~,-~-/f~_~'-'~-~'~.~..,.-.~.+.. The relauonsmp vet~,.een ha.tare .and tecnnol.og.y, L ~V~O~ aS solqti~S to problems that nature creates 
~/J~ £ J~ D DIOUDI  DMI Ik lUU ~. / J~ l£ J~ IM l ' l i - l l l l l t~ l~ ~ ,  < ~.~e~l~s impie  oxcomplex, can ne unaerstood only m Y f0r the human r~ i~ ~ is an influential and ancient 
Their concern that the preducflon dght he"racer ~.teFms ot culture --. those patterns of behavior and idea, which we can restato in the words of the old and 
waa not Ix)me ont, Unfortunately, the show also failed thought common to a people, familiar proverb, "Necessity is the mother of in- 
to create a strop& impact or convey a real sense of Culture is the crucial link between nature and vention." 
vrgency. Due to insurmountable technical problems, 
the CFTK crew was unable to film the night scenes, 
which really were essential to a visual presentation f 
this sort. Instead, the viewer had to rely on black and 
White photos howing youngsters boozing, smoking, 
and hanging out at all hours in the area. The photos 
were too few and far between to really reach the 
viewer. The production spent more time examining 
potential solutions rather than focus on the 
problem, juvenile deliquency, itself. 
The shiny only madea significant impact in it~ last 
five minutes, hy which time many viewers may have 
tuned out. Still, C~K should be lauded for at least 
maids8 an effort o examine the problem and at least 
were successful in bringing it to light. CTTK should 
also be congratulated for its decision to stand firm 
against the protests of the native pressure groups. You 
can't solve a prohlem by simply burying it and 
pretending it doesn't exist. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
Porkies, alias porcupines, 
are a prickly problem as a 
recent letter to you pointed 
out. 
Nature made the porky 
such a peaceful fellow that 
she had to equip him with a 
coat of naik so he could 
sm~Ive the first night after 
Creation. All any porky has 
ever asked is to be let alone 
to nibble and 8new at grass 
and trees and brush. Upon 
seeing a porky you must 
inunedlately lock up the 
apple trees, raspberry plants 
and other such delicaeies. 
Leave the dogs and children 
out, it they're stupid enough 
to torment s porky, they'll 
learn their lesson soon 
enough. 
People should have nough 
control over their "loved 
pets" to keep them from 
pestering a porky. That kind 
of positive control would 
save Terrace taxpayers 
FIO,O00 a year in dog control 
fees, And why love dogs 
more than wild animals? 
They both have the same 
dShm to respect and 8ood 
treatment. 
A little respect and 8ood 
treatment for the con- 
servation officer would also 
be in order. A gang of [frizzly 
bears in Kemano took him 
away from home and roof for 
two weeks, and to censure 
him for not rushin~ down to 
corral an animal he knows is 
harmless unless severely 
provoked isoutrageous. And 
he is alone now since the 
government cut staff. Alone 
to police an area bigger than 
Ireland. 
It's high time we started a
Porcupine Protection 
Society to inform people how 
to teach their children to 
leave the peaceful beastle 
alone, plus some seminars 
on how to better control 
"loved pets." 
L. Watmough 
technology. Culture determines hath how we use and 
modify nature and how we think about it. 
Let us think of the earth's urface as if it were a 
huge relief map. We can place thousands ofoverlays 
on it to show various distributions: physical elements 
like climates, mountains, minerals, and oceans; 
organic elements like forests, swamps, and cultivated 
lands; cultural elements like settlements, religions, 
languages, and technologies. 
Any inhabited area on the earth's urface is com- 
posed Of different combinations of thesedis/ributlons. 
We may have Spanish-speaking Catholic farmers with 
a few. sheep living on.a dry plateau, and Hindus, to 
whom cows are sacred, speaking English and growing 
rice where monsoon rains cause disastrous floods. 
The existence of these mosaics is the reason we 
cannot profitably talk abstractly about echnology and 
nature. There is no direct relationship between them 
except through the medium of culture. 
Values and concepts 
Throughout history, and up to the present, different 
cultures have valued and sought in nature different 
things. For example, the native Canadians did not 
search for plutonium as we do now. We no longer seek 
whale off for lamps, as our forebears did. 
Every culture, prehistoric, primitive, and civilized, 
so far as we know, has developed a conception of 
nature. In primitive and prehistoric cultures, it may 
be a form of nature worship, or nature-spirits, Orthe 
personification f nature like "Mether Earth." Some 
modern societies have a purely utilitarian conception 
o/nature, as a resource there for human beings to use. 
Others may think of it esthetically or biologically or 
both, as a beautiful, harmonious but fragile system of 
interlocking physical and biological elements. 
Early technologies 
If we look back to prehistoric times, two 
technologies that modified nature stand out: plant and 
animal domestication, and the use of fire. 
The domestication f plants and animals began the 
lor~ series of experiments in breeding which have 
completely transformed the nature of orgsnic life on 
earth. Millions of square miles are now in cultivated 
crops; they are vast substitutions for what was there 
before the intervention of human beings with their 
tools. With animal domestication, the dog, the horse, 
the ox became agents in the modification of nature by 
human beings. 
The use of fire to clear land for grazing, to deforest i
for agriculture or Other purposes, has been of the 
utmost importance. We cannot study the resources 
and ge~raphy oflarge parts of Southeast Asia, Latin 
We do not know if it is or not, or if necessity explains 
the origin of technology. The late geolrapher Carl 
Sauer In his classic study, "Mricaltural Origins and 
Dispersals," argued that leisure may have been 
necessary for the discoveries leading to plant 
domestication: "The needy and misorable societies 
are not inventive, for they lack the leisure for 
reflecfien, experimentation, and discussion." One 
might .t~ink the wheel would he an excellent example 
of necessity being the mother of invention, hut it was 
not known as a technological device in the Now World 
before Columbus. 
Since ancient ILmos, people explelting •e earth's 
resources have tried to interpret what they have done 
and have often philosophized about it. Such in- 
terpretaflons go back in China at least to the time of 
Mencius (4th-3rd Centuries, B.C.) and in Greece to 
Plato (Sth-4th centuries, B.C.) Both men were in- 
terested in' the effects of deforestation. 
In the last two centuries as enormous Utsrat0re 
covering many parts of the werld has come to light 
regarding these environmental clmngen through 
various technologies, sh~ple and complex; it has been 
.slowly accomulating since antiquity. 
Conflicting views 
Our conclusions regarding:nature and technology 
depend partly on how we look at history. If we study 
the history of technology, we are apt to be impresses 
by inventions, uccesses and failures, antieipetions, 
improvements, and appUeatlom. Our perspectives 
would be different were we to study the history of the 
modification of the earth by human beings and their 
technologies. 
The first view of historyhi likely to show purpose 
and rational acts based on theory or experience; the 
second, to nncover unforeseen comequences of human 
intrusions into the natural world. 
In our times, we are seeing a dramatie meeting of 
these histoflc and often oppmlng streams of thought: 
(1) an optimistic belief t i t .  ~ieuce and te~htw!.,~, y, 
through directed and rational change of physical ano 
organic nature, can man~e the environment for 
continuing human use indefinitely, and (3) a 
pessimistic view based on i n  ergunlc onception of 
nature whose deUcate balances nan easily be 
destroyed by humans with only partial knowledge of 
.extremely complex interrolatioosidps. 
Hints of this second, or ecolollcal, viewpoint (the 
"ecosyst~em concept") appear in antiquity, but the 
significant developments begun in the last years of the 
17th century. Its outstanding contribution is the stress 
on the interrelationships n nature. 
digging sticks. : 
..T~..means a complex worldwide dlvendty:0f d .  
amass noth mwura nature and toward teehnoloff, 
They have new become key elements in the future. W 
the earth and of its peoplep+.+, ~..,=-+~i.., <. - ' 
NEXT WEEK, mltudi . :  el ie'li~uki+".ICdwln , T. 
L!ytoa Jr., of the Ualverslty of Minnesota, d i ~  
whether techaology Is out of cmtrel er if ~ I~ 
sodehd values. +: 
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Letters welcome • , ,, ,' , 
The Herald welconles its readers comments. 
w~llkl~rl!, to the editor of general piblle in i i imt 
printed. We do, howeVer, e in  ther l i id  
to refuse to print letters on gronnds if pemlbis 
lil~. or .~.d taste, We may also edit letb~ for 
syie ana length. All letters to be considered fo i  
publication must be signed. . 
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This old beauty can be found in OveJwaitea in the Sheens Mall ~.~o by ~o. m.. .  
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Women's self abuse 
By BERNARD RACINE 
QUEBEC (CP) --  Quebec 
cabinet . minister Llse 
Payette painted a .gloomy 
picture Thursday of the 
general state of women's 
health -- blaming men, 
heST~ltsla and business. 
e minister of state for 
the status of women told a 
conference on public health 
that women abuse their 
bodies in order to look more 
beautiful. 
This is the fault of society, 
said Mrs. Payette, for for- 
sing girls to look at them- 
. selves as mothers, wives and 
housekeepers. To be 
feminine ts to be dependent 
and submkslve. 
"We teach glrk at a young 
age that in order to catch a 
partner and keep him, they 
must look after their appear. 
~nee, with the result that 
they are the first to regard 
'themselvs .as objects. 
They're more interested in 
being beautiful, to the 
detriment of their health." 
An emphasis on 
cleanliness had created 
needs which now appeared 
as natural, 8ueh as the 
shaving of legs. Women also 
resort to "dangerous" 
products, such as vaginal 
deodorants, which can cause 
infections, Mrs. Payette 
said. 
Since the "natural" mode 
has returned, new consumer 
products have been invented 
.to allow women to be 
natural, the minister said. 
"The sports and ~hysical 
exercises which women 
practise always eem born of 
a need to lose weight, or firm 
--  rather than to keep in 
pc, in good health, to 
relax or Just for pleasure." 
It's the same for nu~ltion 
and diets, said Mrs. Payette, medical services for every 
a former television per- 1,000 women aged 35 to 04, 
sonalitywhaseamplegirthin compared with 7.-159 for 
weilknewn to quehecers. She men of the same age, 
said most diets which womm The minister flailed men 
follow are bad for their for thinking that birth 
• health., contrnl is the r~l~m~ibllity 
So-called esthetic surgery of women. The heliof that 
was also a result of the women should oversee the 
feminine situation--women conception of children and 
trying to improve their looks their raking "allows men to 
instead of worryin~ about escape their respon. 
their health. In the U.S., she slbllltiee." 
said, 60 per cent of women Abortions should be more 
who had surgery to modify accessible, said Mrs. 
their breasts had problems Payetto, and..- sexual 
afterwards, education should be 
In 1976, she said, quebec available to help girls avoid 
doctors provided I~,112 pregnanclee. 
School goes berserk 
By STEPHEN SMITH "people yelling and 
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) - -  screaming they were 
Police say it was hysteria possessed," Cumull said. He 
brought on by n bypnoois said the events followed a 
demonstrat ion .  Some gsnde I0 science demon- 
students say it was demons, straflen of bypneats, and 
A school official calls it a students told firemen there 
political dirty brick, had been a recent ekes on 
Whatever it was, police the supernatural. 
say something sent students LeMay said rescuers were 
and teachers rampaging dispatched to the school 
through n military school in after the faro department 
• Miami's Little Havana re~eivod a report of an us- 
section Thursday, smashing conscious child. "Some other 
windows, ripping a door kids said something 
from its frame and supernatural had possessed 
screaming they were him," he said. 
posso~l  by spirits. "I saw three sirk; they 
"The whole schocl went had fainted," caid ons young 
berserk," policeman Harry student. "There was some 
Caanill said. "Teachers mid screaming about 'bloody 
students were running Mary' and more 
around tearing things up." screaming." 
F i re  depar tment  Authorities ay none of the 
spokesman Dan LeMny said 300 students at Miami Aero- 
a number of students space Academy, some of 
collapsed from hysterk and them from South America, 
"flaked out all over the was soriously hurt. l~.May 
place." said one frenzied youngster 
Police called to restore was treated for cuts suffered 
order at the school found wl~n he shattered awindow. 
Rate hikes 
see 
md New D~nocrato, u -  committee b~ore the ap- 
P r~ ang~. over h i~ poaranceThursday morning. 
. .~rat~,  Thoradmy held of GoraldBcuey, governor c~ 
govornmant legldation to the Bank of Canada. 
actions and policies 
d Finance Minister John The attempt failed by a 
Cr~ble. vote of 117 to 96 with Social 
Thepartieacombinedinan Credit MPs voting with the 
unsuccessful attempt to Conservatives, but it held up 
adjourn the Commons for debate for nearly two hours. 
most of the day and ~ 
, , The bank rate was ralne~ agged out debate on ~agg . . .  - -d  - -  for the llth timein 18 months 
ate 
,~..,,,,,-~m . . . . . . .  ; ~ ' " "  time Thursday inmen'ting 
_~M~ year. • • - ~3" - . ;  ,~. ~... ,~. - -  me unpact of that chan~e on 
"~,~,,m~ ,~,, ,,-7, ,~,~ ~" m~,Lh,,~o,., ;o~e,~ ~-d 
po#Itl~ skewered Prime ~'~,, '~,,--"- ~,,.-= . . . . .  
Mbitst~ Clark and hls chief . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0conomte advisers by NDP finance critic Bob 
r~ding speeches critical of Bae (Toronto Broadvtew) 
interest retcs~ey.had accunedtheConsorvativeeof 
made before and du~ Ike following the same 
May ~ election cam.palg.n., dicastrous ecunemlc,~tO~s 
' N~. .~.~f~r  sp~r  ~ eapousod by the fopQp/r 
numae~ me reason zor me Llbm'ql government. = lllh~hlnlll.~thlnkinlEHmt,'~L~l~.~ ~,.~ .. , ~ . ' ,  
. . . . . . . . .  " ~ , ,~,  ~ ~t  ~ ~'~' l , t  ' l P  .uowai ~- ii~T~0-T"a ~ ~e .id ~hl~. '£~ 
Bank cC Canada to incrsa~ 
interest rates to record 
levels four times s ince the 
new government took office 
May ~o. 
Clark and Crosble 
reiterated 'that the govern- 
mentla fighting inflation and 
dealing with an ec~emle 
mess left by the last 
government. 
Liberals and New 
l~mocrats tried to ad,~arn 
the House because Cro~ble 
bid r~med to dsfmd his 
that"bltlng the bullet" Is the 
nsly way out of Canada's 
current economic difficulUes 
is the same kind of policy 
that led ~o the Depression of 
the 19~0s. 
(;Wee Lamontsgne (L - -  
LangeUer) said increases in 
mortgage rates, that have 
followed the hank rate up 
m~us the cost of buying a 
house with a $50,000 mot. 
t~nge has increased some 
$1,700 a year since last fail. 
Tory campaigner 
likes porkbarrel 
OTTAWA (CP) --The mn 
~vbu sets much of the credit 
for putting Prime Minister 
Joe Clark in office s4ys 
I~ilUclans must not ignore 
the parties that backed 
them. 
Lowell  Murray, an old 
friend of Clark's and 
ProiFegivo Com~rvatlve 
nampailpz chairman, said in 
his maiden speech In. the 
Senate: 
"Ou~ system cannot 
o~rato" without strong 
political parties, and It 
cannot operate properly if 
thtm parties ace tr~ted by 
the lnadershlp of the parties 
U bofng, merely electoral. 
michinea." 
• ; He said the parliamentary 
system became t~uely demo- 
cratic only when broadly 
based political parties were 
formed to send represen- 
tsilves to Parliament. 
Murray said the ~,000 
volunteers who worked for 
theComervatlves in the May 
election campaign and the 
thousands who worked for 
other potties deserve to be 
heard in the Senate and the 
Commons. 
"Political participation is
epm to everybody and yet 
the l~liticel partl~ are not 
now regarded as offseUve 
instruments of public 0pini~ 
!~poblle service," he said in 
Wednesday speech. 
Murray was the key man 
in Clark s election, cam- 
paign. He has heen~a friend 
of Clark's for many years. In 
the 19~0s ha worked with 
others to get J~n Diefen. 
baker out of the Con. 
eervatlvo leadership. He has 
been campai~ chairman 
since 1977. 
Clark named him to the 
Senate this fail. 
Murray, who told a 
summer cabinet meeting in 
,lapser, hits., that the new 
government must start 
living up to its election 
promises, aid that one of the 
roles of a political party is to 
keep a cohesive sense of put. 
pose before government. 
It had to "keep the 
ministers' feet to the fire, to 
make sure that the 
leadership remains faithful 
to the mandate it sought 
from the Canadian people." 
Government's had gone 
wrong in the past because 
politicians did not have the 
courage of their convictions; 
because "politicians were 
somehow embarrassed, once 
they attained high office, by 
their political origins, their 
partisan origins." 
This was because .they 
thought hey had to heeome 
teehnecrats rather than 
administrators. 
~r~. " N 
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% FilRST 
YEAR 
'/o NEXT 6 
YEARS 
RETURN ON!PAST SERIES INCREASED 
The return on all outstanding Series of 
Canada Savings Bonds has been increased to 11% 
for the year beginning November 1, 1979 and to 
I o 10/2 ~/o for each remaining year until the bonds 
mature. Here are the facts: 
SERIES DATED BEI RE 1977 
Holders of these Series will receive the higher 
rate of return through an increase in the value of 
the cash bonus payable on the maturity date of the 
bonds. The new cash bonuses provide an annual 
return equivalent to 11% from November 1, 1979 
to October 3i, 1980 and 10Vz% from November 1, 
1980 to .maturity. With these new rates the average 
annual yield to maturity from November 1, 1979 
and bonus payable for each Series are as follows: 
Maturity Average Anoual CashBonus 
Date Yield to Matfirity at Maturity 
Series Nov. I from Nov. 1, 1979 per $100 Bond 
1967/68 1980 11.00% $ 5.00 
1968/69 1982 10.68% $12.28 
1970/71 1981 10.76% $ 5.83 
1971/72 1980 11.00% $ 3.25 
1972/73 1984 10.62% $17.75 
1973/74 1985 10.60% $22.26 
1974/75 1983 10.64% $ 4.20 
1975/76 1984 10.62% $ 6.93 
1976/77 1985 10.60% $10.63 
To receive the cash bonus, the bond must be 
held to maturity. You can however continue to cash 
your coupons or inferest cheques each year and 
still be entitled to the cash bonus. 
1977178 and 1978179 SERIES 
With the increased rates, a $1,000 Regular 
Interest Bond of these Series will now paT' $110 on 
November 1, 1980 and $105 each November 1
thereafter to maturity. 
Interest on Compound Interest Bonds will 
now accumulate at the new annual rates. In 
addition, the Bonds will earn interest on interest at 
their new average annual yield to matur i ty -  
10.59% for the "[977/78 Series and 10.60% for 
the 1978/79 Series. A $1001977/78 Series Bond wi l l  
now grow to $234.37 at maturity in 1986. A $100 
1978/79 Series Bond will n¢~v grow to $200.48 at 
maturity in 1985. 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS-AGREAT CHOICE! 
l~veryone who has alreadyJ~agl~,t~'~r Whebuys new Canada = . ~ . . ,  ' schedules will continue to be based on the original rate of 
Savm s Bonds will et the ne l r rate~, en thou h the bond ~-  1 V o . ' .g .  , .fl g , ,  . ~" .~. 'g~' .  .~V.... g ~---'-~__-~.=~---~ 0 4Yo, even though ali purchasers v~ ill receive the new, 
certificates nave me ola rate p~i;~aoiq men~.t@.ne Dew rates ~ ~_~'~--"~= higher rates ' 
p rowde an average annual yse, li:~.~(9 ~a~gi~f  10,59 Yo for ~.~- • • ~ _ 
those who buy on or before N6~;~/nlSe~i~i ' i. ,, .....i ' , '  ~rs~ ~ ~ '  ~ For cash purchases made after November 15, accrued 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  -:.~"~-~-~ ' -~--~':_':':':':-~----___=- interest will be charged at the new rate of 11% from 
~.With;the increased rates of i~t~r~f, ;a $100 C-.6rfi~ound _~ "~_ .F  ~ November 1 to the end of the month of purchase. After 
i~(ere~t Borfd will now grow to $'202.37:at~m~/tllCiFy In just 7 ~ "_--:--. ~ November 15, individuals will not be able to purchase 
years. " ~.. ' . .  ' :: , . :~'  ! " ~"i"" ,; ~' ~ ""--Y~:-. g------~ ~ bonds on the Official Monthly Savings Plan. 
For purchases on the Payroll Savings Plan afidq~onthly '~ ~-~" . . . . .  ~ • Other features of new Canada Savings Bonds remain 
Savings Plan made on or before November 15, payment ~ ~ unchanged. 
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Narw]hales 
slaughtered 
YELLOWKNIFE, N.W.T. 
(CP) -- At least 108 nnrwhak 
were slaughtered on Baffln 
Island last week, Glen Wfl- 
Uses, a federal fisheries 
officer, said ThurMay. 
Another five drowned and 
were lest during the three 
days It took Inult hunters to 
kill the beasts, WilUams 
said. 
reports from the 
department of fbheries set 
the totalkilled at 40, but poor 
communication from thS" they were feeding in A~u 
remote outpost was blamed Bay on Baffin Island. 
for the incorrect figure, Williams, who flew to the 
The slaughter became remote location to see if the 
necesasry after a wall of ice whales could be saved, said 
suddenly formed and the beasts would have slowly 
trapped the mammals as starved to death 'or anf. 
located under the lee if they 
hadn't been killed. 
There wan only oueadult 
male In the-peal. Tha n l t  
were females, Juvanllus m' 
calves. Six of the females 
had ivory tuelu, "" " 
Hospital care 
for children ' 
Said inadequate, 
.VANCOUVER (CP)---  Imrous and the first n-urea 
Youn~patiants at'arecovery shauld have checked," she 
ward in the vancouver 
Genera l  Hosp i ta l ' s  Scott Johnson, whees son 
children's centre are re- David was released from the 
agvtn~ inadequate care and wardthls week after surgery 
Residential Tree Service 
• '~ '" +Trimming +Topping 
' ~ Fully experienced, 
.'~ • Iicenced & Insured 
.REE ESTIMATES 
847-2447 (Smlthers) 
NO IT/OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHO]  
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skeona Hotel) 
4513 Groig 635-2326 
NORTHWEST PIPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
P IPE .  PL  U ~ B I N G S U P P L I E S .  PUMFS.  
HOSES,  NUTS ANDBOLTS. FENCING 
WATER SOFT ENERS ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - N.~ e c HyOro 
635-7158 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
• Steam Cleaning and Pressure Woshing 
Phone 638-1634 or 635-354S 
Yellowhead Hay 
& Grain 
635-3867 
- Complete Ilneof livestock feed and supplement 
- Clean and utility grain 
- Founts and feeders for all livestock 
- Dry dog & cat food 
- Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 
Plumbing • Heating - ~ommerclsl Servicing 
Residential • Industrial Specializing Gas Flfllng 
and She~t~9~etal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4436 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHUNE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VeG ~e5 OR 635.9320 
Install & Service Gas, Woad • O11 Furencn 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE 63S.9252 ANYTIME 
•21 
L 
G NOW OPEN A 
R IJ 
°BttG' II 'D E .R R 0 
y 2701 South Kalum St. i 
635-6180 A 
From 6 J .m. p !1. p.m. T 
VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
Furniture Repair 
hstorations, Hope Chests ~ Custom Made Furniture, hlinishin! 
General BuMs| Contractinl[' 
2610 S. Kalum 636-6586 Torraoo e 
pOP'S 
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub-buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
,FALL SPECIAL 
Evoq Sunday & Wednesday 
klohor 17 to kvomhor 11 
With any order for Pizza of ~.00 end Ul~, 
order a 9" pizza of your choice for V~ price. 
Phone 635-3414 
Free delivery Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed Monday 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN"  
CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES ~ FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
he,tin9 system by using a PRO-VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit• Also introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives positive and eftlclent results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and see for yourself. 
Phone: 
Twr,. 635"5292 
Kltimat 632'2466 
Pro.Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
S4w~lCel Div is ion  
Kltlmst-Tarrace, B.C. 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
qock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
V~ Yard Concrete Mixer Avalleble for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE &I~.ZgM 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Construction Ltd. 
Pleat Off Krumm Road 
EASTSIDE 
GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4430 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
NOW IN TERRACE 
3212• KALUM 
many parents are main- a4dd them have been a 
taining constant bedside nmnher d similar situations 
vi~ib, anmeperentseharsnd and a "~ 'P  attitude of 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , . . ~  Thursday, unmon to children," 
"Islayedtherefertheftrst "This isn't mutt m the 
five days after surgery hock. These are real humans 
beca~ I was too scared to in throefoot bodies," 
to the mother, who asked that her nursing director, uld .he is 
' name not to be used, about the etatements 
Herald! Immediately after surgory b~t t individual without 
whenher daughter was in an patient names and dates for 
ozySen tent and supiz3and to 8pacific allegations she can 
have no oral medication, the not discuss the incidents, 
• mother 88ys she.awoke at "I'm taking for granted 
' nliht to find a nurse Uds type d thlnl is hap- 
PHONE 636-636T, preparing to give oral peninS,,, she said• "I'm 
medication, treating it as a large 
"Then (later)she was problem. 
under strict bed rest but She said that in Nme 
s~me student nurse wanted casus, student nurses who 
to carry her down to treat- are not as well trained as full 
menL I said ohe wasn't o be ward nurses work at the 
q a ~ q ~ p r ~  moved end calkd the flour ..,me, ~ as pa.  d ~, r  . 
"We are not only carisg 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS "She came down and had a for children. We provide 
reel row with the I.V. nurse, cilnionl experience for four 
t~et hay didn't move her," different schools of nursing. 
mother said. "If they There are llmes when people 
can use not the beet were goln~ to move her out 
EraSe 13S.l~J~ of her bed and carry her to ~dimenL" 
treatment--what else would Nurm~ request pediatric 
happen?" work at the hospital, Jenkins 
Another mother said 8he said, adding that in recent 
wan at the bedside one night months there has been scme 
when her child's hand began staff turnover which may 
to swell after an intravenous have coutributed to specllle 
D ~ ~ , .  ~ tube was inxrted in the arm, problem. 
She called a nurse "who Par~to are invited to 
glanced and said it was fine, ~pand as much time as they 
and left." want on the ward with their 
children, Jenkins said,, 
"It wan swelling more and ' However, rune parents 
more.rid I want for another complained they were 
am'as who said it wan put m fending, chewing and doin~ 
hnpruperlyanditwanagoed most th ings  for their 
thing I S~t her. It wan dan. childee~ 
First B,C,case 
against a black 
VANCOUVle-R (~P) -- A The board agreed the club 
B.C, human ~ board d was pre~ursd by police and 
inquiry found the owne~ of Uquor licensing authorJtiut 
Mbty'a caharet guilty of to prevent "pimps, 
racial discrimination prusfltutoe and drwJ traf. 
~pdnot blacim who frequent flcke~" from entorini, but 
, the Hornby Street dis. said the Human RIShto Code 
cothequn,  must be ederced u well an nm ~ 
The heard ordmxl the the Uqucr Coutrcl and Lio r 
club's owne~, E. B, Mlsty's ~udng Act, 
Inc.,tupeyatuinlof~,TS0in "It ,seas clear that the 
demages tu sevon binck| and slSnlflcance ofthis fact is hoe 
one white person in the first, tully undmtoed, if indeed 
over ~ on a human unde~toodst all,by some of 
the ~ficlek involved." JAME.'~ GRAY right| case lnvolvins 
~~,- . .~ .~~~'~-  4936 McDEEK discrimination a~lnst black PaulWlmx, prutident of the 
I ~~P~"~_  1136.1691 people inB.C. The ownem BinckSolidarltyAuocintion, 
~ . .~ .~.__  alan muntpaytin'ee.quarte, ssld he is pteaml by the 
b of the cust of the prscondinp buard's ruling butthinks the 
:"~ ~uiry~IU have to ha deter. ' DelvlnNsthan, who was 
'eL~ ~ ows~ ,8Oo la dams, 
The enid Thursday also feats the finns should 
~PET~ FLOe| JNG ~ ~ ~j~ the club owners committed have been more severe. 
;TALLATION . ~~~k~UAL IT~ acts that were '*blatantly "It'l not the money," he 
raeist, and o/ euch an ub- said. "We'll donate the 
J SUPPLY WE INSTALL ~ noxious a,d patently money to charity. But more 
duecitfuleharacter hat they severe fines would have 
must offend every decent made other clubs take 
FREE . . . . , . .  m.m.. o, , , . . . . , , ,  our society," Wine said the Judiment 
Sinteen peraons claimed will help the amc la t l~  
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES thatfremMsytoDscemher, when it a~J city halite 
1970, Mlaty's employees revoke the ciub'ellceuce. 
harmed and retread them 
entry to the club anlely "At first, council refused 
because of their sddn color, tobelievetbat 
The busrd, headed by Vic. discrimination task place," 
torts lawyer l)ermod Owes. he said. Now we'll to back to 
Flood, ruled t0 of 18 com. clly heLl and ask them what 
plaintowsrevalid, buteddnd happens now." 
TERUCE HOTEL the complaint, Council approved a byisw due to lack el in July that requirus clubs to 
evidence aroused grave poet a section from the city's 
suspicions, raeisl discrimination bylaw 
Peter Spencer, Misty'e together with their dram 
lawyer, 8aid the board idn't requirements, All club 
~ive enowjh we/sht to the bouncers and mansMra 
elub's arlPUnmto in ~e ease must wear identifying nsme- 
but said he'd Eve to d~l  plates and anyone re~J,~l 
O~j~j  the Judpnent with the club admittance must be given L 4418 LIIbI AVIN I  ownmJ before dectdini on k the reason by the club's 
possible appeal. 'manqemenL A Terrace, B.C. 
s Gravel bar prevented 
Wayne 63S.56J4 
Days 635.623S 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
e••e•ee%~,•,%%%%ee%%%%•,%%%%%%_%%%%%%%%%e ••• •e%ee%%% 
• • • • • • • • • ,  • ,.e • e.e • e.i.e.e.e.6.e.,.. • .•  • • • .•.e.• •.%•&.e.% 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS• 
3213 KALUMSTREE] 
TERRACE. B.C .  
J SgL  D . 14YR v0{m,.. 
CARPET & ORING 
For these Items 
, hoar teeth , boar claws 
, wolf teeth • beaver teelh 
• moose or door antlers (slngleorpalr) 
Available at the front detk of the 
GLACIER 
O & L PAINTING 
interior - Exterior - Resldentlel. Commercial 
Specializing In Sand Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
F~one: 635.4559 ODD N ICOLAYS EN 
A Complete Glass.andL the bridge collapsing 
S Alummum Servnee ' VANCOUVER (CP) --  A TI~ tower and fixen span 
8ravel bar covered by only are r ig id ly  Joined and 
n ~ rout metro f wat~,t sow ~e~r we~ 2,ooo tu, 
tide saved the Canadian 
National Railway lift brtdp Dblod~ from ito nor- 
them pier and hauling 
S T A R B O A R D  over Burrerd Inlet from unsupported atone end, the 
eollapaln8 after it was fixed Ipan drooped into the 
rammed by a Japanese water and is resting on the 
TriCK YACHTS , , , o .  bridle enilneer said 8revel bar• The Western Bridp 
Thursday, division of Canron Ins., ,, SAN JUAN "If that gravel had net which ham wm a 13 million 21' to 30' Sal l lxmte been there and the (fixed) 
& Accessories span had been free to p contract to repair the qpan, 
deeper, the whole thinl describes the damaged 
Ralph Morris, bvium• 
~mm ,~ The Port of Vancouver has The cempany has to repair 
halted all marine traffic the bridge without ~-  
under the Second Narrows halsneins the etrueture. 
bridp until Saturday Repairs are expected to take 
morning to allow the gravel up to four months. 
her to be buttressed, Harbor officisls fonrsd at 
first that exports would ha 
r-~ Japan Eric, was movinj at reduced IS per cent because 
~ iinwspued in dense fq  when of the losa el the vital raft 
itstrochaflxedetenlJpanon li k, but use of B.C. Rail 
one side of the northern tracks and other tran. 
OUPi~ tower far the 110,6- 8portetion methadu have cut 
,metre centre lift arian, this to five per ce~t. 
P 
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finished rec room. Double • Frank Skldmore, manager 
potential for live-In ownor~.~cast,~on wood sto~e, appreachlng winter snow of Park Avenue Realty Ltd., 
Is pleased to announce that 
AsklngS19~b,004~l~q~lrefo~ ~lect~l~ran~eLa.~d~fr~.dga~., oft your vehicle. Inquire • Pstrlcla Qulnn has sac- 
more detMIbl~n'thls In-~ew'~gr~nhousiran'~ I~ern.~ todoy abuuf this exclusive • cessfully passed her real 
terostlng listing. Open to Forfurtherdetallscoll 635. listing which Is priced at • estate pre.llcenslng course 
• offers. 6361. Llstodprlcels $,15,000. $66,500.. : end Is licensed to sell real 
. "~ estate n B.C Pat has 
• . i resided In Terroce for the 
: A.E. LePage Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Serv,ce. post en yuers and Is looking 
6361 . , o - - r ,  ,o . . ,o ,  . r  moo, ' EVENINGS • friends In the community. 
• Pat looks forward to being 
~ Bob Rlpmeester Harry Smith .~ able to serve people In the 
635-2832 635-2826 • area In their real estate 
• . l lmDuf fv  La . r leFnr l~ l  needs end Invllea people 
~hlng to contact her to call 
~ '  ' * '  1' ' E S WEn ~" '~ S-~86 i63~.14MI i ' '  "'~ i ' . , '  ..... ! - , "~ ~,-. ~K ~ E~J~; .' ~ , , . ,  .:~',~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ hop office for coffee.end 
7, " , e=,mama~'  Ira"Is" -, ...... Staff-Parker ~.,oraon UlSOn ~ consultation. For evening 
; m=nnRv,:l IBiUe 635-4031 635-4035 • calls, phone Pat at 635-2532. 
IIIIIIIIlillllllilln_lNIIIlllllll!llllllUlillll 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD, 
4619 PARK AVE. 636-497_1 
Good family homo on 
Westview Drive. Attrs¢flvs 
reek flrspleca In living 
room, breokfset sroa elf 
kitchen, sundKk end lots of 
privacy in back ysrd. Call 
Chrletoi or Horet 0edllnski 
for more Informsflon on 
this well kept home. 
Now cabin on scrooge. 
Locsted st Usk In • quiet 
rural setting. Suitable as n 
weekend hlde4-way or ss s 
permanent residence. Call 
Chrletol or Horet Gediinski 
and get all the detallo on 
this Interesting property. 
A total of 3300 sq. ft. of 
living nren in this centrally 
located revenue homo. 
Features largo living 
room, 4 bedrooms and 1½ 
baths on main floor. 
Spocloos suite has sepsreto 
heating and hot wetor tank. 
This one year old homo is 
lendsoapod with a good 
garden argo and has a 
large sondeek. For more 
information on this in- 
teroetlng home, call Joy. 
Just Ildod In HorDe.shoo 
ares, this four year old 
homo of 1049 oq. ft. features 
three, bedrooms, oxtro 
largo kitchen, full 
basemsnt, sundeck, garden 
shed. Vender prefers ceth 
to mortgoga which ¢en be 
assumed by quallfisd 
purehsser. Phone Murlsl 
for appointment to view. 
Home .• on acreage with 
oubdlvlolon possibilities. 
Hal 3 bedrooms, flreple¢o, 
full basement. A second 
smaller home on same 
property rented. ~Y4 acrel 
could provide tO bulldlag. 
Iotsl For more detllls cJIIJ 
Chrletet or Hor!t G~lllnskh 
(MLS) 
Nsw IIdingl In Horooshoo 
eree, this | bedroom home 
Is Ileted st 1511,000. Largo 
lot, sundeck, csrport, 
bright dry basement ready 
for furnishing. Assumable 
mortgoEo to qualiflsd 
purchsser. Call Murlei. 
Commorclel building, 
fremo construction, 2,200 
sq. ft. upper floor. Total 
rental Income $1,1S0 per 
month. Asking price 
S1LS,000. For detllls call 
Horet Gndllnski - -  615-5367. 
114S Iq. fl., $ bedroom 
home with 2 bedroom 
revenue suite In baeament. 
Could bs converted to 
single family dwelling. 
Asking. $5S,000 - -  cil l  
Chrlstel or Hoist Gedilnski 
for viewing. 
Smal l  country estate. 
Many advantages to tiffs 
we l l - iendscsped at-  
tractively built home. 
Tranquility end com- 
fortoble living will be yours 
when you purebase 1his 
well finished home. For 
more detsils, call Judy. 
Commercial lot In Thor- 
nhlll. All rossenablo offers 
on this 75x:100 ft. lot on 
Clark Drive will be con. 
sldared. For more In- 
formetlea please rail Joy. 
Attrecilvo family homo on 
quiet street In Uplands 
area. Three bedroom 
upstalrl, flreplsoo, petlo 
doors off dining room. 
Basemsnt com pletsly 
finilhed. Askln0 tig,S00. 
For viewing cIII Chrlstol or 
Horet Gocllinskl. 
Enloy thi~ fireplsced 
family room that has 
sliding gless doors, opealnE 
to the apocloul back ylrd. 
Thrett bedrooms Upstolre 
with ,~Mt~m~mlto ~ off" Jha 
couple of edventogas to 
this Io~I~ i*'¢gtll~mo~ Per 
Judy. ? 
One year ord home, good' 
subdivision close to sol,Ms 
and downtown. T~l~ee 
bedrooms on moln floor 
with additional ~in 
basement. Kitchen with 
nook area, ¢srpeted 
throughout. Asking $73,S00. 
Call Murisl for viewing. 
II 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
635-5397 
MURIEL NEALE 
635-2944 
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD- THE BUYER FINDERS 
HORST GODLINSKI 
OUR S IGN • IS  ON LOTS 
.. OF  LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG!  
I 
FRANK SKIDMORE 
&3=;.GAg1 
.......... ~:~:~:~ 
JOY DOVER 
63=;.707(] 
635-2532 
li::/ 
JUDIPH JEPHSON 
638-1652 
PRICE REDUCED 
Westvlew Drive. Attractive 
4 bdrm. home In quiet 
residential orea. Thishome 
features o briefest nook 
In kitche,'_~,~ 'g room 
f!repIoct ~ndeck  d f f  
dining ro~m, Isrga rec, 
. room, sauna, laundry room 
and workshop. To view this 
home call Dick Evans. 
THIRTY-SIX ACRES 
Choice rural acreage close 
to town. Good read access 
on school bus route. This 
bsmt. Moln floor Is 
spacious, large living room 
with fireplace ,and large 
bedrooms, bsmt. has 3 
Ixlrm. self.contained ~ulte. 
Range, f r ldge,  washer, 
dryer Included. Large 
agreement at 10 percent 
Interest Is assumeable. 
$46,000 F.P. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
3 bedroom double wide 
moblle home on concrete 
rlngwsll. Insulated garage 
and shed on property. 
Asklng $34,000. For detolls 
call DIck EvAns. 
BUNGALOW ON AGAR 
AVENUE 
Located on a 1/= acre of land 
this 3 bedroom home has oll 
furnace heat, carpeting, 
end hos an attached car- 
port. Full price $37,500. 
Contact Bert or Rusty to 
TURES LTD. 2"x6" 
framing - -  cor)crote 
foundations ~ moxlmum 
Insulation ~ natural gas 
heat --  flreplaco --  full 
ensulte plumbing - -  sun. 
decks all the extras. Drop 
In our office ond see and 
discuss the plans with our 
sales staff. 
PRIME LIGHT IN- 
DUSTRIAL PROPERTY 
257 feet of frontage on 
Kelth Avenue and approx. 
,I=/4 acres of land dlvldod 
Into two separate lots. 
Property has 2 rental 
houses and a frame shop 
presently rented. A good 
Investment for future 
development. Contact 
Rusty or Bert Llungh. 
could be developed Into a | view. PRICE REDUCED - -  
~autlful rural homestead - -  "WESTVlEW DRIVE 
'sell. Call [)anny She/'ldon' quiet resldentlnl orea. This 
F for details. [ home features a breakfast 
SPLIT-LEVEL WITH A nook In kitchen, living 
DIFFERENCE NEARING COMPLETION room fireplace, sundeck off 
Fully finished with o cedar 
exterior, quality carpeting 
throughout, hoatelaJor 
flroplace, family room, 2V= 
baths, 6 inch walls, cedar 
shingles, double carport 
and many more fine 
features that must be 
• viewed. Call Rusty or Bert 
LIungh to view. 
AVAILABLE NOW 
Starter home In Thornhlll. 
2 bedroom home on 1 acre 
close to school. Vendor 
enxious to sell and will 
carry financing. For 
complete details call DIck 
Evans. 
2 bedroom home with 1 
ixlrm, suite In basement. 
Located In Horseshoe area. 
Asking $38,900. Call Dick 
Evans. 
TWO LIGHT IN. 
DUSTRIAL LOTS 
Each lot Is 60x120 ft. and 
are located on Evergreen 
Street lust south of Sanders 
Welding off of Kelth 
Avenue. Property Is 
,cleared end level. Phone 
;'Rusty or Bert LJungh. 
!price Sie,O00 per lot. 
L 
I I INEW LISTING 
I I Owner transferred -- ,l yr. 
old full bsmt. home. 3 
ixlm~s.,end ~ In bast. 
Atti'actl ,~_~ fireplace, 
sundeck o"  ,Jmlng room, 
bsmt. entrance from 
carport. 5035 McRae 
Crescent Is nn excellent 
tocotlon. 101/~ percent 
assumeable mortgage. Call 
Bob Shorlclan 
i 
4819 M¢COI~NELL AVE. 
HOME 
Well kept 3 bedroom, full 
besomont, polio doors to 
rear sundeck ond concrete 
perle, economy natural gas 
and hot water, attractively 
finished rumpus room, end 
an easy care olumlnum 
exterior. Lot le fully land- 
scaped and fenced In the 
re.mr. To view phone Rusty 
or Bert Llungh. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
Located on Soucle Avenue 
this two storey home Is 1288 
sq. ft. of fine ~,lng space 
with q"~.~. ,U ~rpetlng, 
flreplac~ ~; ..,"-~n walls, 3 
poe. ensulte, large kitchen 
and a covered sundock. 
Phone Rusty Llungh to 
view this fine home. 
1650 KENWORTH ROAD 
1400 sq. ft. of living space In 
this 3 bedroom, full 
basement hmo, with a 
fireplace, oil furnace, 
laundry area on the moln 
floor, end carpeting. Lot Is 
123x353, hos some fruit 
trees and excellent gordon 
soil. For viewing call Rusty 
or Bert Llungh. 
MUCH SOUGHT AFTER 
RESIDENTIAL AREA 
Immaculate home com- 
pletely finished. 5 bdrms., 2 
bathrooms , t~ fireplaces, 
family ~.~.us  games 
room. S~ ",~ck overlooking 
lovely fenced yard and 
garden. When you drive by 
4820 Ulson you will sea an 
attractive home. Call Bob 
Sheridan, 
TWO LOTS AND OLDER 
dining room, lore* rec 
room, sauna, laundry room 
and workshop. To vie,.; this 
home call DIck Evans; 
ON QUEENSWAY 
=~ acre park like riverside 
setting. 3 bedroom mobile' 
~ome th 2 bedroom sd- 
~lltlon. All meier op. 
ollsnces Included. 
CAPTIVATING V IEW-  
TERRACE & VALLEY 
4609 Westvlew Or. - custom 
built home. 3 bdrm., full 
bsmt., 2 full tmthrooms, 2 
fireplaces. /~:hen  with 
cabinets ~_~'~,  family 
room, ho-# dter heating, 
attsched garage, sundeck, 
large private lot. Can't be 
reproduced for the asking 
price of S79,000. Give Bob 
Sherldon o call. 
I 
THIS IS A GOQD BUY 
A large non-best, home, 
1588 sq. ft. Brick fireplace 
In L.R., large roomy farm 
type kitchen with wood 
stove, twin seal windows. 
In eddltl.on to the 4'pc. full 
bathroom there is a V= bath 
off mstr. bdrm., I/~ acre of 
land on paved road out of 
town, low taxes. Just 
reduced to a rock bottom of 
$45,000. Give Bob Sherldsn 
lot. 2 outbuildings. Call 
Dick Evens for details. 
GOOD STARTER HOME 
Delightful two bedroom 
house In Horseshoe area. 
Full basemontwhlch could 
be developed. New gas 
furnace. Priced at $44,000. 
Call Danny Sheridan for 
details. 
ViEW .OME ON BIRC. 
AVENUE 
Super family home with 5 
bedrooms, 18.50 sq. ft. of 
living spooe on the rosin 
floor, flreploce, family 
room, large mud room, 4 
bathrooms, large entry 
hall, full basement with o 
rumpus room and game 
room orea. Beautiful vlew 
of the Skeana River end 
area from the rear patio 
end all msln living areas. 
Contact Bert or Rusty for 
REVENUE HOME 
Excellent quality up & 
clew.', duplex. 3 bdrm. on 
main qoor sod 2 bdrm. self- 
costa.ned suite In bsmt. 
Well Iocnted and main. 
talned, realistically priced 
at S59,900. Contoct Bob 
Sheridan. 
HOUSE, ACREAGE AND 
VIEW 
Excellent family home 
with $ bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 
fireplaces, sundeck, double 
garage with a view from 
every window located on 
2.5 acres lust 8 minutes 
from town. For viewing 
phone Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
HOME PRICED AT S35,004 
Located on Graham Ave. 
the lots ore approx. 60)<185 
ft. each, the property Is 
level end there are some 
fruit trees and an older 
home presently rented. To 
view phone Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
WOODLAND PARK 
COUNTRY HOME 
1300 sq. ft. of living space 
with large fireplace, 3 
baths, wall ,~va l l  car. 
patlng, r -e .~. ,= to rear 
sundeck ~'a o finished 
rumpus room with an 
earth stove. Property Is 
partlslly landscaped, has 
a large garden. For 
viewing phone Rusty or 
Bart. 
JOHN CURRIE . 798-2258 
EOB SHERIDAN • 635-2~64 
DICK EVANS - 635-7068 DANNY 
i i i i  i i i i i i i i  . . . .  
a call on this home. 
_ i 
DOWNTOWN 
Good home, 3 bdrm., full 
I:~mt. with In.law suite. V: 
acre of land and won. 
derful garden. An ex- 
cellent building lot could 
be subdivided off thll 
property. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call for oil the 
details on this Investment 
~Bopportunlty. 
EAUTIFUL 
RESIDENTIAL LOT 
This lot Is 132x257 on a 
lovely quiet street In 
Terrace. With almost one 
acre of land this could be 
developed Into a dream 
property. Call Danny 
Sheridan for details. 
NEW-  STILL TIME~i~O 
CHOOSE CARPET 
COLORS 
3 bdrm., 2 up 8. 1 down, full 
best., mo#~%, kitchen. 
This • ho, l~v.s  2"x6" 
framing ~v.  msxlmum 
Insulation ,rid natural gas 
beat for economy. 4810 
Tuck Is convenient to sll 
schools. Give Bob Sheridan 
a call. 
NEW HOME 4934 SCOTT 
AVENUE 
Attractive split level home 
wlth 3 bedrooms, quality 
carpeting, 11/= baths, 
heetalntor flreploce, 1248 
sq. ft. of living space ready 
for occupancy. Exterior Is 
easy care aluminum end 
brick, end there Is on or. 
toched carport on~l paved 
driveway. Call Rusty or 
Bert L{ungh to view. 
i 
WITH VIEW 
This ho~o IS Iocsted In an 
excluslve area of Terrace 
and has • captlvntlng view 
of the Skosno Valley. Over 
1200 sq. ft. of gracious 
living, 3 bedrooms, two 
fireplaces, two full baths, 
covered petto off kitchen 
and dining room. Double 
carport nnd lovely land. 
seeped lot. Call Danny 
Sheridan for further 
detoIIs. 
BERT LJUNGH - 635-5754 
RUSTY LJUNGH • 63S.57S4 
SHERIDAN • 63S.5321 
II ]1 
n n n n u n n n n n u | n u n n  uu imiuu imuu unn lun iu lmulumuuun • How to cover walls with fabric, 
• • q pie", I GHTNAN i SNITN "-the " u ick  s ta  no-sew w a y  WITHUNLOCK THE EQUITY  IN YOUR ]st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
• ~ Have you ever thought Cut the fabric in lengths to damaged rcmov,"d of fabric FAVORABLE RATES 
• . " • about covering your walls coincide with the height of at any time. CAC REALTY  LTD.  ~24AGREIG AVENUE "- Rll;tllr LID | wit, t'abl:ic to conceal i s -  your wall. Most walls arc Once you get "the han~" PHONE 635-6108 TERRACE 
, , . . . . .  . ,  [] perfections, but lacked the about 8-9' high. Bc sure to of it, you could grow so co- 
budget for a professional allow 4" extra to include a thusiastic you may decide to BOB HAYTER,  MANAGER 
U .!~job, and felt too intimi- 2" finish-foldat top and bet- cover of all your walls. 
• dated to try the process tom. The only necessary 
REVENOE DUPLEX 5PARKLIKEACRESwith' SUPERIOR NEW•yours¢l~ tools arc a hand-staplc gun 
[] HOME on Apple St. Main year round stream on RESIDENCEon.Luennear .n With'" : fabrncs" and the-'or automatic stapler, one. I I 
"=floor has redecorated 3 Kenworth. Parcel Is part .Eby. 12~sq.: ft. 3 bdrm..:, ~"quick'stapl¢"m¢thod, you inch-wide cardboard or I ~ im~i .m~lP lkUqP l  I I  E AmPA I 
U lxlrms, with modern kit. level and part hillside. . . . . . . . . . .  = ,meat ,  vlroplaca wltn • catz cover imperfect" walls, wood strips; hammer and m B IP_ . :~ I I I I P__ I  U n i t  L n  n ,~  n 
•chen, dln.endllv.rms.,full Quiet & secluded. Asking Torceo aur neamamr, at- • n . . . .  , . .  
--mbethrm. and utility. $19,000. " tractive main floor • uy usmg Lie same la.o.nc small nails; scissors; fabric I ., ,, ,=,. ~ = ~ m= .. ,= . . _ ___  ____ .  , ,  n 
i Basement has clean 2 • ~ bethrm; plus ensutte and • print from floor to ceiling knife; folding knife; folding I . . . . . . .  O 
• Ixlrm. suite with compact 3 9 7 ~, S I M P S O N rough-In for basement. • and wall to wall, you can ruler; standing ladder to el- I ~ r e d  for.. s.a!e by I 
• kltchenandllv, rm.wlthw. CRESCENT Owner has overbu It with m also enlarge a small area. low convenient stapling at I ~ 1  .a su.oa.lVlSlOn TO I 
• w. Over 1,o00 sq. ft. on od a . . . .  A well kept double wide 6"walls, lots of Insulation, -" "Cho Chu San" a flower ceiling; plumb rule w i th ,  ~ l  trepan.el local .eclon I 
m_ main f,. Separate meters, mobile home sot up on o~ut, :~uZ~ltYa:lnlaaha~r:d i and grille print on 100% Bcl- chalk line or Icvcli. and n ~ . . o  wa.l'er system, n 
i . Iced to sell at .9.900. three foot Concrete pony garage drywal l . .  French ; gian linen, works ideally for pliers. . I ~ % m ' 2 1 2  I 
• ~ wall which could give an 
• THIS FIVE YEAR OLD eight foot basement. Large doors lead to a rear patio. : complete coverage, and is Beyond the beauty of I ~ ~ ' i ~ ' ~ " ~ , ~ ; ~ ' ~ ' , ~ + " "  n 
home Is Ideal for • young lot features a 24x36 shop Walk to town. Asking _ used in the draperies, wall- linen-covered walls, sonic i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
-- growing family. Features with concrete floor and 9V= $82,000 - -  open to offers, m covering and window shade other adva'ntagcs include: no II ~ . I 
i four bedrooms, two full ft. door. Asking price Is 1½ ACRE = . . . . . .  , , . . ,  i in the room shown here. In special preparation of the 1 D~l | l l l eu  ~,  ~_R~ I I Ime, ,A .~~ ,,,,~ ,,., =A n 
o i I l M V ; l l l ~ l P U .  • . . • • baths, fireplace In living $35,.~0. lendat511OH utd,zmg the staple method, Walls; no removal of old I l l lV IWk l l l  Wg Vg l l l l l l~ l ,  l a lO)k  I I~ l  O00-o Iq£  I • room and partially finished wy. 16 West In • . 
"!rec room. Economlcn Terraeewlthover t,600sq. • there ns no wrcsthng with wallpaper; excellent aeoNs- I _ i 
~1~ natural gas'heat. Carport. 8711 PAQUETTE ft. of frame o der vacant • large, unwieldy widths of tical properties; insulation; n 4648 LAKELSE AVE.  ~ TERRACE,  B.C. I 
A 1978 mobile home 14x70 service sto. bldg. Heavy m fabric nor 'any additional and the advantage ot" an- • Fenced back yard. Sun- set up on a nicely land. 
wiring, office,, bathroom, • sewing of seams to contend • deck with storage beneath, seeped and treed lot 80x200 
• Make your appointment tedny to view this property sq. ft. Most furnlshlnga will storeroom, two bays. • with before installation. 
belncluded as well ns built ~-xceliont location, lots of • A good startinp noint is 
i potential, asking $85,000 • ~ = r listed at. S~I,SO0: In china cabinet, Franklin ~ ' • the left corner of the room. 
fireplace, 12x12 storage EXCELLENT VALUE In • Measure wall arcas andcsti- 
• HOME WITH REVENUE shed. Another nice feature duplex on Pine St. located : mate how many Icngths-0f 
• This property Is located In Isa12x24petlowlth railing; close to high end • the desired fabric you will 
• town and Is a seven year elementary • schools, • need, dcl~ending on whether. 
old full basement home. RAHCHETTE.TYPE pavement and storea. Tw() • . .M .  :~ Ao,, cA . . . .  ~n,,' 
• I~ ' IUL | I  I~  r ' to  , , . ) s t  t U J I  UU . ~ , , ~  - • bedrooms.Main floor'BasementOffers th eshes listing, nearly 5 acres, bedrooms each, nice I I v . . :  !:i 
Property previously used ~ DIVISION 
been de ,eloped In toNe MaC( rm. A, ,. wit, large : PARK AVENUE for a trucking flrm with 2 new homes on Lambly modG 'n 4 xlr ~., ful best. 
371/= acres of land, a Ave. under construction. bedroon su i t .  H |h 1,700 sq. ft. main floor, built 
carport. Asking price on REALTY LTD. 12x54ft. trailer set up with home IocJ,', t~ dose to 
Good value 1130 sq. ft. full school. "~,=~IkJv.|. 2 brick. 
fireplace." narge 80x200' 
• ]been developed Into two McConnell Ave. with large rms. and kitchens. Some 
• bedroom suite. High odern 4 bdrm., full best. appliances, double carport, 
carport. Asklng price on 1,700 sq. ft. main floor, level cleared lot with own 
15x201.lv.rm.,2bethrooms, water supply. Low prlceof : quonset shop 48x80 and a Quality by 
i PROGRESSIVE YEN- 3 bedroom full basement this property Is ~9,900. extra provision for be|hrm. $31,500. ~ : , 
In basement. Ample carpet . a Ioey shack. Land Is level 
• 3 ACRES of well located throughout, extra rm. for E X C E L L E N T O P. : and 2V= acres have been 
• lend on Old Lakelse Lake office. Prop. Is cleared, has PORTUNITY cleared and levelled for 
Rd. clo~ to Hwy. 16 East. barn. Worth Inquiring Here Is your chanceto buy : yard space. For further 
~, 16rontalunltsplus6traller about. ASking 1185,000. ahomoonhelfanacrewlth Informatlon phone Rusty or 
parking' spaces. Two 3 . potential of subdividing off : Bert Liungh: 
• Ixlrm. homes; one duplex two lots. The home Itself Is : 
I bldg;ono2bdrm, home, 11 FUTURE POTENTIAL a five year old full 
rental cabins' plus the Here Is your opportunity to basement residence of. : 
"- trai ler spaces..Monthly buy a two bedroom home ferlng three bedrooms all 
~. income over S~,~O0..With ori approximately 1 acre. wall to wall carpeting. : 
suitable tlQanclng, th is  Thls,acr~e has subdivision Basement has partially I I  
• property cat!.~;ca~Y itself 'Pl~roval'~f four lots. In- flnlshec re~: roe % o ~ble . !  
adequately. L~n~. ,6f cludedlh'the property Is'a carport to help keep the 
: • 
I 
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Leach on track 
The glory days may he re. 
turning for Reggie Leach. 
When Philadelphia Flyers 
last appeared in the Stanley 
Cup final in 1976, the rangy 
right winger was their chief 
offensive weapon, topping all 
National Hockey League 
goal-scorers during the 
regular season and winning 
the C~n Smythe Trophy 
when he fired a record 19 
goals in the playolfs. 
Then things began to go 
downhill for the Flyers. New 
York Islanders supplanted 
them as the top team in the 
Patrick Division and their 
showing in psst-seascn play 
deteriorated with two semi. 
final defeats followed by 
elimination in the quarter. 
finals last spring. 
Meanwhile, Leach's goal 
production dropped sharply 
and ms coaches, suddenly 
becoming aware of his 
defensive shortcomings, 
began benching him in key 
situations. 
But Leach and the Flyers 
Spectrum Thursday night as 
the 25.year-old sniper con. 
tributed two goals and an 
assist in Philadelphia's 5.2 
victory over New York 
Rangers. That gave him 
seven goals In as many 
games and abruptly ended 
any criticism of his checking 
ability. 
In other NHL games 
Thursday, gualtcnder Jim 
Rutherfurd registered his 
18th career shutout as 
Detroit Red Wings downed 
Buffalo Sabres 4-0 and 
Pierre Larouche's font-goal 
performance powered 
Montreal Canadiens toan 8-5 
decision over Pittsburgh 
Penguins. 
Montreal and Philadelphia 
emergedaa the ever-all NHL 
leaders with identical 5-1-I 
records. 
Flyers 5 Rangers 2
New York, fresh from a 10- 
2 romp over Edmonton 
Oilers at Madison Square 
Garden Wednesday, led 2.0 
before Philadelphia began 
a pair of goals early in the 
second period. 
The Flyers put the game 
away with two goals I1 
seconds apart at the midway 
point of the third, Leach 
setting up rookie Br ian 
Propp for the first and 
heating Rangers goalie John 
Davidoon to a loose puck to 
score the second. 
The victory gave 
Philadelphia a three.point 
lead over the Rangers in the 
Patrick Division standings. 
Red Wings 4 8lhres 0 
Rutherford stopped 26 
Buffalo shots and his team. 
mates cashed in on three 
power.play opportunities as 
Detroit won on home ice for 
the first time this season and 
improved its record to 2-2-2. 
Vaelav Nedomansky 
scored twice for the Red 
Wings and their other goals 
came when Buffalo centre 
Gilbert • Perreauit, who 
rarely takes a penalty, drew 
two in a row in the third 
Canadleas 8 Penguins S 
Lareuche, who alternates 
with Pierre Mondou as the 
centre for high-soaring Guy 
Lafleur and Steve Shutt, was 
the top marksman this time 
as Montreal needed a four. 
goal third period to subdue 
the stubborn Penguins who 
got two-gcal performances 
from Orest Kindrnchuk and 
Gary McAdam. 
Shutt scored his 238th 
career goal and had four 
assists while Lefleur scored 
twice as Montreal fired 38 
shots at Pittsburgh 
goaltendor Bob Holland. 
National HOckey League seer. 
Ing leaders after Thursday 
games: 
O A P 
Dlonne, LA 8 14 22 
Simmer, LA 10 O 18 
Taylor, LA 9 6 15 
kafleur, Mtl 9 S 14 
Perreault, nor 7 7 14 
Halward, LA 4 10 14 
Propp, Pha 6 713 
Shutt, Mtl ' 6 7 13 
Goring, LA 2 I1 13 
Leach, Phe 7 5 12 
Federko, SL 2 10 12 
N~cDOnald, Edm 8 3 I1 
Klndrachuk, Poh 6 5 11 
Babych, SL S 6 11 
Lui passes. Gerela for Lion reco r(t 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Lul 
Passoglia has replaced his 
idol as the all.time leading 
points scorer for British 
Columbia Lions, a feat which 
took less than four full- 
seasons to accomplish. 
Paasaglia booted hta way 
past Ted Gerela last 
weekend when he kicked for 
12 points against Calgary 
.Stampeders, giving him 381 
points ince Joining the Lions 
for the 1976 Canadian 
Football League season. 
Gerela had 569 p~nta in his 
seven seasons here . .  
"I'm not sure if the accom- 
plishment is significant 
enough to warrant he at- 
tention," says Passaglia. 
"But for me, it's exciting. 
"Gerela was always my 
idol and I find the thought of 
passing him for the club 
record a bit thrilling." 
Passaglis, 25, Joined the 
Lions in 1976 after being one 
of B.C.'s territorial 
proteetieas from the general 
CFL amateur draft• He 
actually was the Lions' 
. second protection, behind 
defensive back Randy 
Graham, new with Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats. 
They both played four 
years of college football with 
Simon Fraser Clansmen in 
nearby Burnaby, the moot 
productive post.secondary 
institution i  Canada when it 
comes to producing talent 
for the nine CFL teams. 
"I was just scrambling to 
make the team that first 
year," Pasaaglia says. "It 
didn't matter if it was as a 
wide receiver or kicker." 
Passaglis, now married 
end teaching school in 
could do as a receiver," he 
soya. "But then it was more 
to solidify my position with 
the team by showing I could 
be helpful in several ways. 
"But ,~s my proflelency'-aa 
a kicker increased, I felt leas 
pressure to be a receiver, 
too" 
That yearn to catch the 
ball has returned somewhat 
for Passaglia this season 
with the knowledge that 
younger brother Walter 
Paesaglia, who also attended 
Notre Dame and SFU, is 
making it big with Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers -- as a 
receiver. 
The Passaglia brothers 
are equally talented, 
although Lui has let it be 
known that he considers 
himself much faster allot 
that Walter. 
Walter also was a punter 
and place-kicker in high 
school and college, but in 
Winnipeg finds himself 
second to Bernie Ruoff in the 
'kicking game. However, 
Walter became a starter at 
receiver early in the season 
when Joe Poplawski free. 
tured an ankle and was lost 
for the season. 
Early in the 1978 season, 
Lui Pansaglia considered 
marketing his valuable 
product --  kicking -- with 
the. National Football 
League and thought about 
accepting an offer from San 
Francisco 49ers. 
"I was willing to take the 
gamble of going south if l 
didn't get what I felt was a 
fair deal," says Pasaaglia. 
"But Vaneonver ismy home 
and I'd prefer to stay.here. 
'Tin not ruling out the 
year, + plus option, on his 
current agreement with the 
Lions, who are well aware of 
his value to the team. 
The Lions, in third place in 
the Western Conference with 
a 9.4-I record, have scored 
only 25 touchdowns in 14 
games. B C. has 299 total 
points, of which Passaglia 
has accounted for 135 with 
his kicking, 
Pasaaglla and the Lions 
play SaskatcheWan 
Roughriders on Sunday in 
Regina, where another B.C.. 
produced kicker will be on 
display. 
Clippers edge 
All Seasons 
Ev's Clippers hung on to victory. Mike Ireland scored 
edge All Season's Sports 84- 
83, and Skeena Hotel beat 
Klnss and Sons 67-57 in 
Terrace Commercial Men's 
Basketball league play 
Thursday night. 
Dale Prest and Dave 
Crawley each scored 18 
points for Ev's as the team 
took an eight point lead 
early in the second half and 
held on for the one-point 
22 and Bruce Johnstone 
kicked in 20 for All Seasons. 
Skeena Hotel's high 
scorers were John Gurban 
with 24 and Bob Rafter with 
13 in a low-scoring contest. 
Kluss' high scorers were 
Eric Muff with 11 and Any 
Ruygrok with 10. 
Next action is Tuesday 
when Skeena Hotel takes on 
Ev's and KIt~s and Sons 
meet All Seasons. 
i [ ~  ~ J  n ~ . Q) . ( I  i [ X J  [ ~  I 
Riverside Auto Wrecking 
I i 
Used Cars & Trucks 
Road)r for the road +t Reduced Prices 
73 INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP 
75 VOLKSWAGEN 
72 CHEV PICK-UP 
72 FORD1 TON with STEEL FLATDECK 
• 69 FORD F.250 
62 INTERNATIONAL 5 TON with FLATDECK 
i 
24.HOUR TOWING 
4129 Substation Road nearby Port Coquitlam, possibility, however, of 
• grew up in the fiant end of the trying the NFL in the turned the clock back at the getting its act together with period, yon Boxmeer, BuY 3 . e 11 city net far from Empir  future." 635-683"/ - 83 
Steelers Seahawks Sunday picks Stadium. He always kicked a Pasaaglla has another 6335 hall as a youngster, in both . . . . . . .  
' football and soccer. - -  . . . .  
. With Dallas Cowboys and 
Pitisburgh Steelers meeting 
as they are on the Sunday 
be.f~e Halloween, you might 
suspect this matchup is the 
ghost of the 1979 Super Bowl. 
Instead, itcould very well be 
a preview of this year's 
National Football League 
finale. 
the Steelers hould prevail 
again. 
Last week's 8-6 record ran 
the season mark to 71-40 and 
a .640 percentage. 
The picks: 
Pittsburgh Z4 Dallas 20:' 
John Dutton makes his debut 
for the Cowboys. It's too had 
he can't play in the seeon. 
dory where Terry Bradshaw 
should clean up. 
Washington 28 New 
Orleans 17: Jack Pardee 
must be a magician• How 
eke can the Redskins keep 
on winning? 
Either way, the result will 
be the same. Pittsburgh as 
defeated the Cowboys twice 
in the Super Bowl and even 
though there's less at stake 
in this mideeason meeting, 
BADMINTON 
CLINIC 
The Terrace Badminton Club will be holding a 
free clinic for members and any prospective 
members who would be interested in learning 
more about the game. 
This clinic will be held at ThornhiU Junior 
Secondary School on Thursday, Nov. 1, at 7 p.m. 
For more information phone Irma Brewer at 635- 
5744. 
NY Jets 17 Houston 14: Minnesota 24 Tampa Boy He was a multi-sport 
Look for Earl Campbe]I to be 14: This la an important NFC athlete in his high school 
days, playing football, subpar. The new Jets spirit Central matehup and if the basketball and soccer at 
produces this upset special. Vikings plan on winning the Notre Dame, annually a high 
Buffalo 20 Detrott 10: Both division again, they'll have school powerhouse in B.C. 
teams are in a spin hut Bills to win. 
have more offensive Phlladelphla 21 Cincinnati Passaglia played quar- 
2O: HaroldCarmicheel needs terback and safety at Notre 
weapons available, a catch to match the .NFL Dame and enrolled at SFU 
New England 31Baltimore consecutive.game streak for on an athletic scholarship as 
I: The Patriots' detence receivers of 105. He'll get a quarterback. Kicking was 
leads the NFL in every more than one for the secondary in these days, as 
department. Colts' doesn't. Eagles• was another favorite, the 
St. Louis 16 Cleveland 1O: Miami 30 Green Bay game of soccer, although e 
Rookie Otis Anderson could Bob Griesc will play and ~I~ also played for the Clan. 
make a lot ot yards against Dolphins, as usual in the men's college soccer team. 
Brown defenders. Orange Bowl, will win. During his junior season at 
SFU, Pasuaglia was swit. Ke odes play ell ched tOwidereeeiverwhen rm w another young quarterback 
but Come up short didn't particularly like the switch in positions, but being 
The club wishes to remind players that Prince 
Rupert will be holding their open tournament on 
Nov. 17 and 18. For more information about his 
tournament phone Dave Langton at 635.4642 or 
Fran Power at 635-5214. 
Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary's occer tea m travelled 
to Prince Rupert Thursday 
night to play the Prince 
Rupert Senior Secondary 
School squad, and came 
back with thelow sideofa 4-2 
score. 
Co-coach Doug Iaglis said 
that the Kermodss played 
poscibly their best game of 
the saason in staying so close 
to the powerful Rupert side. 
"They played a good 
game," lnglis said. "They 
had lots of opportunities but 
just couldn't score." 
Arnie Meers, who 
collected five goals against 
C, al the last time the two 
teams met was held to just 
Terrace Hote l  c l ips  Skeena 
Terrace Hotel scored four Wagner each got a goal and cost power-play goals. 
goals in the first period and an assist, while Steve Whyte Both of Heenan's first- 
coasted to a 7-4 win over 
S~eena Hotel Thursday in 
Terrace Commercial Men's 
Hockey League action. 
Cord Heenan scored three 
goals, two in the first period 
and got an assist for th,, 
Terrace team. Rich 
Burgeman and Mickey 
and Cary Humphrey were 
the other scorers. 
For Sknena Hotel, Gerry 
Dempster and Myron Crown 
each scored and drew assists 
on AI Soucie's goal . Kevin 
Alexander got two assists. 
Skeena Hotel only got four 
minor penalties in the 
contest, but three of tliem 
period goals came on the 
powerplay, as did Hum- 
phrey's. Dempster's goal 
was also a powerplay goal. 
Next action in the league 
will take place Monday night 
when West End" takes on the 
Terrace Hotel team and the 
Skeena Hotel meets Mc 
McEwan GM. 
one by good checking and 
excellent defence. 
Inglis mentioned Tony 
Pitzoff, Jim Palahicky and 
Keith Vanderbroek as 
defensive standouts for Cal. 
Simon Dodd continued his 
scoring streak as he added 
two goals against Rupert to 
the three he collected 
against Mount Elizabeth last 
week. 
"The team has shown alot 
of improvement over the last 
three weeks," lngiis said. 
"They looked like a different 
team than the one that 
played Rupert last time." 
The scheduled game 
between the Kermodes and 
Mount Elizabeth Senior 
Secondary School from 
Kitimat on Saturday has 
been cancelled. Caledonia 
will still play New Aiyansh 
on Saturday, and Mount 
Elizabeth will meet the 
Aiyansh squad Friday night 
at Riverlodge. 
an excepUonal athlete, he 
took the change in etride. 
But whether he wile 
throwing footballs or cat- 
ching them, he always bad 
time for his punting and 
place.kicking, both of which 
helped make SFU a strong, 
competitive t am in its inde. 
pendent schedule against 
mainly American small- 
college opposition. 
"Things have bappened'so 
quickly, I've hardly had time 
to stop and think about it," 
says Passaglia modestly. ?It 
seems like I Just graduated 
from Simon Fraser." 
• Passaglis caught a touch- 
down puss from John Sclarra 
in his first professional game 
- -  and hasn't scored a major 
since. He candidly adn~its 
he'd like to be in the starting 
lineup as a receiver, but 
knows his true value to the 
team is in his chosen spe- 
cialty. 
"At first I would itch to get 
in the game and show what I
KIDDIES 
HOT DOG 
NITE 
~, f /~r  ~ at theTerrace Arena 
Saturday, Oct. 27 
++' Terrace Timbermen 
Burns Lake Braves 
at 8:30 PM 
All children 12 & andor aooompanied by a parent 
will reoeive a free hot dog during the first 
intermission. 
ADMISSION 
Adults '3" *2 oo Students 
Under  12 and Senior Citizens free 
Coming to Terrace 
BOLSHOI 
BALLET 
at the 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Friday, Nov. 2ot8:15PM 
Reserved  t i ckets  for th is  rn ln l  company  of 12 dancers  d i rec t  
fror~ the Soviet  Union ava i lab le  at :  
SKEENA MALL  
October  26 - 7 :00  iom - 9 :00  pm 
October  27 - 10 :00  am - 4 :00  pm 
or phone 635-9239 or 6+35-5024 
Sponsored by the Terrace Concert Association 
4 
MALT LIQUOR' 
LIQUEUR DE MALT 
/i! 
!!i~!iii 
Y i=i 
i:.i/~i 
iiii~ii:iill 
i/iiii~i 
Get a handle 
on something great. 
, "  " " ' , v ,  
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Christmas mail 
deadline is here 
Christmas mail ing Canada and the  US,~. 
deadlines have already Dee. 13 is the last day to 
begun for overseas mall, mail your sealed 
and in fact some are Chrintmas cards to the 
already past. US or back eeat, and Dec. 
If you have relati,)es in =17 is the' last day for 
Cuba, for instance, your in'town or local cards. 
parcels hould have been 
maUed oct. 5. For those 
with friends in Australia, 
New Zealand, Africa, 
.Asia or Haiti, your 
parcels hould have been 
sent almost two weeks 
a~9 , on oct. 13. 
If you arc willing to pay 
extra for akmafl, though, 
the deadlines are a bit 
different, as are the 
domestic and American 
parcels . 
vee. a ~s me parcel post 
deadline for gifts to 
I - "  
Dec. 13 is also the last 
day for air-maD car• to, 
the British Isles. Air 
parcel post should be 
gone on or before Dee. 7. 
Nov. 30 Is the final day for 
air-mail parcels to 
Europe. . . .  
For further in- 
formation on deadlines 
for parcels and cards, 
visit the Post Office at 
Emerson in Terrace 
cr at 450 C/ty Centre in 
Kitimat and look for the 
overseas deadline sheet. 
.'VER K.X( :l.:.k I'!'1 ~1 VI' 
dail'y herald 
SECOND SECTION 
. , + 
Be a 
Herald paper carrier 
Phone 635-6357 
I I 
L ~,~,~.~o~ 624-26210r 624-3359 
VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA 
Terrace-- ~ +: •+ , .. : ..... + 3 DAYS - 2 N IGHTS 
PRE-CHRISTMAS ~ 
ARTS & CRAFTS SALE ~ii ~" ~ 
All wishing to enter their work i~ ;~!~ 
n 
please contact Keifh Olson .r,~'. : ,~ .~?i~, ~ 
635-9384 or 63S-7m ~A, ,  ~ ~!,~,y:~i: ~ ~ ~ - - .......... "
**__************************~ I~  " ~"i!i :~~ 
Hidden somewhere in the , (].]u, room tax i (].]0) room tax 
~ ~  paperarotw0Terrace ~ i , ,: 
tubers. , • \!~*~:i"~/'"i~i~'* '  :." ~, ,i,i~ii!i;~ii~ I ~:,..~~ :.~ phone nu 
' . . . . .  " m them, and if one is yours you ve . "%; .... A boz,(, l,ch+d¢,.~ : Pick up your tickets at the Herald ~i I 
- * :, "k Breakfast (2) Mornings 
I ,~ Steak or Seafood Dinner 
~I .... +:=at.HY'S at the SANDS 
I 
J EXTRA NIGHT 
DOUBLE/PER PERSON SINGLE/PER PERSON 
' , $13.00 plus tax $23.00 plus tax 
"~.<:.L ~. .. ;.... 
,...,~,~ii(;!..:~,~. '  
:~ ' ,~ .~ TOLL FREE IN U.S. 1-(800).528-1234 
The Terrace Recreation Department is 
Loca l  s to res  ~rowin, a pumpkin.carving and costume • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
making party for children in the Terrace- 
Thornhill area Sunday afternoon from 2 p.m. to 4 O The Music That Changed The Wor ld . . .  • 
a l l  have p.m. in tile Terrace arena's banquet roo~. • • 
'Jlze event wll] he free, and all cldldren are in- 5 q  . . . ~ .  : their ~t.~. Parents Should be present with children • O 
six )'ears old and younger. 
• Co-op, Overwaitea and Safeway have donated O O pumpkins a total of 135 pumpkins tothe event, and material : [ ]  • ..... dosignandnlakctbelrhaOowesncostumes. •ELI~i l  ' + : r-a-yed m be available so that those attending can '++' i
• A parade around the banquet room showing off O [ ]  
the pumpkins and costumes wl]l take place at the .. i 
• J.t.FJ.~*'v~' rOL  L , end of the afternoon and there will be treats 
+ +  : : 1 
,i . : 
~ "  W ,r~ ~ Gerhsrdus Mercator, a 1~/Z~/1,# + 
. ~.;:i.'~ • • ~,~.~ ZS00~, was the first person to 
~ '"'~ . . . . .  'z,~,i;:,~ ~atl~ae.  book o~ maps an ~ : 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 ~. O. 
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. : 
• . OCTOBER 21-27 ~ ; 
! The Main Event  ~ ~ OWI 
RESTAURANT i OCTOBER 26.30 O 
H ~ IMlssY°urHugs&Klsses&Sexwltha ++ : • ~ Smile ++ The entire musical history , ,* ," .*' 
-FULL FAOILITIES- T, ~ OCT. 31- N(~V~'3 . . . . . .  ! of Elvis from . .  , , , ' /  Proe,~+~o, ' Dracula ~ O Beginning to end. * / WlnterOand 
- • 
~' + * I I  TIM HILLIARDoWARREN BROWNE" RICK & S * Matinee Z p,m. PRESTON/ • i 
c~, . . ,  .o0- IT ~ : + 
OCTOBER 27 * ' O -AIR CONDITIONED- , Brave Little Tailor : • R,E,M, LEE THEATRE • 
-0 , . , . .o . . , -  eU ILT?  ~ . ~ : Nov. 7 & e -OPM : 
-BUSINESS LUNCHES- ~ 7 & 9 p,m. 
eon.,o e,J. ~,a.-~m See  our ] oc~o,~, ,+. ~ : • MT. ELIZABETH SEOONDARY O BUSINESS ~ ; "~ The Prisoner of Zenda ~ .~ 
• oc+o.+..+0 ~ ' e" NOV. 9" 8PM •e SU~..THURS. 
FRI .  & SAT. lllla.m.-a'm"122 a.m.l)'m' DIRECTORVI : Sunburn  . ~ ,  ~ Tickets available at SlIM l Sound 
* ~ O $8 Advance $9 Door 
, on ~ OCT, 31- NOV. 3 ~ • 
4643 PARK AVENUE' PHONE 636-6111, PAGE 6 -I( Escape to Athena ~ ~, O O 
4( 
- - ~ -  - - ; -  +- '  . . . . . . .  = . .~  ******************************* • • • • * • • • • • • • • CO • • • 
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Your individu  
Horoscope 
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 19) 
Career problems will work 
out by day's end. Love at first 
sight is a po~billty. Visits to 
resort areas surpass ex- 
pectations. 
TAURUS ~:~ 
(Apr. 20 to May Z0) 
Despite some delays, travel 
is especially rewarding. 
Mates and close allies are in 
the mood for affection. New 
~romantlc contacts are likely. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) I I  
Nervousness about romance 
has you in a dither, but it all 
works out. Short trips with 
close ones indicated. Enjoy 
yourself. 
CANCER 
{June 21 to July 22) ~ I~=~ 
New romantic introductions 
are exciting. Existing 
romances experience a sense 
of renewal. Visit unusual 
place to match your spirit. 
LEO #t .-4b 
(July 23 to AUg. 22) (#@f~ 
Minor health irrltation 
clears up. Unexpected 
company at home. Evening 
entertainment plans should 
prove exhilarating. 
, Frances Drake :  SATURDAY 
vm o 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Minor extravagance 
possible. Stress feelings in 
talks withloved ones, Local 
visits may lead to surprising 
romantic introductions. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. ~) 
Appease a family member 
with a gift. Expect an unusual 
financial opportunity. Travel 
talks with friends should 
prove inspirational. 
SCORPIO [ ~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
If you can hold your tongue, 
you won't have to make 
apologies. Stress sweetness 
rather than your rights. Re 
alert to career opportunity. 
SAGIT~ARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) X'~tt'lv 
Make sure that a new 
romantic attraction isn't 
already involved. Be closed- 
mouthed re financial moi, es. 
Travel is delightful. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Handle self carefully with 
bosses. Welcome the chance to 
meet new people. Change your 
routine, and you may meet 
with romance. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Someone from work may be 
attracted to you. Flirtations 
likely, but what happens next 
isup to you! Social ife on the 
upswing. 
P ES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
A busy round of social ac- 
tivity is fun but possibly tiring. 
Enjoy yourself, but be con- 
siderate of your health. Travel 
is romantic. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
natural eader and are often 
found as head of some in. 
stltution devoted to public 
service. Law, politics, 
brokerage, banking, and 
executive work are some of 
the areas for which you have 
aptitude• Your greatest 
success comes when you do 
your own thing and place your 
individual stamp on what you 
do. You are also interested in 
literature, music, film, 
sculpture, and journalism. 
Both religious and 
philosophic, you'd make a fine 
lecturer, teacher,. . or 
psychologist. Birthdata of:  
Theodore Roosevelt, U.S. 
president 
SUNDAY 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Too much social life could 
be injurious to health now. Set 
limits. Friends could interfere 
with work you had planned. 
TAURUS 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Don't let a run-down feeling 
upset you. You're easily tired 
now and could mindlessly 
snap at someone. Relax. 
LIBRA 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)~='~ m 
Not a day for mixing .......... yo~qould be troubled about 
business with pleasure, l~ved romance. Stop second- 
oneshavetheirmindsonother : guessing yourself and let 
things than your career. Be 
attentive. 
GEMINI 20) l i~-  
(May 21 to June 
You may have to cut some 
other activities due to home 
responsibilities, or guests may 
overstay their welcome. Don't 
get down. 
nature take its course. Ex- 
travagance won't help either. 
SCORPIO [ ~  
(Oct. 23 to NOV. 21) 
Domestic tension possible. 
Not the best time to invite 
friends, who in some way 
could contribute to disbar. 
mony on the home front. 
SAGn   S 
CANCER ~1~ (Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) (June 21 to July 22) 
Sexual factors affect. ~. '~.'..qrl~r~s a;tendency tomull 
romance. Talks about the ' over p~6blems now without 
subject may only make things 
worse. It's not the best ime to 
bring up problems. 
LEO t't ...f~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)~- '~  
Money could be a touchy 
subject with cduples. You can 
no longer postpone a domestic 
decision. Children seem in 
their own world. 
finding solutions, esp re 
career. Further thought 
needed, but not today . . .  
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 19) 
Your social life could'be 
straining your budget. Think 
twice before deciding on a trip 
which could further com- 
plicate the financial picture. 
~ 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
An acquaintance could be 
tricky. Forget about ego in 
career matters. You seem 
ambivalent about a sexual 
matter. Watch credit-card 
spending. 
PISCES ~uf~ 
19 to.M . 
une' problem' j~t Wen't~ 
seem to go away• Seek 
meditatto~ and privacy, but 
don't expect solutions ira. 
mediately, esp re relation- 
ships. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
beth artistic and scientific. 
Though you can succeed in 
business, you're more inclined 
to a professional career. You 
are practical, but should find a 
vocation where you can put 
your fine intellect to use. 
Writing, teaching, lecturing, 
law, medicinb, and politics are 
fields for which you have 
special aptitude. Music, public 
service, research, and 
engineering are other areas in 
which you'd find happiness. 
Harness your imagination to 
serve your ambition and you'll 
go far. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
A party may not meet ex- 
pectations. Friends seem 
erratic. Take the initiative in 
romance. Show others the 
depth of your character. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A possible conflict between 
love and career. Be sure to 
show loved ones you have time 
for their considerations. Go 
ahead with home plans. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20)111' 
Arguments passible. You 
may not take kindly to 
someone's advice. Be civil at 
work for your best success. 
Make the first move in love. 
cANcER 
(June 21 to Jdy 22) 
Happy romantic in- 
troductions, but it may be too 
soon for a more intimate 
relationship, Begin work on 
that home improvement plan, 
LEO Pt ...f~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)O6~ 
Domestic concerns affect 
love relationships. You're 
intense and dramatic --.try 
also to be cenvindng , and 
you'll succeed. 
mNDAY 
, (Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 
The financial picture looks 
good, but possible hassles with 
. co-workers. Don't be anti. 
social or get upset over small 
details. 
LIBRA 22).1fl1.~, ~ 
(Sept, 23 to Oct. 
Don't have a tiff with a loved 
one over finances, You nmy 
feel inhibited around one 
certain person, Speak up at 
club meetings. 
scom,  lo 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
A frivolous attitude works 
against you in a family 
situation. You may not be in 
the mood for company. If so, 
go off by yourself. 
SAG ARmS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Be careful in speech. Others 
will certainly hold your words 
against you now. Those who 
make big things out of nothing 
are around. 
(Dec.' 23 to Jan. 19) 
Don't feel you have to keep 
up with the Joneees. Your 
attempts to impress others 
could dent your wallet. 
Besides, it 's all so superficial.  
A~UARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "~,~ 
Some people will like you 
now, others won't. It's all a 
question of knowing when to 
push your interests and when 
to hide your time. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Escapist tendencies could 
interfere with work prnduc- 
,ion. A talk with a trusted 
adviser will set you straight 
ebout inner worries. 
YOU BORN .TODAY are 
somewhat intense and in. 
cllned to go to extreme. 
Idealistic, you often choose a 
creative medium thrQugh 
which to express your 
message. You're a good critic 
and are intellectually curious. 
Acting, writing, public ser- 
vice, art, music, and 
philanthropy are scme of the 
fields in which you'd excel. 
You're charismatic, have 
leadership ability, and are a 
good spokesman for your 
cause. Your greatest sucee~ 
comes when you develop your 
sense of humour and don't 
take yourself too seriously. 
Birth date of: Bill Mauldln, 
cartoonist 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 37 Twice DOWN 
1 Office note 38 River boat 1 Rodents 
5 Under the 41 Golfer's 2 State (Fr.) 
weather goal 3 Tableland 
8 Garment 42 Samuel's 4 Cereal 
12 Flowcring teacher grain 
shrub • 45 Wild 5 Derive by 
13 New: comb. ox reasoning 
form 46 Commercial .6 Side or wing 
14 Avouch metal 7 - Angeles 
15 Discarded 48 Catalogue 8 Derelicts 
things 49 Successful 9 At an end 
17 Antitoxins show 10 Start for 
18 Greek letter 50 Excited dynamics 
19 Soak flax 51 Swiss 11 One-horse 
20 Sharpen a painter carriage 
razor 5~ Land 16 Evangelist 
21 Elevator measure Roberts 
cage 53 Not at all 20 Bishopric 
22 Size of coal ' ' Avg. so|ution time: 24 mln. 
Flowing ITIE IM MH!O_iTI~I~MI 
andebbmg IO[BII I T IE IA I~ IH IO IR IA I  
26 Food fish IP IAJ'I ' IHIEINIA~EJWE~R] 
30 Grandson 
of Adam 
31 It grows 
on walls IAIC]EI~IIDIEIWITIEINITI 
32 PresenUy 
33 Choral 
composition 
33 Units of IAINITIAIAIGIEII~IAINIGI 
force ~IEIAINITIAIC IEIC; 
36 Nigerian . 8-29 
Negro Answer to ~esterday's puzzle. 
I 
21 Criticize 
severely 
22 Wield 
earnestly 
23 Detective 
(slang) 
24 Miss Claire 
23 Russian 
river 
26 Humming- 
biM 
27 Hostelry 
26 Enemy 
29 Abstract 
being 
31 Japanese' 
statesman 
34 "Honest - -"  
35 Filth 
37 Tend the 
roast 
38 To foil 
39 Dye indigo 
40 Name in 
baseball 
41 Couple 
42 Therefore 
43 Diving bird 
44 Britain's 
"Gloomy 
Dean" 
46 Chinese tea 
47 Author 
Fleming 
:(. t. ~• . 
' . . ,  ..,,., 
: ' . ,  . 
i ,  
N.@Ni" I I " N I 
38 39 4() 
45 
51 
%.. C. 
%. 
9 IO "11 
~ 37 
CRYFIDQUIP 
27 28 29 
I 
• 42 43 44 
NP 
XORRKCFCS LBROM xORFYYKOCSR 
MNFRROMFN LBROMOFC 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- FALL FLOWEI~ SOON WILL 
ADORN FIELDS. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: K equals O 
The Cryptuqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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i lShe Suspects . . . .  
A Room.mating 
!• 
! 
By Abigai l  Van Buren . 
,r 10 /9  by  Ch lc l0o  Tdaun l .N .V .  ~ a ,nd .  I~ . . .  
DEAR ABBY: I recently became engaged to a wonderful 
young man who lives in another city, I was very happy until 
he informed me that'he had decided to share an apartment 
with a woman co-worker until W e get marr|ed next yeaH 
i He assured me that the arrangement is strictly a financial 
one-that  he prefers to live w i the  woman•that he already 
.... knows is honest and reliable~ than tc~ advertise for an 
unknown male. 
• Although I want to trust him, 1 can't help feeling resent. 
:i fu l ,  ' 
He tells me that when I eome to visit, I wilt be eonvineed 
that tSere is no romantic involvement, but I don't know if I 
can reserve judgmept until then.' 
! I am debating between gi~ing him an ultimatum and 
trusting him implicitly. ~ • • • 
Abby, do you think it's possible h) share living quarters 
with one of the opposite sex and have • platonic relation. 
': ship? And what should I do? , 
I 
• DEAR A BBY: Yest~rdey 1 .~penl. wn hours .~er,hhing o,r 
tile'shower with a toothbrush, ddtergent 'and  bleach. It 
sparkled. My husband's only comment: "You missed a spot 
by the door." 
This is typical of his reaction to nearly everything [ do, tie 
is the most cri'tical person in the world, from the way I dress 
to the side of the sink I wash the dishes in, No matter how 
5ard I try, he always finds something to criticize. When I 
mentioned this to him, he told me that the trouble with me is 
that I have never learned how to take criticism, 
Abby, my mother is the "West 'Coast Distributor for 
Criticism," and I have had plenty of it, so I think I know how 
to handle it, bur the way my husband' finds a flaw in 
" everything I do is driving me up the wall! 
We've been married only a year; and I can't see myself 
; taking 20 to.30 more years of his petty faultfinding, 
He never misses your eolumn. I hope you prin't this and he 
• sees it before it's too late, and my self-worth is eompletely 
destroyed.' 
HURT IN LONG BEACH 
DEAR HURT: Don't' rely on • law lines In my column to • 
communicate the hurt, anger and frustration you, feel. 
Choosethe proper time to vent your feelings, and encourage 
your husband to vent hie. "Every animal revenges his pains 
upon those who happen to be near" (Samuel Johnson). 
Chances are that your crftical husband Is hurting, too. 
• DEAR ABBY: My son has been married I'or two years 
now and, would you believe, I have never seen my daughter- 
in.law in a dress. Never! 
She wears jeans in the day'time, and when she gets dress. 
ed up, she wears pants suits. She's a nice-looking irl and I 
think she would look so much more feminine in a dress, but I 
• swear to goodness, I don't' think she owns one. 
She's not sloppy: she just likes pants, I guess. I mentioned 
to my son once that I had never seen his wife's legs, and he 
just laughed and said she had two like everybody else, and 
tsar was the end of it. 
Should l say something to her about it? I wouldn't be 
mean. I would just tell her she would look so mueh prettier 
in a dress. She's a motherless child and needs someone to 
teaeh her how to dress, 
W. VA. MOM-IN-LAW 
( 
, . . '  FUMING DEARMOM: Your daughter.in.law has the right to wear 
' w~utt she wants, and she obviously prefers pants. You've 
DEAR FUMING: Yee.B•tatoPfumJagNd'start~Mmtiq • mentioned your preference to your son; that's enough. 
with a male friend and see hew. yanr fb~ee taken it; Umtsked.far advice is Seldom appreciated. : 
:.L '.' By Stan Lee and John Remits 
~ ~ F ~  ALAR~I4~ 
N ~ ' ~ ~  NO ~eN OF. 
l / .~ f ,m' l , - . r __  IAN~R,  ,~ 
iO 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
• I ~_~,~.  ~ ~ ' . __"~.  
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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I~A,C~AT~ ~EWAc-~ 
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+, 
By Johnny ;I-tort 
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By Garry Trudeau 
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CARS 
1979 PONTIAC 
Grand AM 2 Dr. Coupe, bucket seats, 4.9 
Iltre V8 englne, automatic transmission, 
tilt steering wheel, radio and tape deck. 
Stock No. 9031 • 
Was 10,288.60 
NOW ONLY 9,267.60 
i 1979 BELAIR 
2 dr. coupe, 305 V0 engine, automatic 
transmlsslon, steel belted radlala, AM 
• redlo, color keyed floor mats, power 
stearlng, power brakes, remote control 
mlrrors. Stock No. 9091 
Was 8,390.60 
NOW ONLY 7,253.80 
1979 IMPALA 
4 dr., 305 V8 engine, •utomatic tran- 
omission, AM radio, color keyed floor 
mate, steel belted radials, soft.ray tinted 
glass, power steering, power brakes. Stock 
No. 9100. 
Was 8,934.05 • 
NOW ONLY 7,931.05 
1979 MALIOU 
2 dr. sport coupe, 4.4 Iltre V0 engine, 2 
barrel, automatic transmission, f l it 
steering wheel, power steering, power 
brakes, AM radio, rear window defrost. 
Stock No. 9115. 
Was 8,164.25 
NOW ONLY 7,243.25 
1979 BUICK 
Eat•is station wagon, 6.6 Iltre V8 engine, 
automatic transmission, posytractlon 
differential, cruise control, •utomatlc air 
conditioning, power door locks, power 
windows, power steering, power brakes, 
pulse windshield wipes, AM.FM radio & 
tape player, trailer towing harness. Stock 
No. 9096/ 
Was 13,369.40 44 non an 
NOW ONLY I I ,O00 .qu  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ ./ .-  engi~i~,iu~mati~ "~'. 
transn.lsslon, power steering end brakes, 
AM radio, rear window defrost, steel 
belted radials. Stock NO. 9845. 
Was 7,807.55 0 o='l ~ 
NOW ONLY O,O~Pl.;~;J 
1979 CAglLLAC 
Fleelwood Brougham, 4 dr. sedan, power 
seat adjusters, cruise control, 7.0 Iltre V0 
engine, Tilt & telescope steering wheel, 
AM.FM-cassette player, automatic door 
locks. Stock No. 9081. 
Was 20,567.55 
NOW ONLY 18,446.55 
1979 CHEVROLET 
Mallbu 2 dr. sport coupe, 3.3 Iltre V6 
engine, automatic transmission, power 
brakes, power steering, rear window 
defrost, AAA radio, steel belted tires. Stock 
No. 9121 
Was 7,351.20 
NOW ONLY 6,751.20 
1979 PARISIENNE 
4 dr. Safari station wagon, 350 V6 engine, 
automatic transmission, power windows, 
power steering, power brakes, flit steering 
wheel, AM radio.tape player, roof luggage 
carrier. Stock No. 9114. 
Was 10,715.25 
NOW ONLY 9,597.25 
1979 MONZA 
2 dr. coupe, bucket seats, color keyed floor 
mats, rear window defrost, 3.2 Iltre V6 
engine, automatic transmission, power 
brakes, power steering, flit steering wheel, 
AM radio. Stock No. 9120. 
Was 6,045.55 
NOW ONLY 6,348.55 
. 
i "  
. . . . . . . .  1 
a 
1979 OLDSMOBILE 
Delta 66, 2 dr. hardtop, 350 V8 engine, 
automatic transmission, tilt wheel, AM 
radio, rear window defrost, power 
steering, power brakes, soft.ray tinted 
glass. Stock No. 9814. 
Was 8,754.25 
NOW ONLY 7,622.25 
1979 CAPRICE,-, . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
c,;ss,,~;•• 2 dr. ',,,~au.. 3~ i¥~*!e,o ~,;;. 
power windows, power door locks, power 
steering, power brakes, rear window 
defrost. Stock No. 9920 
Was 10,840.20 
NOW ONLY 9,038.20 
TRUi::KS 
1979 GMC =.,,,,.. ,: .<~,,,~k:,',,~, ' "'. . . . .  ," "~ "; 'C 
Frontier van conversion, 400 V0 engine, 
automatic transmission, ti lt steering 
wheel, speed & cruise control, •uxiliary 
battery, loaded with van conversion toys. 
Stock No. 9927. 
Was 18,563.00 
NOW ONLY 16,263.00 
1979 CHEVY VAN 
=/4 ton, 380 V0 engine, automatic tran- 
smlsslon, power steering, power brakes, 
heavy duty suspension, locking dif- 
ferential, rear door glass, AM radio, 
gauges. Stock No. 9106. 
Was 9,194.60 
NOW ONLY 0,334.60 
1979 BLAZER 
4 wheel drive, 350 VO engine, automatic 
transmission, 25.7 gallon fuel tank, locking 
differential, towing device, heavy duty 
electrlcah fuel tank shleld plates. Stock 
No. 9134. 
Was 12,418.75 
NOW ONLY 11,345.75 
1979 CHEVY SPORT VAN 
Bucket seats, 350 V0 engine, automatic 
transmission, power steering, steel baited 
radials, AM radio, flit steering wheel. 
Stock No. 9116. 
Was 10,304.15 
.NOW ONLY 9,411.15 
1979 BLAZER 
4 wheel drive, 350 V0 engine, 4 speed 
transmlsslon, heavy duty radlator & 
suspenslon, locklng dlfferentlah AM radio, 
25.7 gallon fuel tank, tow hooks. Stock No. 
9014. 
Was 11,723.00 
NOW ONLY 10,704.00 
P. t ~,1979 CHEVROLET 
Crew cab, 1 ton, 350 V8 engine, automatic 
transmission, dual rear wheels, tran. 
smlsslon oll cooler, heavy duty electrical, 
front stabilizer bar, gauges. Stock No. 
9977. 
Was 10,916.57 
NOW ONLY 9,516.57 
1979 JIMMY 
Folding rear seat, 350 V0 engine, towing 
devlca, automatic transmlsslon, heavy 
duty front sprlngs, locklng dlfferenflal. 
Stock No. 9922. 
Was 11,220.95 NOW ONLY 9,902.95 
1979 GMC (Parts Oemo) 
1 ton van, 350 V0 engine, automatic 
transmlsslon, power steerlng, power 
brakes, transmlsslon oli cooler, rear and 
sldo door glass, heavy duty suspenslon, 
gauges. Stock No. 9867. 
Was 9,846.55 Now ONLY 8,346.55 
1979 6MC 
ton, 4x4, 400 V0 engine, automatic 
transmlsslon, heavy duty power brakes, 
heavy duty suspension, power steering, 
heavy duty electrlcah engine oil cooler, 
aux. fuel tank. Stock No. 9126. 
Was 12,296.00 
Now ONLY 10,904.00 
1979 JIMMY 
Heavy duty front springs, locking dlf. 
ferentlal, 5.7 Iltre (350] V6 engine, 
automatic transmission, AM radio. Stock 
No. 9102. 
Was 13,005.29 
NOW ONLY 12,425.29 
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LIBRARY BROWSING 
: By 
; ED CURELL and MARIA YOUNG 
;" The Terrace Public book The R0s~o'fil 
~' Library will be hcet to Beth ~t lm is a colleeUgn of 
;' H/11 and Jan Gould, twa B,C. short sb)riea set in the Gulf 
authors who wlU be fflvln8 inlands, Jan w nl speak ou 
:~' ~taUms this Friday at the c~aft of wrttl~ fleUon 
: 8:OOp.m. inthebllz'aryArta nd use her book .as an 
:I Room. exampla. 
• ~" We are hoping for W~pd This will be a busy week 
community participation tor thelibrary. On Saturday, 
that will make both authors the expanded library will 
feel welcome in out town. have it's official opaninl. 
:. Beth HIllis the anther of The The pubUc is welcome to 
; Remarkable World of'coma and tour the library 
;.: Frances Barkley which is an between 2 and 4 p.m. Nadine 
account ~ the first white Aaante, author of The 
~. woman to land ou B.C. 
:,' shores..Tan Gould's latest 
JI I 
JERUSALEM 
the centre of Government 
md worship In the comlnl 
"Kingdom of God" al~ 
called "The Kingdom of (o, 
from) Heaven", what the 
Chrletlan world Is prayln~ 
for In the word= "Thl 
Kingdom Coma". B~ 
prepared and rejoice It 
confident hope. 
For free booklet write: 
P.O. Box 6012 
Edmonton 
1"56 41(5 
Hbtery of Terrace will be nn 
hand to meet with the public. 
There will be a CNId~e~'s 
Halloween Co,tame Party 
tald~ place and we hope to 
have a happy gathering 
spooks and goblina. At4 p,m. 
a welcome and ribbon cut- 
tin8 will take place with 
Mayer Maraney ~fldafln~. 
CLEO WAS GREEK 
Historians believe that 
Cleopatra was not Egyptian 
but Greek. Her name is from 
Greek mythology, Cleopatra 
being one of the two 
daughters of Boreas ,  god of 
the north wind. 
CLOSURE 
Local 
Hear t  
Fund has  
• a new 
head here  
Betty Campbell b the new 
chairman o! the local 
ehapter of the B.C. Heart 
Fund's local cha~er. ' 
Campbell took over the Job 
from Michael Bowen- 
Calthurst, who left In Jtme on 
an extruded holiday. ' 
~e hopes to enlist ~e 
support ~ the people of 
Terrace in what she con- 
aiders to be a very wor. 
thwhlle cause. She hopes to 
belin Initial organization of
the Heart Fund deor-to-deor 
Investing, which will take 
i/ace in Felmmry, very 
soon. 
Anyone interested in 
getting involved with the 
Heart Fund Is urged to 
¢o~teet Campbell at Milk 
Memorial Hospital, where 
she works as the infectiov 
~ontrd coordinator. Her 
number ts &IS-2211, local 230, 
The Salvation Army THRIFT STORE will be closed 
until further notice as of Monday, Oct. 29th due 
to renovations. Donations of clothing, etc. are 
gratefully declined until the store re-opens in 
3 to 4 weeks. Watch for announcements of 
reopening dates. 
Capt. D. Thompson 
Commanding Officer 
Church  
greets  
new 
pastor  
Christ Lutheran Church in pleased to announce the 
arrival of their new pastor, the P~v. Hermann Hagen, 
B.A.M. Div., on October 14, 19'/9. 
Pastor Hagen obtained his B.A. at Pacific Lutheran 
University in Tacoma, Wasld~ton, and his M.Viv. 
from Lutheran Theological Seminary in Saskatoon, 
Sask. 
Before accepting the ca]] to Christ Lutheran in 
Terrace, Pastor Hagen served as pastor in Parkside 
Lutheran Parish in Saskatchewan. 
Hagen will reside at 4718 L0en Avenue with his wire 
Carol, son Steven and daughter Marcia, 
Terrace extends a warm,welcome .to .~  HageM. ., . ,..""" .... ;.:",~'C ' 
ATTEND THECHURCH , _lllance Church  
OF YOUR C showing 
Pastor Bob Lesyk H01CE f i lm here  
635-2807 The Terrace Alliance THIS omnmmitlV,, :C~.ut..e,h~.~pr.e~.taslnills 
0ornsr of Halliwell and S. Thomas 2hill H I I i i i l  ......... ~...,..,:~qt~.~um> 
9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching 7:15 p,m, 
Filmed in a tiny village in 
, Sunday School , the Swiss AJpe, the movld 
/ ~ 11:00 a.m. AAorning Worship Service / . • " ~ -  recounts the story of' Held~ 
.~ ' r~|~mwl  ll]ID....=~S~..d- ,d '~kzm.=. , , l L .~  7:30 p.m, Singing and Bible Study ~ ,  . ' . _ _ '  _ _ , .  ~ Peter, their friend Hans an~. 
' m.aawmma MM~I M, |~u,  ~ l JusarqL~mm e w / m.Ja,,mJ p r l~s l l  ~ WednesdayB:00HomeBib leStudies  / Cb.Jdstlan Retormed U.hutch ~ a~s ood-caryer. -': 
,, ' ,, --' The story goes on to • You Are Welcome at Uplands 
i ~ Corner Sparks and Ke,h • ~"  " , v / ' ' I  -S;;rks Sires, and Slraume Av;n;o--- ~ misfortunes of th' recount the fortmes and 
~ P a s l o r  Paul Mohniqar " J '~ % - r - -  ,,verend S, Van Daalen " / characters and .th.e,; 
~" " " ' ' . ,~  ~ . ' ,  . . . . . .  . . .  c .  - . ,~. : .~. ,  " ~ ultimate. ~Qappy cono,uston, 
I l ome 635-S309 ~ " % i ' /~ / ,~:~.~!~; ,  Sunday School. Terrace.lOt~00 a,m, ~ ~ ~ : ~  .:~r::!.~Q~..~:.~ll~ormat~n! 
c" - "~"c - "^^'°"45a  m • ~ • " ~ ~ ~::> Sunoayacnoos ..e<emon:uup.m. ~ / "  ~"~" pease conta~tPastor e ly  
"~= ^^^~u'"uo~/"~r"s'h~"l'l"OO'a m ~ . ~ 11:00a.m. Worship Service . .~"  Taylor at =~-77~. 
.......... ~ " "  " . " ' ' / tiP.,, ~ _ .u i~_  s. ,~ _ _ t_,_ _ _ J~ l~.~._ l  ~ 5:00p.m. Worship Service ~ .' 
• ~ (,- ~. , ~  - ~ c~o,  -~ / Equa l  pay 
I 4726 Latelle Avonue 635-9019 ) s t i l l  no t ! ,  
• " I . " I ' a reahty . i  ~ 
[ _ Sunday Services . l O ' O O a , m . ~ .  ' - WASHINGTON tAP) i 
Sunday School Adults Discussion ~ ~ - -  
/ ~ , /~G~l~,~ ~a~a~'~,~v~a V " ~ d ~ i  ~ . ~ . ' "~  United Stetm is u wide as 
< 4830 S trauma lvenue, Tarrao, 6.36-2312 > < ' 3s~,Iby : t~  ' > ~ i~e~nT~ 
5ATURDAY~,,I /SALVAT ION ARMY, , , , ,~  i . : . ~ ~ . ~,t-, -,n's , . , - .  k' 
SAT -..NDAY ~ASSES 9:ooa.m. . / 4637 Walsh Avenue ~ ~ Educa~l;n°~lWs~;Shc~lon0:~harT.'7.8:30 / , d N°w''am°ve=e is afoot b. 
l l ' l Sa  m ' • " ~,~. .  ".~" e me gn a outere~ ' ' ' NDAY ,, , A class for all ages 
.3 . . . .  ~_. . . . . " , f 
• : . . ' ' ,ice m . tenance man, a female nurme 
• I 7:30 p,m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Welcomes J " " at leut as much as e malt 
I ' TUESDAY NIGHT :+.Fn:L" tOU TO I , izee tdmmer, a' a temali 
m 7:30 p,m, Bible Study and Prayer Meeting IOU m o i llbrarianas much as a mall 
! WEDNESDAY L -- ....... L: wor ,~ iml  .,,oan~,keepor. ~' 
I 7:30 p,m. Ladies Home League Fellowship . . . . . . .  r i , . . . .  
. , , j . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - 
. . . .  J i - -n  " ~  Chris'tia'n Counselming ~ ~ -  ~ KNUA UNIIIU UHU U Em el 
/ KI 4,57 Lazelle Avenue II ~ Spwitual Resources /~HRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH~~ q l~ r~t~ ergency'w fare ' " 
635 5446 or 635 2626 / . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ Corner Sparks Street and Park Avenue ~ ~a,,,,J,:,~.x... 
MlnlSt0r novorona uav@ manyn - /~"r -  mm . ~yn ~ ~ Roy. Herman ,lieu l.I. M,0,O, 635-3486 / "  
636 6014 . ~ ~ Morning Service 11:00a.m. ~ .A:~ ..~.-.~_2,,,,~. 
' ~ ~ ChurchSchoo19:45a.m. ~ . ,%7~. .~, .~"~.  
~ W o r s h i p  Service 11.00 am. / PMI  IQP I - I  t')l~ P.OF) ~ SundaySchooI, C o n f i r m a t i o n ~  ~ ~ L ~  ." 
3341 River Drive Terrace, B,G. 638-1H1 , ,..0,,,,.0.,,,,,,,.,...., 
. Reverend R.L, While / 
Reverend R.L. While ~ .  
"~= Morning Worship 11:00 a,m, l,t s time to ¢'~1l vm=r 
Evening Worship 7:30 p,m, 
" Service Wednesday 7:30 Lois Mohninger 6i5-530~ 
Eve lyn  Anwei le r  635.557'i 
I ~1 
I 
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bee.be]or, Taykr eon- 
~kram~dtber rssdmr  ~andconfmedme weiety, the i r ,  centrsteswhenbemnetsa 
~n'~=,eddehbesresu~tedin' ~ he aald in tn in- - 
l one  embarrass in j  tsrview Wed•redly. AmtlveofHaltfu, Taylor He prefers eating a t '  woman who 8ires him her telephone number. He can 
aibm~km --such as 8ainj " cpdt school after Grade S'to morga=herd4tyle vn-ite the number down but 
~tO w~oe~ a washrOOml Taylor, 4t, is one of five work with his father an i restaurants because be has to memorke the mune 
~mmle he oonldn't rod tin 'million ilUtorate •dolt ~ tnwkr. cannot read menus. If help. that 8am with the number. 
l~ll ltbedoog'~ 4~gnsb  who, a |ederal HLeinckeflformaledilca. yourlelf4tyle fire isn't Once, be Mid, I W~an 
.~5~mi  andd t=a available, Taylor usually :report rekmmd dda week aq~tsnce  save him a tlon has Ind to p~lems sudh 
*. =,,-=='~=-,,. =, .,, == ~,~.  o, - ~=~,  ~= =, , .~  o,~,,, . , -  ,,, ~,.oo .=  ,= . . . ,  =.. 
..~Wdsummmandman, th~ ,do m'Ithme~ wen ononl~ to ladu~esina 8roeer~ stare slttinSmxttoblmlseadng. -ukedhowbefeltal~uttt, be 
\ 
\ r 
Man can.'t read, write, but he gets by 
• BVANb'TON:. m. lAP) - -  
Six furinw squlrreb have 
ease hem'wm.mJb~ news: 
1"~ey probably won't freeze 
to death this winter. 
Rene throws party, 
pulls sMtch, on dam 
By ERIC BAMOVlTCll More'than ~00 invited officiais. About 150 Journal- 
LA GRANDE4, ~.  (CP) f~ ,  from as far away as ists will be on band to record 
- -  Rene Levmque is Saudla Arabia and China. it all. ' 
throwing • part,/ here will be flown up from Special dinners are 
Saturday, at the LG-I Montreal for the day to planned at all work camps, 
bydri~electrindmnl,00OIdJo* watch the ceremony in the inclad~theMteswberetbe 
metres north d ]l/=~reaL rock-walled vault where the Canlapiscau; Eutmaln and 
~turd~y is the day the 
prm~r p~b the 
switch so~ tons of water 
thronab turblnea at North 
America's bi~cet hydro 
iienerstin~ plant -  and the 
James Bsy 
pow~. pro~t. 
I n  reality, Jame~ Bay 
electzlctty hu  been movl~ 
south to Man•reel in spurt• 
since the start d the month, 
so that Hydro-quebec, the 
Iovemme,towaed ullll~, 
can teat Its tranand=lon 
]inu. But this weekend is 
when It starts flow/ng per- 
manant]y. 
turbines willspln into scrim. 0plnaca ~rive. tre 
Millions more will watch a ~ diverted to increase the flow 
spe~altelevIMm brondsut, th r~ the darn. on the 
• to be beamed acr~ Canada m~ht~ La Graude River. 
and to Europe by nto~to. 
'IV viewers amy be Only four of the 16 turbine 
more comfortable than the [P'onl~ at. LG-3 wiJl be in 
operation this winter, 
people on the rite -- it was Ixdngin8 the inlt~ calmelt~ 
bore Wedne~y, 
three days before the blff to 133~ megawatts. 
=how. Wint4~be~early in • But theremnlnln~ turbines 
the ~uebee north.  ;at LG-2 -- and at the LG-3 
• 8oow or not, the 1,500 con- . and LG-4 power plants 
struetlm workers remain/aS upriver-- will be brought on 
on the I,G-2 site have been line ~radually between ow 
invited to watch a live and 196,5. Thp total ca~elty 
mulle2d =how aat~ by Y and will be 10,~69 mepwatto, 
to bear speech•8 the enon~h for a city of four 
premier and Hy~ebec  mill/on people, 
Iried to dl~u~e the fact that 
• be couldn't read i t  by 
Myini it wu  s 
e. The letter stated 
oman'o father b4d 
died. 
When be a~l lM for a Job 
drivinl t r t r~ f(r the City o/ 
'ruranto~ be was told that ff 
be couldn't fill out the 8p. 
pllcatinn be coulda't l ive 
th~e~°b~ot a Job driving a 
1979 P~ge 13 
lhutt.~busf~theU~ivend~ people don't know any 
Toronto only became be ~etter. 
wwabletomemorizeMltbe "I don't admit it to 
spproxim~tely Z) =transers because it makes 
the reute'dur~ met~trt~ the person I'm with feel 
am. toe•afar•able, but it dne~'t 
matter to me," 
Being iUiterite, Taylor Now be lives on a 1303 
•dd, "is no dlfferont than monthly welfare cheque and 
bei~ blind." hu bee= attending an adult 
"it's only natural that day school -- one o( four 
people ~ you're Itupid.~. operated by the Toronto, 
. the majority of educated be4u-d of educat/on 
i ~ ~ i ,  ~ ~ i 
WU HAKEAmPOOGDHU,,, 
1973 CHEV s~ TON 
YOU COME 
OUT OH 
TOP! 
Furless 
squi'rrels 
go south 
for the 
• winter 
Barbara Spa•r, who fed the 
=qulrrds in her yard for.~e 
last gruyere's, said that about 
10 days o8o she discovered 
someone else had been 
putting peanuts into the 
feeder. 
A =hart time later, =he and 
a neighbor noticed the 
m~ulrrds had.lost all "~elr 
ennept that on the taib. A 
veterinarian det~ed the 
pemu~ were laced with a 
poison, 
With the approach of 
winter, Ms Spier began 
wcrryin~ about her furleso 
friends and made 
m'rasiemmts o trap them 
sad mend them off to a nature 
centre for the winter. 
10' Security Camper 
e o • o ~ e ~ e e e • o e • • e e o ~ e o e e o • o e O  • 0 • a t • • •  e e e e e o e e o e e e e  .............. .$6895 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX 
4 cyl. standard 
• l eo•e l  ee l•e l  e l se  oooo l leoo loeeeeeoeeoeeoe • o leo••  e• iee•oeeo  e•  / • • e $4895 
/ /  
/ !  
1974 THUHD[IIDIRD 
........................................................ $4195 
1979 FORD F250 SUPERCAB 
Camper Special, V8 Auto 
e•  • eeo~•~oeee•eeo~teoe•••eee••oeoee•~e•••o•eeeeeoo•e 
$10,500 
1977 0LDSIWOBILE CUTLASS SALON 
doer Ioedtd 
e•  •o  • l ee•eeoc  •e  e l  e l l  e loee le lo leo  l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i t l l l l l t l l  i I I I I  $5595 
!~:$~.~"~ ! ! i : i  
.>>: .  
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEAK[ 
- $2995 
l=llillelllo•eeeolllOlteleleloelleeeelllel•lleeleeleele • e l e l e  
1978 T-BIRD TOWN LANOAU 
I.oaded 
• •e  •ooeo  o*ee  • ••o••oe••  •e•••** .•••••H ••• . ,• . ,o• .  •e••  $8795 
1977.CLEV ~AUVILLE VAN 
e Passenger ~U~t ;o~;~d ~ .. 
• e • a•  ................. $6295 
:!:i:> 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION 
Security, frldge, furnace, etc. 
I • oo  l e l l l @ O  @ l i l l e @  I0@ @11 I l l  I @10 I • I I 0 I@@ 0010000 !1  I I I I I I  O011 l  $12,995 
~&i  !i!i!:i: i!~!~ ==¸ =¸ ~'':' ~ ii! ..... ~ii!i i~~ .... 
• iiiiil .~!i : i. ' J  
You can say"no'.'.. 
Just because you.enjoy a social drink or two doesn't'mean you have a drinking problem. 
Unless you add them all up... the drinks at lunch, after work, before dining and after dinner. 
Scary Isn't it? And your drinking can seriously affect your family. Alcohol has drowned a lot of 
dreams for a lot of people. But you don't have to be one of them. 
Because you can say "no" to the drink you don't needf 
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK OCTOBER 22-26  
]'his week is Alcohol Awareness Week in British Columbia. There are more than 50 alcohol 
treatment services funded by the Alcohol and Drug Commission, Ministry of Health, and located 
throughout he prdvlnce. If you or someone close to you has a drinking problem, 
contact us for help: 
Alcohol and Drug Commission 
Box 21,805 West Broadway 
Vancouver, B.C. V5Z1K1 
Province of British Columbia 
Mitd,~hy t)f I h~dth  
AI  I '~) t  h ~l ,%NI I I ) I l L  h 1 L '~ ~. lM l : ; : ;h  ~N 
.... ~i~iliiiiiii!iii 1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB 
..................................... $8495 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
V0, auto trans., PS & PB 
• e la  o • ee  e l  e • o • s e o • • e • e oo*  see  • e o o ,  e e • * la  • e • • o m e I e e e e e e l  oeo  eeo  
1977 FORD BRONCO 4X4 
V8 auto trans., radio 
ooooHe le leeoe Je  • • o e D B e e e e e e n  6 , e e e e o | e o t . e o . e o  OeO I@ eeeooe  eeee  
I I  
...$5395 
..$6895 
1979 20 FT. OKANAGAN 
Motorhome. Only 4,000 kllometres 
$20,996 AT ONLY 
i 
Ill l lr HI. 5548A 
~ ~ i ~ ~ n i 
.d  
i L~ L~ 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
l q I .d i l i l d  
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LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per In. 
Mrtlon. OVor ~0 wordo 5 cants 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Inslrtlonl 
$1.50 per Insor ties. 
RIFUHDa: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
hoe been let. 
¢ORRiCTIONI: 
M,,,t be made before ascend 
Imertlon. 
AIIowonce can he made for only 
One Incorrect ed. 
10X NuMaeEs: 
7S cents plck~q~. 
$1.75 ma ed. 
CLASSIFI|D DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLA$SIPIED 
RATI: 
22 cents per a0ate llne. 
Mlnlmum char0e 15.00 per In. 
esrtlon. 
LIGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIRNT ADVIETII INO: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~1,00 per 11114) per month. 
O~ a 4 month bHle only. 
DRADLINa 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publlc8tlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFiRD CASH WiTH 
ORDRR otltsr Ihln 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
RSTAeLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service chorea of U.N on all 
N.S.F. chequss. 
WlODINO DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provlded news sub- 
miffed within one month. U.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or en0sgement pictures. 
News of wlddlngl (write.ups) 
received one month '~r more 
after event $10.00 charoa, ~lth or 
without picture. Sublec* t~ 
condlmsallun. Payable In sd- 
I vance. 
, CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMIINTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S,50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Noflcus 
COMMUNITY :  ~ :~ 
, SERvI .CES ~ " : , GOMINGIEVENTS: : " . • .: ~ ' .  . . • , - . 
24. SITUATIONS 
WANTED 
SUBSCRIPTION RATNS 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATIS 
Iffacfiva 
October 1, 1978 
Single Copy 20¢ 
By Carrler mm 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mail 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Sonlor Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
Kltlmat & District 
Phone ~12-2747 
TIle Herald reserves the right 
19 ¢losslfy ads under epproprlate 
headlnue and to sat rates 
therefore end to determine page 
locatlon. 
The Herald reserves the rlsht 
to revlea, adlt, clelalfy or select 
any sdvertlesment and to rotaln 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Re~ly Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BOx replies on "Held" In. 
structlonlnot picked up Within 10 
dsya of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless malllng Inltrucflons are 
racalved. ThoSe answlrlng BOx 
Numbers are requested not to 
lend orlglnela of documents to 
avold loss, 
All clolme of errora In ad- 
vertisements mull be received 
by the publllher wlthln 30 dlys 
after the first publlcatlor.. 
It la agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish en 
advertloemont or In the event Of 
an error appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as publlehnd shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In-- 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the IncOrrect or omlffed Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
i?,~n the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the Brltloh Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising thlt 
discriminates aualnlt lay 
person because of hie race, 
rellglon, SeX, color, nstlanalily, 
ancestry Or place of orlgln, or 
because hls age II between 44 
5.50 and ~ yearn, unless the condltlon 
16, 
LOST 
PHONE 635-63S7 
Claeslfled Advertlolng Dept. 
Is luetlfled by s bone fide 
requirement for the work In. 
vo. Ived. 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesdoy at 8 p.m 
at St. Matthew's AnWIcen 
'Church basement. Phons 
135.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? call Blrthrlght 635- 
3509, 3-4621 Lakelse. 
o/rice hours: Tues. 11am- 
8pm, Wed. 9:30am.Spm, 
Thurs. 11am-9pm, Frl lpm- 
10pro or call 63S.3164 or 635. 
~136 anytime. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Cell Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 632-4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
Kitlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
L12-3713. 
; MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 5:30 
'p.m. Lutheran Church. 
.Wednesdays Closed. 
M~tings 11:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Upon N~etlngs 5:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unite 
Kltlmot General Hospltol. 
A].Anon Meetings • Tuesday 
• g p.m. United Church. 
Weight Watchers meatln~ 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Laz~i,o Avenue. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped ore 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used places of 
furniture, oleo any discarded 
wood products wo could use 
for recycling or renovotlng. 
Call us at 635.2338 between 
8 o.m. end 3 p.m. We will try 
to moke arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
MIlls Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would oppraclat~ 
any donations of good, clean: 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
zarvlce phone 635.6320 or 635. 
5233, or leave Donations at. 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle' 
Avenue on Saturdays bet.i 
w~en I1 o.m. end 3 p.m. 
T~;:k yo~. ' Frldoy. 
Terrace Little Theotro Io 
having an evenlng of theatre 
activities Including a 
reading for the Chrlltmee 
Iday. Want to get Involved? 
Come along to Llffle Theatre 
Building, Kolum St. at 8 p.m. 
on Friday Oct. 20th. 
NC3.220 
Do you real you" have i 
drlnklng problem? There Io 
help 
Avellablel 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcofmllcs A~nymuo 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Mun. 8 p.m. • Nones - 
Skeana Health Unit. 
Thurl. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. MIIII 
Memorlol Hospltah 
Rape Reliof 
Abortion Counealllng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6384318 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evBnlng - -  6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
'Women's A.A. Meatlngl -- 
Every Tuesday'N]gM at 7:30 
~4711 LezalteAve. 635•5145. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday nl0ht ot 
8 In the Skoona Health Unlt. 
For more Informatlon phone 
_63s-37~ o,r. 63s.so?3_,. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
UUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
CUFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATIUN 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation oboes these and' 
other activities, please 
phone 635-2265 end oak for' 
Skeane Centre. See you there 
any time between g am Gad 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
g45.L107 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30- 3:50 p.m. Phone 
for oppolntment. 
Held at Thornhlll Else., 4tll 
Tues. of every month from' 
1:30 • 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslttere 
who bring children must 
have Parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. end Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By aPl~lntment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING. 
and R E ,LAXAT ION;  
-EXERCISES' 
Held every Moo. afternoon 1 
• 2p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
'those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 monthS: at Child Heslflt 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V~ ..5 yrs. 
(we-kindergarten): Swing 
blitz. Developmental, vlsV, n, 
hearing screening do~e. 
:Please phone for ap. 
po[ntment. 
;yD.:" CLINIC, 
(=hone for appolntment. 
Treatment avallablo, 
SAN ITATION 
Publlc health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
;problems, such as food 
:polsonlngl and complaints, 
sewage disposal, prlvat~ 
water supplies and 
.nuisances. 
'SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4613 Greig Ave. Tel~ 
638.1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
:referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
theraplot will carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LUNG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazelte Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assaument and planning for 
~:se  eligible for Long Term 
•.~Ere. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 20S.4621 Lazalla Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
As|e|lment and 0uldence 
for vocational and soctel 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women -
"4711 L.azolM Ave, 
behind TIIIIcom Theatre 
£1B-S14S. 
Drop In: 10 am.6 pm Men.. 
Thurs. 10 am-4 pm Friday.: 
We offer • comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meat~ 
and share Ideas. Chlldren: 
are welcome, 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's' 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month; 
. Status of Women, 2nd' 
Wednesday. Single Parents; 
(led by a slngte father), 3rd; 
wednesaay . Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays • 
Women's Night Out. 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
Rummage Salp Sat. Oct. 
27th. 9 a.m. till 12 Noon. 
St. Matthew Church Hall 
4727 ParkAve., 
Donations Welcome 
Drop ot Church. 
Monday afternoon Oct. 22. 
Phone 635.4602 for pick up 
(NC 26 OCt.) 
Slide Show Library 
Basement 
Kemans II 
"A look at the country that 
will be flood." 
7:30 p,m. 
Nov.1 1979 
Nanlka-Maurlce River Club 
(NC.IN) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sot. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar Will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
h30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 11179 
(nc-16N) 
Day Care Centre Is having a 
bottle drive on Oct. 31st. 
Bring to the Centre. We will 
pick up if you have lots. 3425 
Kalum 635-3424 
NC.31 Oct 
Rebakah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Sat., Nov 10- 
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munroe St. 2•4 PM. (nc•10n) 
Northern Delights Co.op Is 
having a Halloween PotLuck 
Party for members and their 
families. October 31st, 7:30 
p.m. Anglican Church Hall. 
Wear a costume. Phone 63S• 
9415 for further InformatiOn. 
(NC.31 Oct) 
The Northwest Community 
College Is sponsoring a 
special community event, a 
two.hour workshop on mime 
and movement. 
The Workshop will be held at 
the Terrace Little Theatre, 
Saturday October 27th from 
10.12 In the morning. Fee 
$5.00 
The workshop will be given 
by AxIs Mime, who are 
performing at the R.E.M. 
Lee Friday, October 26th. 
The group Is from Van- 
couver, and their per- 
formoncas and workshops 
are excellent. 
Everyone Is welcome. Cell 
435-29T/ for further details. 
(NC.26 Oct) 
:Greyhound BUS Scheduie' 
change effective 28th of 
October.S:30 p.m. scheduled 
run to Prince Rupert will 
leave ~ hour earlier at S:00 
p.m. till further notice. 
(C10.1 N) 
WANTED FOR DUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furniture,  appliances,: 
power tools, hand tools, 
dean Imoll cars, motor. 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
olher Items In acceptable 
¢ondltlon. 
Terrace Auction Mart 
Corner of Apsloy • Lokolu 
orpbo~o 415417'4. (cffn•2-20• 
~) 
The Northwest Regional" 
Arts Council Is sponsoring a 
CONCERT by the In. 
ternatlonally recognized 
YORK WINDS, Canada's 
foremost wind quintet, In the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
Terrace, on Sat. Oct. 27, at 
8:00 P.M; Tickets are 
available at the door: Adults 
$5.00; Students and Senior 
Citizens $2.50 
(NC•26 Oct) 
Axis Mime Theatre comes to 
Terrace October 26, at 8 PM 
at the R.E.M. Lee. They are 
presenting an evening of 
QUICK CHANGES,along 
with a western melodrama. 
AxIs Mime is • well-known 
Vancouver group, who 
specialize In theatrical and 
interested In photography? 
Gain experience doing te~m. 
~otce. We'll train you. Good 
33mm single lens reflex 
camera, electronic flash, 
and car necessary. Mu~t be 
available about 20 mlnutoo 
each morning and afternoon, 
and about 1 hour each 
averting for one wNk. Cell 
collect 521.9593. 
P3.29 Oct 
SOCIALWORKERS 
$1,~#-$1,fl5 
1he Provincial Minl~'y of 
Human Resources has the 
fallowing two openings: 
WILL IAMS LAKE-  
Competltlen 79:2642 
BURNS LAKE.competlflen 
entertaining mime Mr all 79:2~I 
ages. Be sure to come and 
see them. Call 635-2101 for 
tickets. 
(NC ,26 Oct) 
COLLIE R EXCAVA~ 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635434Oatter 6:00 pm~ 
(am-1-10.79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
• 638-~479 
anytime 
(am-1-10.79) 
White with hint of tan 2V: yr 
=ld multeze poodle on High. 
Nay 16-40 mlle. Answers to 
Schmnglts. Reward. 638.1524 
days, 624-4056 evenings. 
P5.30 Oct) 
Lost: Male Maltese dog 
between Terrace and Prince 
Rupert on Hwy 16, Approx 40 
miles from ~errace. Lcet pn 
Phone. 624.90~L5, .. ...... 
(0~260) 
Lost: 3 Dogs from Lanfear 
area. 
1 male•Hulky-Sheperd cross 
I male- Maltese cross 
1 female.Black mln. poodle 
uncllpped 
635-6357 or 635•4755 
NC-TFN 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring NEEDED IMMEDIATELY: 
Installation 
;You supply - -  we Install 
631-1691 Westvlew area. 
(am.1.10.79) 
INSISTON CTFN-NWF.24.10.79) 
THE BEST 
RECORDS 
Concrete septic tanks In STENOGRAPHER (Clerk 
alack. Get relief with e IV)•must have high school 
concrete lnvestment, graduation; typing of 60 
, .:~ i;~. ~ ~  years related 
khmltty s EXceVI~I~:~I|](E~rI~L;e; training or 
~ , ,  . . . .  , - 
• 63S-39~ ~ ~i!~x:~.,{l.Ip.ce In coding and 
:tam.1.10.79) ~ ~ '~ :~l~r~(:t~ng Information; 
, ~ ~'~H~R,T ~or ART preferred. 
, i~  ~Sk l~ry  as per union contract. SEARS ~ ' 
SALES AGENCY :;~ ~ ~"App|y to Medical Records 
Wholezalemerchendlse Librarian, Bulkley Valley 
ACCOUNTING STUDENT 
Local firm of Chartered 
Accountants has an opening 
for o student Interested In 
accountancy as a career. 
Preference will be given to 
students currently enrolled 
In a course leading to a 
degree. Salary negotiable. 
Send resume to Porter, 
Gleselman, Grelg, Wilkinson 
and Co., 302.4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
(A5•31 Oct) 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3t72 gable Sheet 
Phone 6~-7124 
10 a .m.  - 2 p .m.  
Closed Mondays 
(cm•12•10.79) 
WOMEN'S  N IGHT OUT 
presents Ly Koblerskl, 
speaking on: 
"WOMEN'S USE OF 
PHARMACEUTICAL 
DRUGS". 
On Thursday,October 25 at 
7:30 p.m. at the Women's 
Castro.4711 Lazelle 635.5145 
(NC) 
Laurie Thaln Is In town and 
looking forward to giving e 
home town concert, Terrace 
Little Theatre building, 
Kalum Street, Oct. 26 and 27, 
8 PM. Tickets at McColls, 
S4 .00(adu i ts )  and 
S3.00(senlors and students). 
Avon representotlvee to 
work In the following areas. 
162.40 month 
I|oletlon allowance also Paid 
To carry e caseload 'In- 
volving counselling, child 
p ro tect ion ,  Income 
assistance, odqHIon, etC; to 
Ilalea with cemmunlty 
groups and maintain reletec~ 
records; to act as witness In 
Juvenile and Family Court 
as required.Melter of social 
work degree and some 
related experience Is' 
counmlllng4dmlnlttretlon, 
or acceptable combination of 
education end experience. 
May be required to use own 
car on exlNmlas,. Lee~r 
quatlfled cendldetes may be 
consldarMefa.l~ver salary. 
Ceoadlon citizens are given 
weferenoe. 
(:Main eppilcatlone from the 
Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelee Avenue, Terrace, 
V3G 11=5 end return to the 
Public Service Commlnton, 
3rd Floor, 1011 Fourth 
Avenue, PRINCE GEORGE 
V2L 3H9by Novembaf 7, 1979 
A1.26 Oct) 
I 
Tho 
DALLY HERALD 
nH ,~ 
' CARRI tk~:  '~:"' 
.... In the toll(i~l~i'erelli~" 
ThomMlh 
Cottonwood Street, Emplm 
Slrasto Pequette Avenue, 
Kofued • Daslardinos, 
Kofead. Sharpleo, River 
Drlv~, Burgess . Laurler 
Avenue, Th0r, hill Strcet. 
Terrace: 
Highway 16 W.,WIHOw 
Creak Rd.,~; ~0 ~Bt~Y~:W 
~ar ,  4700 BlOcK A0er. 
If you ere Interested In one 
of these routes please 
~one: 
~IS.LlS7 
between P e m and 5 pro. 
Kltirnat, 
Cukon Street, Q~all . 
Slerllng Streets, Ur io lo .  
Osprey Streets. 
If Interested - -  phone Kelth 
et 
(ctfn.nc) 
1)Copperslde Estates. 
2)Muller, Valleyvlew area Experienced Secretary will 
3)SparK's, Munthe and clocopyerdlctaphonetyplng 
In own home. Ph 635-9396. 
Pis cell Norms at 655•7496 P3.20 OCt 
• Willing to babysit in own 
Help Wanted: MEDICAL homo. Flexible hours. Live ~ 
near Hospital. Experienced 
sifter. References available 
to Inquire, phone 635-6829. 
[PS•30 Oct) 
District Hospital, Box 370, 
Smlthers, B-C.. Telephone 
847-2611 .A3•30 Oct 
Help Wonted: 
Part Time Pro.echoer 
teacher for Lazzalle Pre- 
School, 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
App l i ca t ions  s tat ing  
education and experl~ce 
addressed to supervisor. 
Information 635•7918 
P 24-26 Oct) 
Automotive Manager 
needed Immediately for 
auto department. Weakly 
salary plus commission. 
After 3 months full 
benefits. Full time position. 
• 44 hours per week. Apply 
In person to: 
K mart 
4761 IJkelse Ave. 
AS.29 O~_ Terrace, B.C. 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywall, StuCCO, tile, 
linoleum. Free estimate.' 
Phone 
6N.10f5 
(c20.6H) 
Are your ceilings gaffing 
dingy looking? If they ore, 
have them professionally 
re, prayed. Cell Earl at 635. 
2776 
C4~12 Dec. 
Qua l i f ied  carpenter ,  
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools, available for 
renovations, custom cabinet, 
arborlte, formica In- 
sfallatlom. Will consldar oil 
other types of finishing work. 
Phone After 6 p.m. Ask for 
Don. 63S.570e 
(C10•IN) 
iACNHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone / 
IU44 .~ 
i~S7 
(cffn.2.10.~) / 
ng, Fuei Economy & Oenner Nr"  
EOILERS 4 
FURNACES • 
aFIREPLACES 
AC INDUSTRIES 
)A LTD. 
,ices Division 
ts In powor•vac leaning 635.5292" 
~t., 
IC 1K5 632•24~ 
11 cuft  frldge In exc. con- 
dltlen. S150.00 white. Phone 
~.T,-6~7. 
!13.26 Oct) 
For Sale: 'studio knltllng 
machine 2 years old. For 
further Information cell 63S- 
78/g. (c~0.SN) 
For Sale.One 'effel' wood- 
|tove~flreplace combination. 
Never been used. Must sell. 
$650.00 Phone 635.2475. 
(1=3 Oct29) 
Yard Sa1~-27 Sat Oct 27 Sun 
Oct 28 1979. 11:00.3:00 PM 
3539 Rifle Range Rd. 
2 shop washing carts 
IOHP outboard, wringer 
washer, Shop furnace, bench 
grinder, disc grinder, drill 
bits, full propane tank, 1 case 
10 w oll grease and oll 
pumps, good homollte saw 
DO, D7' grouser bar, 
salamander heater.,D6 
hoses, IInAa and 
monuehcobte glllotlne, bush 
fan with 9 HP motor. 
Basement sale Wed. Thurs. 
Frl and Sat. at 4916 Lazello 
10:00 am to 3 pro. 
P2-24,26 OCt) 
r 
For sale: One /956 Chev 
single Axle dump truck; One 
196S IHC tandem dump 
Various rambler' ford ports. 
(car and'. truck) "PrIC'ed 
cheap to saiL One garage to 
rent. One trailer apace to 
rent on private lot. Phone 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
and memories of pioneer life 
In the Bulkley Valley written 
by Nan Bourgon Is now on 
sale In Smithers at Van's 
News, Western Drugs and 
Interur Stationary. 
C15.12 Nov) 
For Sale 1971 Ski Route 340 
H.P. Exc. Cond. Ph 635•4342. 
1=3.26 Oct) 
For sale one older set of 
encyclopedias. Also Kemac 
burner. Ph 635.6479. 
(1=3-25 Oct) 
1476 sq ft 3 br full basement 
home on 1.5 acres with lake 
frontage In Smlthers. 
1976 40 HP International 
Tractor c.w cab, front end 
loader, and blade. Call 
Smlthel's 547.2438. 
(C5.29 OCt) 
100 LB propane tank $50, 
30"Harvest gold propane 
stove, excellent cond. 
~00.00, 39" baxsprlng and 
mattress like new $600. 3 
drawer student desk $45.00. 
PIG cell 635-9635. 
(P3-OCt 26) 
One used wood box heater. 
One aluminum storm and 
screen door. Fits 2'6"X 6"6". 
One box spring 39" 1 
fiberglass canopy fits small 
vehicle size. 
2 tire end rims 46014 winter 
with chrome rims. 3.25x19 
motorbike tires end rlms.Ph 
(CS:31..~ ~-~ .0~) 
635-3S66. Nelghbourhood HALL RENTALS 
garage sale ot 3955 MaNall Oddfellows Hall • 3222 
St., Copper Mountain Sub. Munroe. For further In. 
division 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 formation phone 635.2794 or 
P.M. October • 27th and 635-5661 (am.7.8.79.Tu,Fr) 
November 3rd. Garage 
necessities to household 
necessities. Everything 
reasonably priced. 
f r ' J L9  M a r t '  
10-79) 
197"/Honda XL 175 CC 
1976 Yamaha DT 175 CC. Will 
consider trade for 
snowmobile(s). For further 
Into piss phone ¢18.8418. 
(P..C-30 Oct.) 
~1~ Norton Commando 5900 
,orlglnal~ mites exa,~.Cdnd. 
Spalq~Ixl Pts: S1~00,00 '~  ;' I~M. 
8371 
(PS.29 Oct) 
For Sale: I floor oll furnace, 
300 gallon oli tank ~I00.00 
DEe 635•3112 
Ca-2 Nov 
For Sale:30 Gel Gas Water 
Heater $50. 58,000 BTU oll 
space heater $7S. 200 gel fuel 
tank, half full furnace oll 
$100. All In good working 
condition. I°!1 635-5855. 
1=3-26 Oct) 
For Sale Belier, 4,5~0 B.T.U. 
loller. $250.00 Ph 635-7840 
C5-2 N 
Brand new red acorn style 
fireplace. Ph 635•9743. 
(C3-26' Oct) 
Store Fixtures for Sole. 
Phone dWIng the day. 
63S4STe 
(ctfn.2.10.79) 
Tire changer for sale. Phone 
635-4246. 
cg-g Nov.) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furnltore at a price 
rayons can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4433 Laketse 
Ave. Pbam t3S.Sl72. (ctM.2. 
10.~) 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for 
Good used furniture, guns, 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares, 
Anything of value 
We buy. sell. trade 
Gunsmlthlng 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace 431•1613 
TO GIVE AWAY 
Cne cat end one kitten. 
Kitten is black, lively --  cat 
Is young, dark brown with 
faint light stripes. Cat Is 
offe;tr!~nate, adaptable, 
~ ; ~ H a t o  to give 
her up, but tendlord Insists. 
Cell I,U43S7 days, 638-1639 
evenings. Ask for Don. (nc. 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute poppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Available 
Oct. 19. Ph. 638.1996 after 5 
Wonted to Buy: Used fur-, 
nlture such os couch, chair, 
table 8, choirs. Phone 
5417. (ctM.11.10.79) 
wanted: Toyota body In good 
condition. No engine. 
Preferroblycorona Mark II 
or Corolla. 
Call 635.7127 before 5. 
1064 after S. 
(C4.30 Oct) 
Wanted to buy - Old car and 
truck end cat batteries. Top 
wlca paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635-4735 anytime. 
(p20-1N) 
• Wanted• Good furniture end 
misc. articles for auction,' 
Cell L.W. Seers at 635-7824 or 
' 3092 Hwv 16 East. (p20.1N) 
For Sale 151/= foot 
Sangstucratt with 65 HP 
mercury outboard motor and 
phone 635.4.198. 
(C3.26 Oct) 
1974 17 ½ Foot K and C deep 
Von traitor neor new soft top 
120 H.P. OMC stern drive. 
$4600.00 Phone 635.9502 
(PS.26 Oct) 
17toot Cedar Strip (Hen. 
clyhoy) fuel cabin. Electric 
start. Good, heavy sea hull, 
40 HP Johnson motor. Slngte 
axle trailer. Ph 638-1691. 
C5.30 Oct) 
Room and Board In Thornhlll 
Ph.635.Se51. Avail Nov l i te r  
1Sth. 
48. SUITES 
FOR RENT 
. .LLSIDE LODGE. 
4450 Llffle Avenue 
eep Jng  rooms,  
~sekeeplng un~ta, can. 
Ily Iocoted. Fully fur- 
~ed. Reasonable rates 
day or week. Non. 
~kers only. Phone 635- 
I. (ctf-f) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
L 
0fflc; "No. 2 .  46o3 Scott. 
one, two and  three 
~edroom apsrtments. 
Laundry & 8forage are~, 
Meer ochools and dowm. 
town. Clean, quiet 
q0aclous, senurlfy (ocku 
md patrol. Ftdl.tlm 
nsnager In residence. 
4554224 
54, BUSINESS J 
PROPERTY 
56, BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
3 br, country home with 
excellent vtsw on oos ocre. 
1026 IKI. ft., creek frontage,. 
large garden srea with 
excellent soil. Asking 
140,000. Phone 635-2415 after 
6 pm. (cffn-16-10.79) 
For Sale by builder. Your 
choice of six homes, Prices 
reduced For more In. 
formation pie call collect 
• deys-,T~2-4114, evenings.,%2. 
3497. 
• CTFN.gS Oct 79 
In Terrace new 3 Br. House 
with carport and covered 
walkway w-w wall to well 
with feature wall and easily 
developed lower floor. 635. 
4126. 
(C4.26Oct) 
1brae bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Skiing Valley. Many ex. 
cel l in i  features, Including 
wall to wall car.eating, built 
In dlshwelher, two full bethl 
and large coy~H'ed sun~dt©k. 
Located In ~ t i m l  
area only minutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Possession can be Im. 
mediate. To view phone 798. 
2258 after 4 pro. (atM-11.1o. 
79) 
58. 
• TRUCKS,  
HANDYMAN 
SPECIAL 
House and lot In' Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
.J!ck. ~Ambler at 635-7117 for 
" , .  T . '~ ; : ' ;=~:  ~ . . . . . . . . .  wamt 
~'~ ; ~'~;;. :,., .~,,-,~q .~..!~. 
68. 
LEGAL 
;3 BR home with fuli 
:blsament. Appra(. 1000 KI. 
ft,. Has ~0xa0 ft. workshup. 
,Fenced & lindscebed lot. 
Approx. $0xI00. View at 4743 
Slraume or phone 635-9233 
after $ pro. (1~0.300) 
Working couple requires. 2 
Br. Accommodation Ira. 
mediately, weekdays 8:30 
am to 4:30pm phone 635.6255 
local 52 after 6:03 638-1080. 
CTF N.23 Oct) 
'2 or 3 BR house with 
basement and fireplace 
Weforred but not urgent. 
One or 2 steps to front en- 
trance. Call evenings only 
(collect If necessary). 112. 
$67-4191. (c20.310) 
By famllyof 38 two or three 
bedroan apt., house , or 
trailer as soon as possible. 
Call 635-6536 ext. 20 between 
8:30-4:30 pm 
(C4.26 Oct) 
By Mmlly of 3 • two or three 
bedroon apt., house , or 
Waller as soon as possible. 
Call d,lS-d.~ ext. 20 between 
0:30-4:30 pm 
(C4.26 Oct) 
Furnished suite, 1 Br or 
room and board for single 
person. Non drinker. Ph 43S- 
2211 Local 282, 635.9536 
C3-~9 Oct) 
Required as of November 
lsh room or room and board 
for single working woman. 
Ph 438.1372. 
I:)4 30 Oct) . 
For Lease: Warehouse or 
shop. 6units 19 ft. by 48 ft. by' 
16 ft.Celllng 14x14. Overhead 
door. Plumbing & gas beet: 
Ph. 635.7459. (cffn.MWF.12. 
10.79) 
Valuable commercial lot In 
, Terrace.' For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Information please phone 
Russ Roper 542-4114 Collect. 
(C10-Nov 1.) 
For Sale: Warehouse with 
heated workshop and 
separate office space. 
Fenced with chain link 
fence. Complete security. Ph 
438-1324. 
PI0-8 Nov. 
For Rent: 900 eq. ft. on: 
ascend floor. Air con- 
dtloned. Located at 46~3 
Laholee Avenue. Phons 635: 
• '2~2. (ctfn.2.10.79) 
for Sale 1.2 Acre. 
property, In country. 
Creek frontage, nicely treed. 
Phooe 635-2485 after 6 p.m. 
C.TFN 24) 
' i 
Lot for Sale: E~cellenf large 
lot on 4514 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with 
potantlal vlew, $21,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn-2.1o. 
EAR-I~' $,Td.2O Daily (8266.03 
Weekly) In your own 
I~Jslness mailing clrcutsrsl 
er home. No, experience; 
needed. Worldwide Mall 
Systems 9, Box 1022, 
Cob~urg, Ontarlo. KgA4WS. 
P3.29 Oct) 
For Sale: Fdiy equipped 
conventsnce !tore. With 
!lying accommodatlm. Store 
does a good I~er round 
turnover. For .further In. 
formation please write Box 
'DI4 or call 635.3971. (ctfn.2. 
10.79) 
FOR SALE 
Small business. Can ba  
operaMd part time or In 
conlunction with another 
line. Easy terms to right 
party. Phone 688.4$41 
evenings. (p8.260) 
57' 
'74 Comet PS. ' P.B. Good 
ronnlng condition Phone 638- 
1318 
(PS-30 Oct.) 
,1969 Chevelle. Gloss black" 
*. and ~whlte:sconF; New ~res 
~andrlms):TI.to 1.plstonL 13~ 
,boJ~rexcond., 650:Holtsy carb I 
~with~ma ,~r. rnord* ,'big h per.- 
f~mapee extras Must sell.; 
638-1427 or 635-5600. 
C10-5 Nov 
1972 Flreblrd for sale. Phone 
635-4246. 
(C9.2 Nov.) 
For Sale 19M Chev Bal Air 
8700.00 aBe 1978 Datsun PLr 
and camper, onlY, 6,000 miles 
15,850.00. 
635.2243 days, 1 63S-43~£ 
1954 Chev Bal AlrJAM Sedan, 
Ext. running ~condlflon. 
Many original extras. Soma 
body work needed. Best 
offer. 638.8371. 
(PS-29 Oct) 
FORSALE By OWNER. 197"/ 
Chev. Blazer. 4 wheel drive. 
Over $17,030 Invested. BTJIIt 
.~3eqg lne  by,~ of~f,~ koad 
qpecledlet. ~,Over, I ke~ ~ M- 
vested In motor. M22 rock 
crusher 4 speed. Hurst vertl. 
gate shl.fter. Tack roll bar. 4 
Inch lift svepanslun kit. Too 
many extras tO lllt. asking 
812,030 Ph. 635-5210. 
(Ca.30 OCt) 
79 T.Blrd low mileage. Exc. 
Warranty. Phone 638-1366. 
(C15-7 Nov.) 
1976 Toyota Land Cruiser. 
4X4 283 engine. 350 horse 
"cam. 2 sets of tires and rims 
soft and hard top. Phone 
7662 
(Ca 28 Oct) 
For Sale 1976 G.M.C. 4X4 
with canopy. Dual gas tank 
plus Tiddy tank. Must sell 
leaving town. Ph 635-3011 
Pa-Nov 
1976 Ford Suparcab F.250 ~t 
speed transmission, com- 
plate with 11 foot camper. 
• Has frldgs, stove with oven, 
furnace. Four hydrallc 
lacks. Unit special 14895.00, 
See It at Camperland 5,11] 
Hwy 16 West Ph 635-417~ 
Dealer License Nbr. 5731. 
C3-29 Oct 
1914 Datsun PU Auto' 1900 cc 
Shortbox 27,$00 miles. Goc¢ 
cond. $2,S00.00 aBe. Ariel 
6:00p.m. PIe coil d,18.M43- 
or 635.2037 C7.2 i~ov 
Must sell 1978 Ford Wlndov~ 
Van. Less than 8,000 miles 
Partially camparlzec I men) 
extras. Ph 635-9083, 
(Ca.29 Oct) 
1978 Bronco P.S.P.B. 
pceltractlon 351 with 4 speed 
Ext. tapodeck and radio. Ph 
435-4816. 
Ca-30 Oct 
1919 GMC Van P.S.P.B. V8 
Radial tires, FM steres 
cassette. Much more. Call 
Pet 432-2102 or 632-6797. 
C5.31 Oct) 
1970 International PU with 
flatdeck. Ph 635-2568.. 
C3-26 Oct) 
For  Sale-- IW7 F.250 4X4. 
R~llal tires H.O. suspension 
complete with 1978 10Vs foot 
sun and fun camper, 3 way 
power unit both In good cond, 
For further Into pls cell 635- 
430~. 
P5-31 Oct) 
For Sale..197a Ford •Granada 
E.S.S.,P.S.P.B. radio bucket 
seato, radials; low mileage. 
Would like older car on 
trade. Also a fender reverb 
vlbrolux amplifier, twin 
spaskers 4 Input almost.now. 
Ph 635-2009 after 5:30 p.m. 
C5~1 OCt 
For Sale: 1972 12x68 foot 
troller set up In trailer pork. 
For app. to view 'cell 635. 
2.506. i (c2O.8H) 
78 Bendix citation 28 feet. 
travel trailer. Comes with 
Microwave oven, vaccum 
cleaner. AM.FM 8 track. 
Dash air and air conditioner 
with heater. 4500 watt 
generator, awning, T.V. 
ariel, Inside control. Like 
new ; App 8,ffi0 miles. 635. 
Ca.30 Oct. 
1975 Dodge ~ To~ Club Cab 
with cemperette Travel 
Tank and CB Asking 55,000. 
Call 638.1390 after 5 P.M. 
P3-26 Oct. 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
R E~NT: 20' to" 28% 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Avallsbts for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632.2420. 
(c20-18N) 
MUST SELL IM. 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot 
Wilderness travel trailer. 
Aiklng 1,1,$00. View at Reel 
Inn Mottl. Highway 16 West. 
Last trailer on left. (ctfo-2- 
10-79) 
Notice of 
cAp~llceflon for 
hangs of Name 
Hotlce Is hereby given that 
an application will be made 
to the DlrectoT of Vita L 
'~t at i st Ic~ ~l; '  ~:,,~k~ ,gtjen g e of I 
name,.,- pursuant , to the~ 
provisions of ths "Change of 
Name Act," by me: 
THOMAS CHARLES 
WEBBER of RR 2, Usk 
Store, T~race, B.C. VaG3Z9 
to chengemy name from 
THOMAS CHARLES 
WEBBER TO THOMAS 
CHARLES POWERS: 
P1.25 Oct 
i . .  
~O~ q~| l  IVV  " • 
:~b~,Rn0~nay concern: I 
ncent Vance Gayner will 
not be rlelpoosible for any 
debts or bills Incurred by my 
wife, as of thts date. OCt. 19 
1979. 
V.V. Gayn~ 
(P5-29 OCt) 
NOTICE 
This Is your notlee that the 
undersigned carrier has 
made application to Increase 
per shipment charges, class 
rates and rules end com- 
modity rates, applicable 
beiwNn points sarved by the 
named carrier. 
Subject to consent of the 
Motor Carrier Commission, 
the proposed changes will 
become effecftve- December 
10th, 1979. 
.Cople~ of the proposed 
changes may be examined at 
the. offlcsa of the un. 
Any re,  presentation 
respecting proposed changes 
may be made to the 
Superintendent, Motor 
Carrier Branch, 4240 Manor 
St., Burneby, B.C. VSG 3)(5 
up to .November 261h, 1979. 
Pacific Tariff*Service IJd., 
Tariff Agent for: 
Soo.sacurlty Motorways Ltd. 
AI-26 Oct 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the decsesach 
HOWLETT, Fredsrick 
David, Late of 4011 Sparks 
Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
laid estates, are hereby 
required to send them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby. 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. VgZ 
2Ca, before Nov. 21, 1979 
offer which date the assets of 
the said Islets(s) will be 
distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
CLINTON W. FOOTE 
PUBLICTRUsTEE 
(a4-10,17,24,310) 
II 
1/i~iZ ~i~i~IJLL~L H 
Hordes of small entre. 
preneurs are stacking orange 
crates on street  curbs, 
throwing mom's best table. 
cloth on top and launching 
a business extravaganza with 
the cry, "Lemonade for 
sale!" 
There's no way to stop 
this annual migration to the 
street with pitchers of 
"lemonade in hand. Nor is 
there any reason one would 
want to -- it's a valuable 
lesson in the workings of 
free enterprise. 
However, that lesson is 
being enhanced by an offer 
from the makers of Dixie 
products and the makers of 
Minute Maid products to 
generate funds for America's 
Olympic Team. They axp 
inviting young people's 
organizat ions across the 
country to set up lemonade 
stands and share sa les  
, ,receipts with the 'U.S. ath- 
letes on a 50.50 basis, 
The progrdm includes a 
specially-printed lemonade 
stand for $9.95 and proofs 
of purchase. For each stand 
sold, the makers of Minute 
Maid products will donate 
$1 to the U.S. Team. The 
fully-equipped package in- 
cludes ,the stand with assem- 
bly instruct ions,  counter 
cover ,  advertising poster, 
official armband and hat, 
money can wrapper, vendor 
card and a start ing set 
of special Limited Edition 
• Olympic Games Cups from 
Dixie. 
Supported by advertising 
in leading consumer maga- 
zines, Sunday supplement 
inserts and point-of-sale ma- 
terial, the program will 
continue through the 1980 
Olympics in- Moscow.  
Cartons of Dixie" Cups (in; 
cluding the special Olympi0 
Games  Cups)  wi l l  be 
"flagged" during the summer 
with order forms for the 
'lemonade stands, plus cents. 
off coupons for Minute Maid 
lemonade. 
Notice :To ell customers of 
Fash ion Two~Twent y
Cosmetics. "lake notice that 
there will be • prim increase 
of products effective Nov.1, 
1979 To place an order before 
Increase phone 635-5041 
(Ca.30 ?ct) 
Western and English. Good 
prospect lumper $700. OBO 
Call after 5 635-2913. 
C3-26 Oct) 
For Sele-Baef cross feeder 
calves. Various sizes. Also 
feeder pigs. Call 635-~17.Tbe 
Jackson Place. 
C5-28,24,22,31 Oct, 2 NOV) 
For Sale Wiener.Pigs. Call 
~3S-2d03. 
P,l.30 Oct) 
I 
District of Terrace 
• NOTICE CALL FOR TENDERS 
ANIMAL CONTROL 
Seoled bids relating to the sbuve contract will be 
accepted at the Municipal Offices until 4:30 p.m. 
November 15, 1919. Interested parties ere advised to 
view the proposed contract end~r obtain further In. 
formation at the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby Street, 
during normal business hours. 
Tenders must be submitted In sealed envelopes -- 
addressed to the Clerk-Administrator end clearly 
marked "Tender to Animal Control." The lowest or 
any tender not necessarily accepted. 
F.K. Norman 
Trsasurer.Collector 
(26,3105,9N) 
k41 SERVICE STATION 
OPPORTUNITY 
Pacific Petroleums has an excellent career oR" 
portunlty for a person desiring to succeed In the 
automotive service business. A modern two bey sor- 
vice station with wand car wash, legated on Highway 
16 In the Industrial community of Vanderhoof, B.C. Is 
available for lease. 
Pacific 66 offers dealer support Including: 
Advertising and Promotion 
TEA Programs 
.NI Credit Cards Program 
A parson with appropriate background Is preferred, 
10ut all applications are welcome. Some capital Is 
required. Direct enquiries to: 
Dave Pearson 
Pacific Petroleums 
Box 1948 
Postal Statlon A 
Prince 'George, B.C. 
Telephone 564.5433 
4TH CLASS ENGINEER 
BENCHMAN (M/F) 
TaMe Forest Products Limited has Immediate 
openings In the above trade catsgorles. Current I.W.A. 
wage rote apply along with an excellent health, 
weffsre, pension and dentsl plan. 
For further Information and to moke appllcetlc, 
Ideese call: 
D.R. Wilson 
Personnel Supervlsar 
• , ,;: : ~ak~,F, great Products ~;•.~. 
" . . . . . . . . . .  I~x:lS~, ,...., . ...;, . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fort St. Jam'es, B.C. VOJ I PO " : 
9tN~1241 
WELDER 
Experienced welder required for work In 
Houston area. Steady employment.  Straight 
days. Number 3 Ticket or  better. Should be 
experienced in consfrudion and logging 
repairs. 
Phone 
845-2498 845-7419 
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PLIED PROHOTIOHAL OPPORTUNITY 
This position offers a career opportunity through 
planned advancement o management levels end 
higher eamlnge. A@llcants must have completed high 
school, should hove some IxJslneso experience, • good 
clrlvlng record, end be willing to accept transfers. 
We offer a good alerting salary, plus liberal employee 
benefits. 
For an Interview oppoHunlty call: 
Mr. R. Bayter 
Canadian A~Geptence 
C~rp~ratl~n ltd. 
~k~4108 
the Canadian Forces Mobile Information Unit 
can help you to make important decisions 
about your future, in the wide range of 
opportunities offered by the Canadian Forces. 
you may find just what you're looking for. And 
you'll be paid to learn a trade. 
Talk to 
CPO Dennis KeDegommeaux 
Military Career Counsellor 
" THE MOBILE INFORMATION UNIT 
will visit 
TERRACE on Wednesday, 7 November 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM 
~ ~ There~J no life like It. 
The Canadian Armed Forces 
AIRPORT BUSINESSOPPORTUNITY 
VEHICLE  RENTAL  LOCATIONS 
Terrace Airport 
TRANSPORT CANADA is calling tenders on an Air. 
port-by.Airport beslsto provide vehicle rental services 
to air travellers at the following Transport Canada 
.Nrports: 
Tenders will be conducted In a single stage. Tenderers 
will be required to submit a financial offer and provide 
corporate, operational and marketing Information. 
The successful tenderers will enter Into Ilcence 
agreements with Transport Canada for a term of five. 
years commencing January I, 1980. They will be ex- 
pected to provide s high level of sat'vice to olr 
travellers wishing to rent vehlclts at Transport 
,Car~,.d&AIrpo~'tS.~....,,.~ . . . . .  ,,, ,, . . . . . . . .  ,~_ .............. 
either of the addresses below: 
Airport Manager's Office, 
Terrace Airport. 
or 
Mr. F.B. Wong, 
Regional Superintendent 
Material Management, 
Room 405.739 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. VgC 1,6,2. 
Seoled and marked tenders will be received up to 11:00 
hours (Ioca ttime) on Friday, November 23, 1979 In the 
_Gffl¢e.of_tbe .following: 
. Mr. F.B. Wong, 
Regional Suparlntendent 
Material Management, 
Room ,i05.739 West Hestlnge Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. VaC 1A2 
Atender briefing meeting will be hold at the following 
time and location: 
15:00 hours (local time), 
Friday, November 9, 1979, 
East Banquet Room, 
Laketse Motor Hotel, 
,~20 Lekeles Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
,.,: . .,: ,,::. 
L I ' ,  l 
• REMODEL ING 
YOUR HOME ? 
Before you decide, check.the 
.Classified Pages. For handy com- 
parison shopping and advice, 
, contact reputable' remodeling 
contractors listed in the Class- 
ified Section. 
• . \ \  ' / /  
TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
daily herald 
Page It, The Herald, Friday, October 26, 1979. 
Env i ronmenta l i s ts  say p ipe l ine  worse  
OTTAWA (CP) -- A 
study by two officials of 
the federal environment 
department has ques- 
timed federal policy m 
West Coast eta tanker 
traffic. 
For more than a week, 
Prime Minkter Clark and 
several cabinet ministen 
have assured Opposition 
Liberals that Ottawa 
supports the prolx~d by 
Foothills 0il Pipe Line 
Ltd. to build a $1.&billim 
ploi~lnseu~ht° meve Alaskan 
Both the Conservative 
government and its 
Liberal predecessor 
favored that project be- 
cause, they said, alter. 
native prop~als being 
constdered by the U.S, 
government would use 
tanker ships and create 
the danger of oil-spills. 
But the study by en- 
vironment officials 
suggests that a tanker 
route is environmentally 
preferable to the Foothills 
we t. 
~e  study, by Robert 
Sherwood and John 
Mlllen of Vancouver, was 
filed with the National 
Energy Board for the 
board's current Van. 
eouver hearinSe. 
The two said the 
Foothills pla~ for an all. 
land pipeline route 
i~, ...,~, ~en..~.om.ce. 
lauy ana enou~a noc ne 
agreed to prior to com- 
12etion of more detailed 
environmental assess- 
meets?' 
They said Canada 
shoul¢, urge the U.S. to 
approve the M~O-mill~on 
project proposed • by 
Trans Mountain Pipe 
Line Co. Ltd. That plan 
would move oil by tanker 
from Alaska to the would move by expanded planned mandatory 
Washtugtonetotecoaetce existing pipelines In hookup of Washington 
theStraitofJmm&Fuca British Columbia and refineries in the area to 
opposite Vancouver Alberta to the U.S. the Trans Mountain 
unloading facility. The 
Island. The officials I)Med that  tankers currently irav- 
From there the oil recommendation on elling in constricted' 
rout~ far down the strait 
would instead come no 
further than that un- 
inad~ point, 
The scientists said the 
risk factor under the 
Trau  Mountain plan 
would he about M per cent 
lower than risks tovoived 
in exisUNi traffic. • 
The nil-land Foothll~ 
project, meanwhile, 
would do nothlni to lower 
. 
OB~K~6NTS 
=,...g' ~ . .d  w~d. 
have environmenmt 
impact on land. 
Sherwood and Mille~, 
who noted that their 
cceclusions are not of. 
facial environment 
department policy, 
estimated •at a third 
oompeting proposal, by 
Northern Tier, woula 
involve risks sllshtly 
8rester than existing 
b'afflc. 
The Northern Tier plan 
would" land ell much as 
Trana Mountain would, 
but volumes would be 40- 
per.cent greater. After 
landing, the ell would 
move directly east in an 
.u.u.s ~peUne. 
If mandatory hookup.is 
notimplemanted, orif the 
tankers from Alaska 
come closer than 200 
miles to the northern B.C. 
coast, the offleiak said, 
Cmmda should elate a 
preference for an oil port 
at Ska~vay ca the Alaska 
Panhandle, with a pipe- 
line inland from there. 
The Skagway plan was 
also proposed by 
Foothills, but later with- 
drawn in favor of the all- 
overland pipeline 
p'opo~. 
Environment Minister 
John Fraser said Tuesday 
that the study by his of- 
floiala is a preliminary 
one and more research is 
needed. 
"In any event, either of 
them are better than 
Northern Tier," Fraser 
said. ~ 
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Contd 
Show 
BIz 
Journal 
International 
Joys of 
Collecting 
S~orts 
Hot Seat 
All Star 
Wrestling 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
wide 
World 
Of 
Sport 
Studio 
See 
once Upon 
e Classic 
Oil 
Painting 
Education. 
Bahavlour 
Connections ' 
Com'd 
Contd 
Cantd 
Pllm 
Celebration 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Contd 
Medlx 
Contd 
Julia 
Child 
i 
Evening at 
Symphony 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Heros du 
~emedl 
Contd 
Contd 
Allmtor 
Teleleans 
Centd 
Cont'd 
Le 
Semalne 
Perlementalre 
Contd 
Femme 
D'Aulour 
Whul 
Contd 
La Course 
Cont'd 
Centd 
Contd 
Ouverture 
de la 
Bale 
James 
i i  
Cont'd 
Cent'd 
Cont'd 
Contd 
SATURDAY 
S: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
111 
11.i 
12: :45 
SUNDAY 
I 
5: :u  
I ' 
6;: 
7: 
8: 
g:: 
111i 
KING 
(NBC} 
Gong 
Show 
News 
Con t'd 
Contd 
Contd 
This 
Week 
Wildlife 
Adventure 
Wild 
Kingdom 
C.H.I.P.S. 
Contd 
Contd 
Cont'd 
BJ& 
The Beer 
Cont'd 
Contd 
Called 
£1oone 
News 
Costal 
Saturday 
Night Live 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Cont'd 
KING 
(NBC) 
Meet the 
Press 
News 
Com'd 
Jack 
Patera 
How 
Come? 
Dlsney's 
Wonderful 
World 
Cant'd- 
Big 
Event 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cootd 
Contd 
Contd 
Prime time 
Sunday 
Cont'd 
Contd 
News 
Cont'd 
9~ovle 
Chapman 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Centd 
Cont'd 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
Hockey 
Night 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
"Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Sat. 
Night 
Movie 
Cond't 
Contd 
Contd 
Centd 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Contd 
Cont'd 
• Cofltd ' 
The 
National 
Night Final 
P.M. 
,Late 
Show 
Enter 
Laughing 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
Bugs 
Bunny 
Contd 
Cont'd 
O lny 's  
World 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
The  
Beachcombers 
Mark end 
MIndy 
Super 
Special 
Contd. 
Com'd 
A 
Gift 
to 
Last 
Marketptece 
Cont'd 
Ombudsmen 
Cmt'd 
National 
Nation's 
Night Final 
Late 
Show 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cent'd 
(CTV) 
Wide 
W=ld 
Hour 
~td  
.. C,ont:d 
I I I  
BJ and ........... 
the Beer 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
BCTV 
Special 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Centd 
Com°d 
Cant'd 
Called 
Sloane • 
CI"V 
News 
Hour 
Final 
Late 
Show 
W.C. 
Fields 
Untamed 
t~brld 
Yan's 
Woklng 
Hour 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Out of 
The Blue 
Lou 
Grant 
Can't 
Can't 
The 
/~soclates. 
i 
VegaS;. 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
W-S 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
News Final 
Capital 
Comment 
Late 
Show 
Com'd 
Contd 
Cant'd 
5 p.m. to midnii[ht 
KCTS 
• (PBS) 
The 
Prisoner 
Contd 
Contd 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Newsworld 
Centd 
I I I  i 
of the 
Dolphlns 
Cont'd 
Moll 
Ftanders 
Cont'd 
Centd 
Amer. 
Film 
11~atre 
Contd 
Three 
Sisters 
Cont'd 
Cent'd 
Centd 
Contd 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Special 
Nk)vle 
The 
Shootlet 
11 c.u r 
Bagatelle 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Contd 
Nolr 
sur 
Blanc 
Con t'd 
La 
cords 
gu 
Cinema 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Conq 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Cont'd 
Contd 
i Journal et 
Sport 
Polltlque 
Cinema 
Can't 
Cm't 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Contd 
5 p.m. to midnipt 
9 KCTS 
(PBS) 
Lincoln 
Centre 
German 
Soccer 
Contd  
Contd 
Camera 
Three 
Masterpiece 
Docu. 
ConYd 
Cont'd 
Connections 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Masterpiece " 
Theatre 
Love for 
Lydia 
Centd 
Contd 
6 Wives of 
Henry VIII 
Cont'd 
Centd 
Cmtd 
Dolphins 
Sunday 
Night 
Mavis 
Can't 
11 cuu. 
Hockey 
Cont'd 
Contd 
conyd 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Hlstore de 
Cinema 
Contd 
Cont'd 
samalne 
Varte 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Contd 
Journal et 
Svort 
Clna. 
Club 
Contd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
